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IN LIEU OF PREFACE
This collection o f University o f World Economy & Diplomacy comprises the*

research papers o f the prominent and young analysts sharing their scholarly view on 
whole plethora o f issues o f regional and global agenda.

In this volume we proudly introduce and highly honored by contribution o f our 
distinguished international experts for sharing their scholarly views on different issues 
o f global and regional agenda. Most o f them are profound and prolific authors 
representing leading research institutions worldwide in analyses o f contemporary 
politics and trending issues o f International Security. Among them Martha Brill 
Olcott, a Visiting Professor, Michigan State University Professor Emerita, Colgate 
University, USA, Muhammad Amir Rana, a Director o f PAK Institute for Peace 
Studies (PIPS), Pakistan, Kuzmina Elena, PhD, a Head o f Sector o f the Center o f 
Post-Soviet researches Primakov National Research Institute o f World Economy and 
International Relations, Russian Academy o f Sciences, Dr. Anita Sengupta, a Senior 
Researcher, Calcutta Research Group Visiting Fellow, Observer Research Foundation, 
Dr. Adil Khan and Muhammad Ijaz, from International Islamic University, 
Islamabad, Pakistan.

Uzbek national experts are presented by group o f leading scholars and 
analysts, conducting their researches at the University o f World Economy & 
Diplomacy, such as Prof. Nihola Tulyaganova, Senior Lecturer on Regional Studies, 
Ulugbeck A. Khasanov, PhD, Head o f Contemporary Conflicts & Regional Security 
Study Laboratory, Botir Ochilov, PhD, Associate Professor, Leading Lecturer on 
Geopolitics, Akram Umarov, Researcher, DSc. candidate, Akmaljohn Abdullayev, 
Researcher, DSc. candidate, Madina Abdullaeva, MA Researcher at IR Department 
and others.

Most o f the papers in this volume reflect original and rarely considered aspects 
o f modern development. The work o f our research team have turned into a serious 
result in shaping complex approach to different topics concerning international 
relations, drawing special interest o f expert community and clearly indicate the 
significance o f such efforts.

No doubt, such expertise on regional security agenda will give young 
researchers a good possibility to understand specifics o f regional and global politics, 
and basics o f diplomacy, which is defined in the Concept o f The Foreign Policy o f 
Uzbekistan and the Strategy o f Action on Further Development o f Uzbekistan in 2017

*
2021.

Prof. Sherzod M. Abdullaev 
Dr. Ulugbeck A. Khasanov

*The views o f  authors in this volume reflect their scholarly and personal opinion. 
* http://mfa.uz/en/cooperation/policy/
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REPLICA TING SECURITY THREA TS IN MODERN GEOPOLITICS
Dr. Ulugbeck A. Khasanov, PhD

H ead o f  Contemporary Conflicts & Regional Security Study 
Laboratory, University o f  World Economy & Diplomacy

Foreword
The end of the bipolar system of international relations as so many people 

believed opened up unprecedented opportunities for restructuring the world on the 
basis of general human values and interests. The world community has, it would seem, 
received a unique historical chance for the formation of a new international order on 
just legal principles, and to enter the new century and millennium free from the past 
legacy of confrontation.

The threats of a new order of international relations have replaced the threats 
and contradictions of the bipolar world, dominated by Soviets and Americans. In fact, 
threats to security may even be accentuated in the condition of greater interdependence 
of states. The stability of many countries and whole regions is shaken by conflicts 
connected with interethnic and inter-confessional tensions, religious extremism, and 
aggressive separatism. The same trends emphasized in political position of regional 
countries as it described accordingly: "The ever intensifying bloody conflicts and 
confrontations, the danger of terrorism and extremism in some regions of the world 
today require us to be always vigilant and alert. In this respect, such resolute tasks as 
providing for the security and inviolability of Uzbekistan’s borders, solidifying the 
defense capability of our country and not allowing any evil to the country’s doorsteps 
will always remain in the focus of our attention."1

The danger of proliferation of nuclear and other types of weapons of mass 
destruction and their means of delivery is particularly menacing. The gap between the 
poor and the rich countries does not shrink. The narcotics trade has grown, as has 
organized crime, which has increasingly crossed national frontiers and assumed truly 
global proportions.

The course of international developments was indeed greatly impacted by the 
end of the "bipolar system." States not only found them less well protected against the 
old "diseases," but faced the new ones too. Crucially, adequate mechanisms to ensure 
international stability in the face of these new changes were not created.

This essay will examine geopolitical dynamics in Eurasia, assess whether some 
scholarly approaches can shed the light on existing geopolitical realities in some parts 
of the world, and ask what lessons foreign policy makers in the Central Asian region

1Inaugural Speech of the President-Elect of the Republic of Uzbekistan Shavkat Mirziyoyev, December 14,
2016. (Official web site o f Press-Service of the PresidentRepublic of Uzbekistan. 
http://prezident.uz/en/news/5395
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can derive from this.

Paradigm Shift
Today Eurasia is the key arena of international politics, by virtue both of its 

significance in the modern world and the role that it will play in determining the 
contours of future scenarios. This assertion can be validated with reference to the 
goals, tasks and priorities of the foreign policy of the United States, set out regularly in 
US National Security Strategy2 and various reports and policy papers, prepared by 
leading American scholars and former policy makers. Most recent one is the document 
called "Extending American Power" Project. It was prepared in May 2016 by "group 
of current and former government officials, strategists, and scholars spanning the 
political spectrum met for a monthly dinner series through the Center for a New 
American Security's "Extending American Power” project, co-chaired by Dr. Robert 
Kagan and the Hon. James P. Rubin. The goal of the series was to bring together a 
bipartisan group to help shape the national conversation on America's role in the world 
during the run-up to the presidential election in November 2016. The group convened 
multiple times to discuss a range of regional and functional issues from the Middle 
East to Asia to the international economy".3

The chief premise, from which the United States proceeds in the formulation of 
its national strategy, is the recognition of the instability of the present-day world, the 
existence of threats to the security of both itself and its allies, and the challenge they 
present to America's world domination. The report notes that the balance of power in 
the world is subject to constant changes, is unstable, and is fraught with various 
threats. One such threat is seen in the instability of a number of regions of the world, 
in which certain countries have the possibility of inflicting damage to the national 
interests of the United States. The authors of the above mentioned project say that 
"American leadership is critical to preserving and strengthening the bedrock of today's 
international order, which is being shaken by a variety of forces. The final report 
comes at a critical time, as U.S. allies are calling for increased U.S. engagement, and 
the American public is debating a greater international role."4

Such approach logically leads prominent American analysts to conclude on the 
necessity of tough counteraction to the enumerated threats, and also of active 
participation in the solution of international problems and maintaining its leading edge

2 National Security Strategy 2015 / February 6, 2015/ http://nssarchive.us/national-security-strategy-2015/
3See: EXTENDING AMERICAN POWER Strategies to Expand U.S. Engagement in a Competitive World 
Order/Paper Signatories: Kurt Campbell, Eric Edelman, Michele Flournoy, Richard Fontaine, Stephen J. Hadley, 
Robert Kagan (Co-chairman), James P. Rubin (Co-chairman), Julianne Smith, James Steinberg, and Robert 
Zoellick/May 16, 2016/ Washington D.C. https://www.cnas.org/publications/reports/extending-american-power- 
strategies-to-expand-u-s-engagement-in-a-competitive-world-order
4 Ibidem
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in economic, political, military, communicational, and other spheres: "To preserve and 
strengthen this order will require a renewal of American leadership in the international 
system. Today, the very bedrock of this order is being shaken by a variety of forces - 
powerful and ambitious authoritarian governments like Russia and China, radical 
Islamic terrorist movements, long-term shifts in the global economy, the rise of non
state actors, the challenges of cyberspace, and changes in our physical environment."5

At the same time, an authors of the document published much earlier stated the 
fact that the United States does not deny itself the right to act alone, "when this 
answers to the maximum the interests of the course pursued by it or when there is no 
other alternative."6 Because this right, it should be understood, is appropriated 
exclusively by the United States, the allied obligations and consultations are in fact 
reduced to zero in the case of especially serious conflicts in the world.

In addition, it is possible to note one more important provision, appearing in 
almost all documents and materials in which the present-day interests of the United 
States are considered and formulated. Here we have in mind that the number of vital 
interests of the U.S. invariably comprises an item on the prevention of the emergence 
of a regional hegemon (leader) in the regions considered most important to the U.S.

n

That this invariably occurs in such documents is striking. In particular, it is informed 
by a fear of the upsetting of the balance of power away from its favor on the vast 
expanses of Eurasia. It should be noted that some analysts regard this disease of 
"hegemonism," from which the United States is suffering, as one of the causes of 
international terrorism primarily targeting it. Such a way of thinking cannot be altered 
by any transformations and changes in the world. Very logically, the authors of the 
"Extending American Power" Project note "Many around the world who once decried 
American overseas involvement as “hegemonic” now seek greater American 
engagement in international affairs and worry more about American retrenchment. 
This view is especially strongly held in the three regions where the United States has 
carried the main burden of providing security since World War II: East Asia, Europe, 
and the Middle East. In all three, as well as in Latin America and Africa, American 
allies and partners seek more involvement by the United States not less. The greatest

о

challenge to the preservation of this order today may be here in the United States."

5 Ibidem
6 See: A National Strategy fo r  a New Century, The White House, Washington, D.C., May 1997.
7 See, for example: America's National Interests, A  Report from the Commission on America's National 
Interests, Center for Science and International Affairs, Cambridge; John Kennedy School of Government, 
Harvard University, July 1996, pp. 2-4, 21, 22;
8 See: EXTENDING AMERICAN POWER Strategies to Expand U.S. Engagement in a Competitive World 
Order/Paper Signatories: Kurt Campbell, Eric Edelman, Michele Flournoy, Richard Fontaine, Stephen J. Hadley, 
Robert Kagan (Co-chairman), James P. Rubin (Co-chairman), Julianne Smith, James Steinberg, and Robert 
Zoellick/May 16, 2016/ Washington D.C. https://www.cnas.org/publications/reports/extending-american-power- 
strategies-to-expand-u-s-engagement-in-a-competitive-world-order
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We have dwelt in detail on the national interests of the United States for the 
reason that it is today the only superpower in the world, and stability in the system of 
international relations hangs in many ways on its policies. On the whole, everything 
said above provides sufficiently convincing evidence, in our opinion, that today, just 
like in previous times, statesmen, in the words of H. Morgenthau, "think and act in the 
notions of interest determined as power."9

The proof of these words can be seen not only on the example of the United 
States, for which the problem of national interest has become a kind of an idee fixe, 
but also in the case of other states and, first of all, those which have recently become 
independent. Here Russia is no exception, showing a keen interest in the elaboration of 
her own national interest, especially since Vladimir Putin's 2012 victory at the 
presidential elections. However, in one vital sense there exists a marked difference 
between these two states. Whereas the United States with its new administration led by 
President Donald Trump is at the edge of its political turbulence, Russia is a state 
trying to reshape new balance of power in crucially important parts of Middle East and 
Eastern Europe despite of hard economic situation.

The main features of these changes are connected with the departure from the 
world arena of the Soviet Union as a superpower, the disintegration of its colossal 
sphere of influence, the emergence in its place of new independent states, and regional 
political arena. These include the crises in Syria, Iraq, the series of conflicts in 
Caucasus region, including replicating trans-border clashes in Nagorno-Karabakh and 
conflict in Ukraine as prime case. This issue became a troubled spot in International 
agenda and remains under the close look of leading political analysts almost 
everywhere.

Conflicts as Geopolitics
Puzzling out existing contradictions, mutual grievances and accusations and 

which have already have caused high intensity of emotions particularly in some 
Russian and Western Mass Media, is becoming a hard task. In the process of covering 
and interpreting Ukraine-Russia relations, and based on the public consciousness you 
may observe two predominant and opposing points of view on the nature of bilateral 
relations and the triggers of conflicts between both of them. These are two extremely 
different or even opposing viewpoints on the issue - pro-Western and pro-Russian, 
which prevail in public perception.

So what are the reasons for such extremes in the assessment of the current crisis 
situation in Ukraine? Thorough analysis of Russian- Ukrainian bilateral relations in 
post Soviet era can shed a light on fundamental and objectively existing contradictions

9 H.J. Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations: The Struggle for Power and Peace, 4th edition, New York, 1967, p.
5.
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and problems, primarily linked with division and stationing of the Ex-Soviet Black Sea 
Fleet and issues, related to the Sebastopol Naval base legal status. Especially, the 
monitoring the situation in Crimea and Northern Black Sea Coast shows that Ukraine 
as an independent state has its interests in this geopolitical area. On the other hand, this 
issue primarily linked with the sphere of traditional interests of Russia, too. Therefore, 
any Russian leader would probably face such dilemma of national security balancing 
between preservation its direct access to its Black Sea Naval bases pressuring to 
Ukraine and at the same time, trying to keep the status quo with the West.

The relations between Ukraine and Russia were marred by mutual border 
claims, dual citizenship and other issues of smaller caliber. Aside from all the political 
rhetoric, it is a logical process of shaping of divergent national interests of both of 
them. They were not always opposite and not the same. Different attitude to the NATO 
expansion to the East usually serves as a striking example of this inconsistency of 
national and geopolitical interests of the both of them until now.

In addition to the above political and economic factors, there are similar cultural 
values and general patterns of thinking stemming from long and controversial history 
of the both nations, often perceived as "soft power". Without taking into account the 
specifics of this element in the context of this situation makes any effort to give a more 
or less coherent response to emerging issues almost impossible. For example, the 
Pereyaslav Treaty of 1654 on unification of Cossack Hetmanate and Tsardom of 
Moscovy, in spite of long history of scholarly controversial interpretations, had played 
a significant role in the shaping specific stereotypes and mindset of the elite and public 
perception in Ukraine and Russia.

Following this, many Russians, Ukrainians and even other ethnicities living in 
both countries still consider that Ukraine has been an integral part of Tsarist Russia 
since XVII century, for almost 360 years of their mutual history. This thesis is used as 
an argument in favor of claims to bring Ukraine back to Russia. In fact, only the 
north-eastern part of present-day Ukraine was part of the Russian state (then - Russian 
Empire) starting from The Truce of Andrusovo of 1667 according to which Russia and 
Poland divided Ukraine mainly along the Dnieper River. Russia received the rest of 
the Ukrainian territory in the last two decades of the 18th century in three partitions of 
Poland (except Galicia, which became the part of the Austria in 1772 and remained 
that way until the defeat of Austria-Hungary in 1918, by the end of World War I).

In spite of many different views, current regions of Ukraine in South, including 
Odessa and Crimea have never been a part of Ukraine. As a result of the Russo- 
Turkish war this territories became a part of the Russian Empire at the end of the 18th 
century. At the same time, Galicia, Bukovina and Trans-Carpathian Ukraine have 
never been a part of the Russian Empire. They were annexed on Stalin’s decision 
during the World War II previously being as part of Czechoslovakia and Hungary.

12



Western Ukraine reunited with the Soviet part of Ukraine in 1939. Before that it 
was part of the Poland. These facts make the concept of “historical unity” of Ukraine 
with Russia clear or, at least in some of its aspects. Here lies one of the serious reasons 
for internal tensions within the Ukrainian society, the consequences of which will be 
felt for many years ahead, creating difficulties and obstacles on the way to becoming 
and establishing unified Ukrainian state. After all, another factor that makes their 
identities different is not only aspects of political development, linguistic and ethno
cultural factors, but also the religious aspect. Russian population is predominantly 
Orthodox while Ukrainians, starting from the 16th century, typically practice Orthodox 
and Catholicism. This is due to the fact that different regions of Ukraine in different 
timelines belonged to Poland, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary or Romania. In this 
regard it is quite natural for the majority of Ukrainian population to consider their 
country as part of the Eastern and Central Europe, and not simply as former republic of 
the Soviet Union. And such geopolitical orientation is becoming increasingly popular 
in the Eastern Ukraine as well.

As per the aforementioned point, independent Ukraine maintains good relations 
with its immediate neighbors -  Poland, Hungary, Romania, Slovakia and Czech 
Republic. They recognize Ukraine as an independent country within the existing 
borders. Romania has territorial claims towards Ukraine, but never calls into question 
the status of Ukraine as an independent state.

For Russia the political term “Near Abroad” means former Soviet territories 
that are now members of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), with the 
exception of Georgia and Ukraine now. It is noteworthy that the reason for Georgia’s 
withdrawal from the CIS was also a military conflict with Russia. To date, CIS inter 
alia includes such countries as Moldova, Armenia and Tajikistan. These countries have 
very little commonalities except for the fact that they were parts of former Soviet 
system, and even earlier of Russia. For Ukraine, “near abroad” means the countries of 
Central and Eastern Europe which have never been a part of the USSR. This has a 
serious impact on the understanding of the place of Ukraine on the political map of 
Europe and the world at large.

Geopolitically Ukraine is linked to and an integral part of Central European and 
Black Sea region. Without any doubt, some challenges in Russian-Ukrainian relations 
reflect the fact that in Russia there is no unanimous agreement as to the delimitation of 
its borders, stable state, and the national identity of its people. For instance, there is a 
serious problem of non-Russian nationalities within national-territorial autonomies. 
Such types of internal complexities result in tightening of Russia’s foreign policy 
towards neighboring countries -  former soviet republics. This applies not only to 
Ukraine, but also to Estonia, Belorussia, Kazakhstan, and some other countries. Quite 
fairly, some Russian political analysts believe that Russia should deal with the fact that

13



there is an independent Ukraine. Thinking about possible models of behavior to ensure 
peace in their bilateral relations it would be useful to refer to the experience of 
building confidence in such relations like US-Canadian, US-British, Finnish- 
Norwegian and some others.

In this context it would be worth noting energy factor. Traditionally, fuel and 
energy capacities of Ukraine for the time being were dependent on Russia. The 
modern structure of the complex (coal, nuclear and hydropower) became obsolete and 
its future in light of the increasing crisis of the economy becomes ephemeral. 
Therefore, sustainable development of this sector of economy of Ukraine is possible 
only at the expense of stable import of energy resources, primarily oil and gas from 
abroad. Thus, according to the experts of the consulting company Baker Tilly Ukraine, 
natural gas accounts for the largest share among the primary energy sources in Ukraine 
(about 40%), however, own production accounts for only a third of consumption. 
Provided that appropriate investments are made, Ukraine will be able to meet its needs 
in gas based on its own resources, and stop to be a country that is forced to constantly 
depend on gas imports.10 Here they also note that in the last 15 years, the annual 
volume of gas extraction is in the range from 18 to 21 billion cubic meters. According 
to the draft energy strategy of Ukraine it is envisaged that till 2030 the production of 
natural gas in Ukraine will be increased up to 44.4 billion cubic meters in 2030, which 
will provide 90% of the gas consumed in the country.11

In light of the uncertainty in Ukraine, possibility of expanding domestic sources 
in the near future seems too ambitious. Hopes for the organization of oil and gas from 
shale shelf of Azov and the Black sea have not yet produced feasible results. The 
chances of using oil-refining enterprises of Ukraine also do not look promising today. 
At the same time, more than 25% of the capacity in this field is not used.

Today, Ukraine's position in the oil and gas sector will be reduced to the 
resolving the problem of diversification of sources of supply of raw materials and 
rejection from the practice of dependence on Russia. Ukraine had looked at the issue 
of diversification of energy supply through possible connection to projects related to 
the Caspian oil (Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan). On the other hand, it is 
necessary to take into account that about 4 thousand km of Russian oil pipelines passes 
through Ukraine, as well as the main gas pipeline through the Balkans to the West. 
Thus, the capacity of the pipeline of the Russian Federation on the border with 
Ukraine is 288 billion cubic meters, on the border of Ukraine with Poland, Romania, 
Belarus, Moldova - 178.5 billion cubic meters, including with the EU countries - 142,5

10 http://www.bakertilly.ua/media/Gazovydobuvannya_v_ukrayini.pdf
11 Ibid.
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billion cubic meters.
Despite all these attempts and contradictions, Ukraine will still remain the 

largest and economically strongest state in the post-Soviet space after Russia, being 
the most important trading partner, which crucially influences the strategic situation in 
Central and Eastern Europe. Many experts remind us the core idea of Zbignew 
Brzezinski, former National Security Advisor to President Jimmy Carter about the 
importance of Ukraine in the "geopolitical pluralism" and "containment of Russian

13expansion." In some concept papers that are popular in Western political circles, 
Ukraine is considered as the main counterweight to Russia.

In the context of its rapprochement with NATO, there are fears in Ukraine itself 
that it would play the role of a kind of "buffer" between Russia and the rest of Europe 
that will not allow it to enjoy the fruits of cooperation, neither in the East nor in the 
West. Finally, extremely tough stance of the U.S. and Europe towards Russia on the 
situation in Ukraine can significantly upset the balance in Europe and push it [Russia] 
to rather severe steps. Since for Russia the relations with Ukraine are much more 
important than it seems at first glance. This point widely stressed in researches of 
many prominent scholars in the West.14

In the context current environment, the future development of the situation 
hardly indicates any possibility of normalization of Russian-Ukrainian relations in the 
near future. Confrontation and mistrust in relations between the former allies is clearly 
bad example not only the Europe, but far beyond this region.

Pro Bono Publico
Geopolitical changes in the world are obvious, but so too is the role that they 

play in determining the policies of states and defining their national interests. This was 
quite definitely identified by leading American scholars, who note that nation-states 
continue to remain the main units of the world system. In the struggle and competition 
between them the "geographic location is still the point of departure for the definition 
of a nation-state's external priorities, and the size of national territory also remains one 
of the major criteria of status and power."15

Against this background, it seems strange that certain analysts should question 
the importance of geopolitics in determining the positions of states in the international 
arena, and even believe that its role in the interstate relations is actually diminishing. It

12

12 UNIAN Energy Weekly Issue July 10, 2011, №4, (004)
13 Chris Ernesto The Eurasian Chessboard: Brzezinski Mapped Out “The Battle for Ukraine” in 1997 
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-eurasian-chessboard-brzezinski-mapped-out-the-battle-for-ukraine-in- 
1997/5373707
14 John J. Mearsheimer. Why the Ukraine Crisis Is the West’s Fault The Liberal Delusions That Provoked Putin. 
Foreign Affairs SEPTEM BER/OCTOBER ISSU E  2014
15 Zb. Brzezinski, op. cit., p. 38.
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is asserted, for example, that relations cannot be already understood and described 
"with the help of such traditional and most influential models of foreign policy as 
'political realism' or 'geopolitics.'" Under "political realism," it is of course important 
that national interests should be carefully analyzed and understood. The words spoken 
above belong to Nikolai Kosolapov, a well-known Russian analyst and author of many 
articles on the topic of present-day international relations and Russia's foreign policy. 
It is interesting to note that after the categorical assertion regarding the inadequacy of 
the previous models of study he himself several pages below outlines the "complex of 
primary long-term systems tasks" of Russia. He identifies the main ones as: 
"preservation of the country's integrity, maintenance of effective control over its 
territory, resources, economy; overcoming resistance of those external forces, which 
are not interested in the development of strong influential Russia and actively 
counteract its revival in that capacity."16

Moving to the certain geopolitical interests of the United States in the Eurasian 
region, some US scholars outline what they consider to be the top priority: "In the 
short run, it is in America's interest to consolidate and perpetuate the prevailing 
geopolitical pluralism on the map of Eurasia. That puts a premium on maneuver and 
manipulation in order to prevent the emergence of a hostile coalition that could 
eventually seek to challenge America's primacy, not to mention the remote possibility 
of any one particular state seeking to do so. By the middle term, the foregoing should 
gradually yield to a greater emphasis on the emergence of increasingly important but 
strategically compatible partners who, prompted by American leadership, might help 
to shape a more cooperative trans-Eurasian security system. Eventually, in the much 
longer run still, the foregoing could phase into a global core of genuinely shared

17political responsibility."
The most immediate goal that the U.S. is pursuing, he concludes, is to "make

certain that no state or combination of states gains the capacity to expel the United
18States from Eurasia or even to diminish significantly its decisive arbitrating role." 

This essentially expresses the same idee fixe, which American strategists and analysts 
have pursued over the period of post-war history and whose presence in various 
foreign political documents was noted above. What is crystal clear is that there is 
absolutely no doubt that the concepts of national interests, geopolitics, and the balance 
of power, remain important in relations between states, and will continue to serve as 
major instruments of the United States' policy in the world arena. In this light the post-

16 N. Kosolapov, "Rossia v mezhdunarodnoi sisteme nachala XXI veka: vyzov globalizatsii," in: Rossiiskaia 
vnesh-niaia politika na rubezhe vekov: preemstvennost, izmeneniia, perspektivy, IMEMO RAN, Moscow, 2010, 
pp. 180-181.
17 Zb. Brzezinski, op. cit., p. 198.
18 Ibidem.
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2014 shift in US foreign policy towards Afghanistan has a principal importance. The 
controversies over ISAF 2014 withdrawal program from Afghanistan, has added new 
nuances to these relations which, far from improving the situation, have had the 
opposite effect.

The struggle for influence in the Central Asian region - which involves, to a 
greater or lesser extent, all the leading global and regional powers such as Russia, 
China, US, Pakistan or India and even others has the potential to turn the region into a 
troubled buffer zone between the West and the East. The rivalry for domination or 
prevailing influence in Central Asia, besides everything else, promises great 
advantages in the field of possession of rich energy resources. This is especially 
important, if one takes into account the high logistical risks to transport such reserves 
from the Middle East, especially in the contest of Syrian Crisis and struggle against 
violent jihadists of ISIS, makes this region permanently unstable.

Russia and China will most likely be the powers that in the context of current 
regional politics have already shown the real counteraction to the interests of the 
United States in Eurasia. Therefore the "middle" states, including first of all the states 
of Trans-Caucasia, Turkey, Iran and Central Asia, will be obliged to take their 
bearings geopolitically and decide, on the basis of their national interests, what 
position they should adhere to. The deteriorating the situation in Afghanistan have 
created a certain foundation for this. Many analysts believe that despite of any kind of 
statements on temporary character of military presence in Afghanistan, the United 
States will not leave the region, at least not in the foreseeable future.

In other words, not only is the U.S. rethinking the geopolitical importance of the 
Central Asian region, but it is also expressing the desire to create a legal base for 
carrying out the resultant policies. In plans to restore the "Silk Road," primary 
attention is devoted to the maintenance of the balance of power favorable to the United 
States both in the Caspian region and in Central Asia. This is aimed in the final 
analysis at the neutralization of hegemonic aspirations on the part of Iran from the 
South, Russia from the North and Chinese economic expansion from the East through 
its OBOR project.

The United States will support geopolitical pluralism in Central Asia for its 
primary interests and oppose any power in the region to dominate, especially China, 
Russia or even Iran. America's vital interest, due to leading political experts, "is to help 
ensure that no single power comes to control this geopolitical space and that the global 
community [read: the United States] has under hindered financial and economic access
to it."19

Due to the authors opinion current system after the disintegration of bi-polarity

19 Ibid., p. 148.
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is neither "unipolar" nor "multipolar." As of today, it has not yet developed sufficiently 
enough to make a comprehensive evaluation of its nature and form, and all judgments 
at this point must be provisional. Today in the world only one superpower really exists 
but, in our view, one should not draw a conclusion that it exerts a decisive impact on 
the development of international relations on the whole. The whole wave of events 
known as Arab Spring in Middle East or consequences of Kiev's Maidan in 2014, have 
shown one thing very clearly: America is capable of organizing any action and even 
inflict a military defeat to these or other regimes, but alone it cannot realize its goals 
and channel the development of international relations in a desired direction or secure 
its National Interests from new threats. It is possible to put it thus: today the only 
superpower is opposed not by a certain equal force, but by a certain international 
disorder, a chaos, a kind of anarchy, which cannot be controlled, regulated and 
managed.

Emerging Tensions
Early in the twentieth century, countries in Central Asia became increasingly 

pivotal in geopolitics due to their prime location. In the process, they found themselves 
in the middle of a rivalry between influential powers. Global and regional actors vying 
to gain a foothold in the region began exerting tangible pressure on the process of 
geopolitical formation in Central Asia. Researchers trace the roots of some of the 
region's conflicts back to this period.

The Soviet regime paid scant attention to the historical past of the region in 
doing so. After the process of creating the Soviet Socialist Republics in Central Asia 
was completed by 1936, it became evident that peoples' rights had been infringed upon 
in the divisions. The borders of the majority of the independent states of the former 
Soviet Union were established arbitrarily, without taking into account the peoples and 
tribes living there, so many ethnic tribes were artificially divided by state borders.

The civil war in Tajikistan ended with a general agreement on the establishment 
of peace and national accord, but tensions and armed clashes persisted in the following 
years. The process of reconciliation was impeded by the rivalry between clans and 
regions of Tajikistan, interethnic frictions, and ideological differences between the 
government and the opposition.

At the same a peculiar situation often occurred when many peoples and tribes 
who were at enmity with each other turned out to be together within the limits of one 
state. This acuteness of the inter-clan struggle was evidenced in Tajikistan, where the 
struggle took the form of a civil war.

Maybe a ferment situation along with many other factors still keeps Gorno- 
Badakhshan Autonomous Region of this country fragile? Tajikistan’s direct access to 
Wakhan Corridor, a small but geo-strategically important piece of land well used by
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religious insurgent groups such as Harakat Al-Mujahedeen's, Jund-ul-Allah, Tahrik-e- 
Toliboni Pokistoni, Lashkar-e-Toiba, Jamaati-Tablig, Boz Gurt, Islamic Movement of 
Turkestan (IMT) and some others nestling in Northern Waziristan. Practically an open 
and porous Tajik border alongside the strip of this corridor may turn it very soon into a 
serious headache for almost all Central Asian countries. Special role of the Wakhan 
Corridor in regional security system was also mentioned in writings of Indian expert 
Dr.S.Kapila.

For better understanding of the situation we may illustrate with some specifics 
of inter-clannish relations in most of Central Asian republics. For example in 
Kirgizstan, the title ethnic group, on behalf of which country was named, remains in 
minority in most fertile regions of habitation. Fergana region of Central Asia, became 
a twisted ethnic knot, complicated by the borderline and territorial strip holding of land 
with Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, especially over the disputed Isfara region in Fergana 
Valley shared by both of them, and the rise of tension over this part of the land in 
Central Asia was seen throughout whole 2014 and early 2015 and which proved its 
conflict prone potential very clearly.

It is precisely here that the ethnic knot is unfolding the existence of trans-border 
ethnic groups, divided by fancifully outlined borders and enclaves. Ethnically mixed 
population determines to a considerable extent the specifics and complexity of inter
ethnic relations. Potentially they are fraught with a threat and under certain 
unfavorable internal or external circumstances that may cause the aggravation of the 
internal political situation and serve as a pretext for conflict. However, it is obvious 
that the difficulties of transition suffered by all Central Asian states unsettled the end 
socio-economic, political and legal, ecological and other factors. Together with the 
existence of foreign Islamic fundamentalist centers, which train combatants and 
hirelings from the local population as well as underground religious, extremist groups 
further added to the “transparence” of borders and became evidence of the continuing 
complexity of the social and political situation in a number of regions of Central Asia.

Borders as Prime Cause
In this respect, the socio-political and inter-ethnic situation in the Central-Asian 

region as a whole cannot be described as stable. For example, the problem of refugees 
and asylum seekers may pose a threat of social instability, whether in one state or with 
the involvement of other countries in at least two directions: first, world experience 
shows that the massive flow of refugees may lead to serious social tensions in host 
countries which consequently may become a serious factor of instability. The same 
experience has shown that the economic difficulties may easily accentuate internal 
political crisis. Tensions between refugees and the local population in many cases 
enhanced dissatisfaction with decision of the state and the host administration was
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urged to stop the refugee flow. This discontent, in turn, has been used by various 
political forces to their own advantage, which has a negative impact on the domestic 
situation across Central Asia in general.

The second direction, in which the problem of the refugees poses a threat to 
national security, is linked to the use of the situation by conflicting parties. First of all, 
every interstate conflict creates an escalation of tensions in border areas between two 
or more states. In addition, there is a chance for aggravation of conflicts by penetration 
of armed groups into the flow of refugees and by further using the new territory for 
establishment of paramilitary training camps for militants, weapon stockpiles, etc. One 
of the dangerous aspects of this trend is the fact that such actors may not be a state, 
interested in the continuation of the conflict, with a view to weakening the opponent. 
Different extremist groups are no less interested as non-state actors in maintaining 
such tensions, seeking to use them as "cover" for their activities.

Best illustration for that is the current situation in cross border territories of 
Turkey, Syria, Iraq or now uneasy situation in Lebanon, especially those bordering 
Israel, which poses a serious threat not only for them but even close regions. This type 
of cross-border security threats becoming some kind of a «cradle» for spreading the 
process of social tensions and instability throughout the Middle East and possibly 
creates an explosive situation in close proximity. In the vast majority of Ex-Soviet 
territories, including Russia itself and which is troubled over the conflict with Ukraine, 
this problem seems to be extremely relevant. Primarily, Russia is challenged now not 
only through long lasting and ineffective military operations in Chechnya, but raising 
separatism in Dagestan, Karachay-Cherkessia, Kabardino-Balkaria, the Ossetia-Ingush 
conflict and ethnic Lezghins issue on the border of Azerbaijan and so on. A number of 
potential conflict points are located on the cross-border territories of Russia with 
Kazakhstan.

Different terrorist groups and insurgents use this fragile trans-border system and 
flow of migration in their interests. Being a network community they are linked 
through their common ideology, strategy and close collaboration via social media. 
Different extremist groups acting in the region are well connected with their allies in 
Middle East, Sahel, and even Yemen, spreading extremist ideology throughout 
Afghanistan, especially in its provinces bordering Central Asian Republics. During the 
military clashes with Iraqi Army in the August-September of 2014, the Taliban leaders 
supported different insurgent groups, militia and guerrilla fighters, including some 
from Central Asia and Pakistan. Despite of many rumors or discrepancies we haven’t 
seen any damage in regional connections of ISIS with Afghan cells of Jund-ul-Allah, 
Uygur separatist’s Islamic Party of Turkestan, Lashkar-e-Toiba, Jamaat-At-Tabliq or 
even Jaish-Ul-Islami. Many of these guerrilla groups are active mostly in trans-border 
regions of Kirgizstan and Tajikistani Badakhshan, mainly in its Wakhan territory. All
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these groups are well-spread, trained, armed and active in Northern provinces of 
Afghanistan, primarily in Badghis, Faryab, Sar-i-Pul, Kunduz and Baghlan. However, 
they are not always unanimous on the role and importance of several countries in their 
strategy, especially when religious ideology is mixed up with strong national feelings 
and preferences. Yet they may use or probably using such connections already for 
terrorist acts against USA, Europe and even Russia.

In Lieu of Conclusion
One may raise a rightful question - how to manage the replicating geopolitical 

uncertainty as a global challenge? The new system of a disorderly balance of power 
causing to big powers like US, Russia or China new hurdles and headaches than 
advantages and material and moral loses, because it is impossible in principle to 
manage chaos.

Former bipolar balance of power has disintegrated, leaving place to many 
regional balances of power, which unlike the first one are unstable, damaged and 
fraught with unpredictable conflicts. We may call the present-day system of 
international relations multipolar, and then it can be done only in the sense of a certain 
totality of the loosely linked regional balances of power, which does not merge into a 
single global dynamic. In this sense the United States reminds a Pastor or "Shepherd" 
whose herd has run in different directions. The imbalanced power in global politics 
exerts in principle the same destructive effect as in mechanics, only its aftermath is 
much more serious. Conceptual monolith of the Eurasian Heartland is being remodeled 
in a fatal way.

The new sovereign states emerged in Eurasia, including these in Central Asian 
region, should rid themselves of any illusions about a new world order, and accept the 
controversial rules of survival in the modem world. They are located on edging site of 
international struggle, and must act accordingly. In particular, they have to defend and 
strengthen their sovereignty, taking into account both the process of interdependence, 
and their own national interests - factors which never coincide.
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Twenty-five years after independence, it is certainly now time to view the 
security situation in the Central Asian region through a new lens. While many of the 
security problems confronting the region remain unsolved, or only partially solved, 
some new ones have also emerged. Water is a diminishing resource, creating economic 
challenges for all of these agriculturally dependent states, and there still is no shared 
water-management regime in place. Hile recent progress is encouraging, some of the 
region’s borders are still not fully demarcated, and although border security 
management regimes are increasingly more competent, the borders themselves will 
inevitably always be porous at least in part, something that elevates the security risks 
inherent to border control. As the security situation in Afghanistan continues to 
deteriorate, and extremist ideology such as that represented by the “Islamic State” and 
other extremist copy-cat “wannabes” the risks posed by porous physical borders and 
through permeable borders of cyberspace, seem more acute.

The good news is that the states of the region do appear generally to be growing 
more competent to handle the external security risks that they face, and in some of the 
countries there is also a growing awareness of the need to apply new approaches to 
solving some of the internal political and economic challenges which if not addressed 
could create new sources of national and even regional security problems.

This “maturing” process, was certainly not inevitable, and is very welcome, 
especially as many of the external actors who are engaged, and of ten times seek 
greater engagement in the region, are becoming increasingly preoccupied, either by 
their own domestic problems, or by their broader and more diverse international 
engagements. This reality, though, is often at odds with Great Power rhetoric in and 
about the region.

Succession & Generational Change within Central Asia
One of the most significant events of the past year in the region was the death of 

Uzbekistan’s president Islam Karimov in September 2016. But rather than this leading 
to the instability that some warned might be the case, the transfer of power in 
Uzbekistan was orderly, and the events around Islam Karimov’s funeral and the first 
months of Shavkhat Mirziyoyev’s presidency point to a renewed interest in and hunger 
for regional cooperation. Tajik President Emomali Rahmon and Turkmen President
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Gurbanguly Berdimuhammedov both attended the funeral, and President Nursultan 
Nazarbayev, who was travelling internationally at the time of the funeral, paid a 
working visit to Uzbekistan just weeks later, visiting, and praying at Islam Karimov’s 
gravesite in Samarkand.1

In keeping with this new spirit, in recent months President Mirziyoyev has 
made official visits to both Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan, and negotiations over 
border issues between Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, and Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan 
have been the subject of renewed discussions with reporting that suggests substantial 
progress has been made on what had for many years been relatively intransient 
problems. More vitality has been introduced to the Uzbek-Kazakh relationship, 
including on questions of trade and border management, and there is now greater 
dialogue and cooperation on shared security concerns.

The progress on the Uzbek-Kazakh relationship is important, given 
Kazakhstan’s own preparation for eventual political succession. In March 2016, some 
important constitutional changes were introduced in Astana, strengthening the power 
of the parliament, and enhancing the authority of Kazakhstan’s Prime Minister and the 
cabinet.

These changes come at a time when the stability of Kyrgyzstan’s political 
arrangements are about to be tested in presidential elections in November 2017. At that 
time Almazbek Atambayev is set to vacate that country’s presidency, although he is 
not precluded from moving on to be Prime Minister. This post was strengthened 
through constitutional changes made in 2016, if his party continues to hold a dominant 
position in the country’s legislature. But Kyrgyzstan’s political life has proven 
unpredictable in the past, and the arrest of opposition Ata-Meken leader Omurbek 
Tekebayev in February 2017,2 allegedly for corruption, could signal a raucous election 
season to come.

The Realities of Russian “Great Power”
Russia’s President Vladimir Putin, and his colleagues in Moscow continue to 

view Russia as entitled to relationships of special privilege with the former Soviet 
republics. A quarter century after the break-up of the USSR, the Russian Duma is 
considering a bill that would give all those who can claim ancestry in the Russian 
Federation, and who are fluent speakers of Russian, the right to a “fast-track” for 
Russian citizenship, and yet another bill would allow a parent with ancestry in the

1 AimanTurebekova, “Nazarbayev Visits Samarkand, Pays Tribute to Late Uzbek President,” Astana Times, 
September 13, 2016. http://astanatimes.com/2016/09/nazarbayev-visits-samarkand-pays-tribute-to-late-uzbek- 
president/.
2 “Kyrgyzstan Officials Detain Opposition Leader Tekebayev,” DW,February 26,
2017,http://www.dw.com/en/kyrgyzstan-officials-detain-opposition-leader-tekebayev/a-37719696.
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Russian Federation to obtain Russian citizenship for a child, even without the 
permission of the other “foreign” parent. Any of these bills would enhance Russia’s 
capacity to seek to “influence” or more properly meddle in any Russian state with a 
substantial minority of what could effectively be “newly minted” Russian citizens.

And in December 2016 Russia issued a new Foreign Policy Concept,4 the first 
in three years, which sought to put the Russian Federation at the center of global 
affairs in general, and as related to neighboring states in particular.

The following points were included under “General Considerations” under 
point 3:

3. With a view to upholding the national interests of the Russian Federation and 
achieving its strategic national priorities, the State’s foreign policy activities shall be 
aimed at accomplishing the following main objectives:

c. to consolidate the Russian Federation’s position as a centre of influence in 
today’s world;

f. to pursue neighborly relations with adjacent States, assist them in eliminating 
the existing and preventing the emergence of the new hotbeds of tension and conflicts 
on their territory;

i. to strengthen Russia’s role in international culture; promote and consolidate 
the position of the Russian language in the world; raise global awareness of Russia’s 
cultural achievements and national historical legacy, cultural identity of the peoples of 
Russia, and Russian education and research; consolidate the Russian-speaking 
Diaspora;

j. to bolster the standing of Russian mass media and communication tools in the 
global information space and convey Russia’s perspective on international process to a 
wider international community;

Russia very explicitly set its goal to be an international counter-weight to the 
US and Western nations (especially those in Europe), depicting them as representing 
civilizations whose time has passed:

4. The world is currently going through fundamental changes related to the 
emergence of a multipolar international system. The structure of international relations 
is becoming increasingly complex. Globalization has led to the formation of new 
centers of economic and political power. Global power and development potential is 
becoming decentralized, and is shifting towards the Asia-Pacific Region, eroding the 
global economic and political dominance of the traditional western powers. Cultural

3 Fast-track Russian citizenship planned under new Duma bill, RT, March 10, 2017. 
https://www.rt.com/politics/380118-duma-readies-new-bill-setting/.
4 Foreign Policy Concept of the Russian Federation (approved by President of the Russian Federation Vladimir 
Putin on November 30, 2016)http://www.mid.ru/en/foreign_policy/official_documents/- 
/asset_publisher/CptICkB6BZ29/content/id/2542248
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and civilizational diversity of the world and the existence of multiple development 
models have been clearer than ever.

5. Tensions are rising due to disparities in global development, the widening 
prosperity gap between States and growing competition for resources, access to 
markets and control over transport arteries. This competition involves not only human, 
research and technological capabilities, but has been increasingly gaining a 
civilizational dimension in the form of dueling values. Against this backdrop, attempts 
to impose values on others can stoke xenophobia, intolerance and conflict in 
international affairs, leading ultimately to chaos and an uncontrolled situation in 
international relations. Consequently, preventing fault lines from emerging in relations 
between civilizations and promoting partnerships across cultures, religions and 
civilizations are regarded as priorities for a harmonious development of humankind. 
The attempts made by western powers to maintain their positions in the world, 
including by imposing their point of view on global processes and conducting a policy 
to contain alternative centers of power, leads to a greater instability in international 
relations and growing turbulence on the global and regional levels. The struggle for 
dominance in shaping the key principles of the future international system has become 
a key trend at the current stage of international development.

While the Russian document gives lip-service to Russia’s commitment to 
democratization, it is clear from the doctrine, that democratization is seen as a source 
of destabilization, and of chaos. Speaking at a Brookings Institution event at its Doha 
Center, leading Russian foreign policy expert Andrei Kortunov explained Russia’s 
global view in the following fashion: “to Russian politicians, the difference between 
good and evil in international relations is not between democracy and 
authoritarianism; it’s between order and chaos.5

But while all five states in Central Asia have always placed a primacy on 
seeking to maintain social stability, both Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan, are talking more 
seriously about the need for political reforms that are designed to democratize their 
political institutions than has been the case for many years. Kazakhstan has already 
made some incremental changes, and Uzbekistan, which like Kazakhstan has been 
aggressively promoting members of the younger generation into positions of political 
and economic responsibility, is also working to develop policies of political 
modernization.

One thing that is obviously impeding Russia’s ability to maximize its 
international position, is the continuing weakness of the Russian economy, where the 
GDP contracted by 0.6 percent in 2016, according to World Bank estimates, and its

5 “The Bear Awakens: Russia’s Role in an Era of Uncertainty”, Brookings, February 26, 2017, 
https://www.brookings.edu/events/the-bear-awakens-russias-role-in-an-era-of-uncertainty/
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move into the growth column in 2017 (maybe as high as 1.5 percent)6 is dependent 
upon oil prices staying at a $55 per barrel benchmark.

So Russia, at least in terms of ideology, is out of step with the direction that 
policies are moving Central Asia’s two largest countries toward. This doesn’t mean 
Russia and Russian influence, is going to disappear from Central Asia any time soon, 
but Moscow is highly unlikely to develop new instruments of potential control.

All this leaves aside whether Moscow learned any lessons from the way that its 
activities in Crimea and those of its surrogates in eastern Ukraine have played out. It 
is hard for a detached outsider to believe that Moscow’s positive rhetoric not with 
standing, the costs of engagement and reconstruction in Ukraine and in former 
Ukrainian territory, won’t cast something of a damper on future adventures of similar 
scale in former Soviet space.

The EU, the U.S. & Domestic Realignment
But if Russia may be more bluster than costly engagement, it would also be a 

mistake to expect too much direct engagement from either the EU or the U.S., save on 
those issues in which these countries believe that developments in Central Asia might 
impact on their own national security interests.

For the next few years the nations of the EU will be placing priority on 
redefining and reinvigorating the institutions of the EU, as the U.K. and EU go 
through their divorce process. There will also be a continuing preoccupation with 
security concerns within Europe, particularly with the potential risks of violent 
extremism by EU citizens and migrants, with the challenges of absorbing migrants 
(whose numbers might still increase through turbulence in the Middle East and 
Africa), as well as potential threats posed most directly in the “new Europe” (the 
former Warsaw Pact and Baltic nations) by Russia’s more assertive European policy.

The U.S. electorate signaled their desire for an “America First” agenda, through 
their choice of Donald Trump as US president. And when U.S. leaders look abroad the 
situation in the Middle East, Iran’s growing international activism, North Korea’s 
nuclear ambitions, and China’s increased assertiveness in the Pacific region, will all 
take precedence in U.S. defense policy and foreign policy more generally. U.S. 
military assistance to countries beyond NATOs borders will not disappear, there will 
be much less priority placed on it.

Similarly, at some later point in his tenure, U.S. Secretary of State Rex 
Tillerson may decide to personally engage in the Central Asian region, especially since

6 “World Bank Improves Russian Economic Outlook, Sees 1.5 percent GDP Growth in 2017,” Reuters, 
November 9, 2016, http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-worldbank-russia-idUKKBN1341RG.
7 At the time this article was written oil prices for Brent crude were $52 per barrel, down from February highs, 
because of unexpected high volumes of oil on hand in major consuming countries.
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as head of Exxon Mobil he became quite familiar with Kazakhstan, as well as Russia’s 
energy agendas both throughout Central Asia and globally. So maybe Expo 2017 in 
Astana might spark a short regional tour by Tillerson. But policies like former 
Secretary John Kerry’s C 5 + 1 regional initiative, will likely be concentrated at the 
working level for each of the thematic areas that are a part of this program. Once the 
current funding for these programs ends, it will be a real struggle to get new tranches 
of assistance money allocated, given the gargantuan cuts to the State Department and 
US AID that are envisioned in the Trump administration’s first annual budget.9 While 
the figures from this first, “skeleton” budget may change, there are certain to be major 
cuts in programs both in US AID and in the Department of State more generally. 
Officials in the State Department are further disadvantaged in the fight for resources 
given that with the exception of the post of Secretary, no other senior appointments 
have been made or confirmed since the change of administration.

And, as the U.S. election showed, voters in a majority of states wanted more 
attention to problems within the U. S. at the expense of U.S. international engagement. 
This said, the U.S. is a seriously divided country, and the 2016 election showed how 
deep this polarization was, with a recent U.S. study reporting that 61 percent of voters 
lived and casted their ballots in counties that in which either Clinton or Trump 
received at least 60 percent vote, as compared to 50 percent of voters in 2012 and 39 
percent in 1992.10

While not necessarily as visible as what has been occurring in Western 
Europe’s advanced industrial societies, the U.S. is also breaking down into a group of 
“haves” and “have nots,” with the latter being the “deplorables” that Hillary Clinton so 
disparagingly referred to during her election campaign,11 while the latter are depicted 
in comedy sketches as living their lives in a bubble.12

Official U.S. employment figures remain low, by U.S. demographers, including 
most prominently Nicholas Eberhardt, have started to write about the hidden 
unemployment of those who no longer seek jobs, and he offers figures that show a

8 New US Assistance Programs in Central Asia, November 1, 2015. U.S. Department of 
State.https://m.state.gov/md249051.htm
9— Nahal Toosi and Burgess Everett, “Trump Wants 37 percent Budget Cut to State and USAID,” Politico, 
February 28, 2017. http://www.politico.com/story/2017/02/trump-budget-cuts-state-department-usaid-235505.
10 David Wasserman, “Purple America Has All But Disappeared,” Five Thirty Eight, March 8, 2017. 
(https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/purple-america-has-all-but-disappeared/).
11“ Campaign 2016 updates: Republicans pounce upon Clinton 'deplorables' remark. She apologizes. Sort of.,” 
Los Angeles Times, September 10, 2016. http://www.latimes.com/nation/politics/trailguide/la-na-trailguide- 
updates-transcript-clinton-s-full-remarks-as-1473549076-htmlstory.html.
12 From “Saturday Night Live” November 19, 2016 http://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/the- 
bubble/3428577?snl=1.
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dramatically shrinking proportion of those who are twenty or over and are employed. 
Only about half the US population born in 1985 expects to or has earned more than 
their parents did, down from over 90 percent of those born in 1945.14

This polarization is also reflected in how the U.S. Congress has been 
functioning over the past several years. Even now, when the Republican Party holds a 
substantial majority of seats, it is not ideologically unified, with the Party’s most 
conservative wing unwilling to compromise on questions of taxation, trade or 
government spending (on health care and even to some extent on military spending), 
and the Party’s prominent internationalists unwilling to support the “America First” 
aspects of President Trump’s electoral program.

China a New International Power
Now all this might seem as an invitation for other aspiring great powers and 

global actors to step in with their own assertive policies in the Central Asian region. 
One obvious candidate is China, which shares borders with three of the Central Asian 
countries, and has shown almost equal interest in working closely with Uzbekistan and 
Turkmenistan, the two countries that do not share a border with China (although both 
of these countries do share a border with Afghanistan, another border state for China 
(a shared border of only 76 kilometers, but along the important Wakhan Corridor is an 
intermediate stop on the Great Silk Road

China’s “One Belt, One Road” program has the potential to bringing tens of 
billions of dollars of new investment to the Central Asian region, through some 
projects funded from Chinese sources, through others from international development 
banks.15 But Chinese investment in Central Asia is not seen as an end in itself for 
Beijing, and is not disproportionate to what China is investing in other parts of the 
world. Chinese investment in East Asia and Africa outpacing that in Central Asia, 
which is roughly equal to China’s investment in Europe.16 China’s investments have 
given Beijing a genuinely global reach, of which the Central Asian states are just one 
part, as one of Beijing’s principal pathways to Europe and the Middle East.

While Beijing is certainly interested in the preservation of stability in Central 
Asia, the Chinese leaders (in distinction to the leadership in the Kremlin) doesn’t see it 
as their principal responsibility to insure this, and they don’t see China’s defensive

13

13 Nicholas Eberstadt, “Our Miserable 21stCentury,” Commentary, 
https://www.commentarymagazine.com/articles/our-miserable-21st-century
14 “The Fading American Dream” The Equality o f Opportunity Project http://www.equality-of-opportunity.org
15 Francis Cheung and Alexious Lee, “A Brilliant Plan: One Belt, One Road” CISA
https://www.clsa.com/special/onebeltoneroad/; Jack Farchy, et. al, “One Belt, One Road,” The Financial Times, 
September 14, 2016, “https://ig.ft.com/sites/special-reports/one-belt-one-road/
16 Derek Scissors, “China’s Steady Global Investment: American Choices” Issue Brief no. 3990, The Heritage 
Foundation, July 16, 2013 http://thf_media.s3.amazonaws.com/2013/pdf/ib3990.pdf
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posture and defense establishment as intertwined with that of the Central Asian states. 
Beijing has no interest in modeling the Shanghai Cooperation Organization on the 
Russian-dominated Collective Security Treaty Organization. And China’s leaders 
continue to assert the three “nos” that are at the core of their policies: no interference

17in the domestic affairs of other states; no spheres of influence and no hegemony. 
Nation-building, as understood in the U.S. or EU isn’t on Beijing’s agenda, nor does 
Beijing advance a special understanding of “neighborhood” akin to that of Moscow’s. 
But the other side of this is that Beijing’s primary goal is in, and will continue to be, 
preserving its economic interests. The will be no “bailouts” or “rescue plans” 
forthcoming from Beijing.

Conclusion
So what does this all mean for the countries in the Central Asian region? Well, 

after twenty-five years of independence, it seems that it is finally time for the states 
and leaders of this region to view themselves as fully-empowered “geopolitical 
adults.”

Demographically there are obviously important changes afoot. The majority of 
people living in these countries didn’t spend even a day of their lives living in the 
U.S.S.R. Increasingly the middle levels of government and business are being 
populated by individuals whose entire working career has been spent as citizens of 
independent countries, and more and more of these people are being promoted into the 
highest ranks. Even the longest serving members of the ruling elite in these countries 
have spent the overwhelming part of their careers working “outside” of the Soviet 
Union.

All five countries are being run by men and women who see independent 
statehood as the natural course of affairs. Whether the U.S.S.R. was bad or good has 
become an irrelevant question for these people. The U.S.S.R. is gone, and nothing is 
going to lead to its recreation, even in some new quasi-sovereign arrangement.

The priority of the elite is with economic and political problem solving within 
the context of nation-building. And while they have long felt competent to do this 
within the confines of their own borders, reaching beyond these borders into managing 
regional relations has been more challenging. Partly this is because of competing 
agendas of the leaders of some of the countries. After all each wants to promote his 
own nation’s advantage. Outside actors have also made this more challenging. The 
bilateral nature of relations between states and multilateral financial institutions 
reinforce national over regional perspectives. But some of the blame clearly lies with 
the competing nature of agendas of regional and international powers. This paper only

17 See Cheung and Lee
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touched on four, Russia, the EU and U.S., and China, but the same also holds for 
regional powers with interests.

Now that Russia, the EU and US are all bogged down with substantial problems 
of their own (even if the Russian leadership won’t publicly grant this), and the leaders 
in China have shown no interest in changing their different approach to international 
relations, maybe the leadership of the Central Asian countries will be granted the 
breathing room to begin managing their regional agendas increasingly through their 
own leadership and their own initiatives. And we should certainly all hope that they 
have garnered the necessary experience and wisdom to successfully do this.
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Introduction
Abstract: It has always been a difficult task to analyse the characteristics and 

dynamics o f the Taliban insurgency with a view to explore some effective countering 
responses. Since its inception in 2002 -  when in the aftermath o f the U.S.-led war on 
terror in Afghanistan remnant militants infiltrated into the tribal areas o f Pakistan -  to 
the latest counter-insurgency military operation launched by Pakistan in summer
2014, the Taliban insurgent movement has gone through many curves and completed 
its first life-cycle.

The Pakistani security forces have learnt a lot during their efforts tocountering 
the Taliban insurgency and have gradually improved their responses, which have 
included both political initiatives and military operations.

In its tribal areas bordering Afghanistan, Pakistan has been fighting one of the 
most complex insurgencies of modern times. The Taliban insurgency in the Federally 
Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) has had multiple dimensions, ranging from tribal 
to religious, and local to regional and global. While internally it is a major factor in 
terrorist attacks in Pakistan, on external front it is linked to the insurgency in 
Afghanistan and also global terrorist groups. Certainly, the Pakistani Taliban militants 
have local ambitions as well as global agendas.

The insurgency has been weakening enough, and its infrastructure has been 
relocated into Afghanistan from where it is trying to show effectiveness through 
terrorist activities inside Pakistan. The presence of Al-Qaeda, Islamic State and 
strengthening movement of Afghan Taliban can help sustain a low level insurgency in 
tribal areas.

This chapter explores challenges posed by the Taliban insurgency in Pakistani 
tribal areas mainly highlighting the infrastructure of insurgent groups; factor that have 
been aiding the insurgency during its different phases; a review of the state responses 
to counter the insurgency; and new challenges compounding the counter-insurgency 
challenge.
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1. The Infrastructure of Insurgency in FATA
Before looking into dynamics of insurgency in FATA, it would be helpful to 

have an over view of local and international militant groups who have been based and 
operating from there. The recent military operations however have uprooted most of 
these groups, which had established an extensive militant infrastructure in FATA and 
triggered the insurgency. Apart from successive military operations, U.S.-operated 
drones and internal differences and infighting have also contributed in weakening of 
these militant groups. While most have relocated to Afghanistan, some have moved to 
other agencies of FATA and also to parts of other provinces of Pakistan. But many of 
these groups still pose a potent threat to Pakistan and are capable to instigate low-level 
insurgency in FATA.

1.1 Major Pakistani Groups
Below is given a brief description of current status of top militant groups 

operating in FATA.

1.1.1 Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan
Formed in 2007 by late Baitullah Mehsud in FATA’s South Waziristan Agency, 

the group is currently scattered across Pakistani-Afghan border, mainly due to the 
ongoing military operations in parts of FATA. Maulana Fazlullah, who was earlier 
head of TTP’s Swat chapter, is the current head of the TTP and is reportedly sheltered 
in Afghanistan. Sheikh Khalid Haqqani, a native of Swat, is his deputy. While 
Fazlullah had moved to Afghanistan after the launch of an extensive military operation 
in his home town in Swat, Pakistan, other main leaders of the group relocated across 
the border to Afghan side after Pakistan army launched operation Zarb-e-Azb in North 
Waziristan in 2014. Apart from its leaders’ movement to Afghanistan, the group is 
significantly weakened in Pakistan. Still, pockets of TTP militants and their affiliates 
are present in FATA, districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) lying adjacent to FATA 
agencies, Karachi and Balochistan. That is why the group still claims terrorist attacks, 
though occasionally, in these and other areas that it carries out either independently or 
with the support of its affiliated groups.

Until 2014, the TTP had an extensive and lethal militant network of numerous 
militant outfits and commanders in FATA and KP- who either operated under the TTP 
umbrella or served as support structures -  but that network and infrastructure does not 
exist anymore. However, as cited earlier, some isolated pockets of TTP militants still 
exist in parts of FATA and KP; TTP support structures are present in different parts of 
KP and Punjab provinces. In Karachi, different TTP splinters had been operational, 
which also have been weakened and reduced to few small cells of few individuals due 
to ongoing Rangers-led operation there. Similarly, TTP militants are also in hiding in
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parts of Balochistan, mainly in suburbs of Quetta and other Pashtun dominated areas, 
particularly along the Afghan border and close to FATA such as in Zhob.

In brief, TTP’s main infrastructure has been dismantled, weakened or shifted to 
Afghanistan. Apart from military operations, there were some other reasons that 
weakened the TTP. The internal leadership crisis in the TTP had been damaging its 
structure as a glued entity even before the launch of military operations in FATA. TTP 
chief Hakeemullah Mehsud had developed differences with another key TTP leader 
Waliur Rehman and the crisis widened after the death of Mehsud in a drone attack in 
late 2013. Further differences emerged among Mehsud and non-Mehsud segments of 
TTP over the appointment of Fazlullah, a non-Mehsud, as leader of the TTP. A major 
faction of the TTP led by Khan Said Sajna announced its separation from TTP in May
2014. Mohmand chapter head of TTP Omar Khorasani formed his own group Jamaatul 
Ahrar in August 2014. Secondly, the inspiration of the Islamic State (IS) group also 
contributed towards erosion of the TTP structure and strength. Many TTP commanders 
who were already annoyed with the main leadership, preferred to defect and support 
the IS. Key TTP leaders who left the TTP for IS included (Khan, 2014a):Sheikh 
Maqbool who served as the group’s spokesman as “Shahidullah Shahid”; Hafiz Quran 
Dolat, the TTP’s chief in Orakzai Agency; GulZaman,TT’s chief in Kurram Agency; 
Mufti Hassan, TTP’s chief in Khyber Agency; and Khalid Mansoor, the TTP chief in 
Hangu.1

The TTP subscribes to Deobandi-Sunni school of thought. It has anti-Pakistan, 
anti-West and also sectarian agendas. The group wants to enforce Islamic laws in 
Pakistan and eradicate all ‘un-Islamic activities and practices’. TTP also has an 
objective of fighting all those whom it considers ‘enemies’ of Islam and Muslims. That 
is why it also has fought against Afghan and foreign forces in Afghanistan.

Owing to its networked ties with numerous groups, the TTP has over the years 
diversified its operational tactics, ranging from guerrilla-style operations to suicide 
attacks and targeted killings. Although the group’s operational strength has 
significantly been damaged, still it poses a major threat to Pakistan’s security. During
2015, the TTP carried out 212 small and major terrorist attacks -  about 34% of the 
total terrorist attacks that took placein Pakistan,- mainly in FATA, Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa and Karachi. These attacks claimed 384 lives, 36% of total terrorism- 
related fatalities recorded across Pakistan during the year (PIPS, 2016). The group will 
continue to create trouble in Pakistan’s areas bordering on Afghanistan, as well as in 
other parts of the country through its small pockets and allied groups. The group can

1 Shahid was killed along with Gul Zaman in a drone strike in eastern Nangarhar, Afghanistan in July 2015 
(Yusufzai, 2015).
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also try to carry out some major attacks in Pakistan in future, but it cannot reclaim the 
geographical and ideological losses it has already incurred.

1.1.2 TTP Splinter Groups
The TTP has in recent years faced several splinters, owing to succession crisis 

or on whether or not to negotiate with the government of Pakistan. Some such splinters 
are local TTP groups, based in parts of tribal agencies.

One prominent splinter group is Jamaatul Ahrar(JA). Originally based in 
Mohmand Agency, JA is now said to be operating from bordering Kunar and 
Nangarhar provinces of Afghanistan. Abdul Wali aka Omar Khalid Khorasani is the 
founder of the organization. He became deputy head of the group with Maulana Qasim 
Khorasani the group’s head or emir. The group split from the TTP, mainly due to its 
founder-commander’s differences with the TTP’s main leadership.

The group has similar ideology and objectives as espoused by TTP and most 
other Taliban groups. In addition, however, the group is more hardliner in sectarian 
terms and has perpetrated some major attacks against Shias and also Christian 
community.

Since its establishment in 2014, the JA group which has carried out some of the 
most lethal terrorist attacks in Pakistan including the suicide blast in a park in Lahore 
(Punjab) on Christian community in March 2016 that killed at least 74 people; the 
group also claimed the responsibility for the attack on lawyers in Quetta in August 
2016 that claimed over 70 lives, mostly lawyers. Starting from the Wagah border 
attack in November 2014, Jamaatul Ahrar has indeed carried out as many as seven 
lethal suicide blasts in Punjab alone, which claimed 192 lives and wounded 493 others. 
In 2015, the group carried out 28 terrorist attacks including 21 in FATA, five in 
Punjab and two in KP.

The TTP South Waziristan splinter faction is led by Khan Said alias Sajna and 
mainly comprises Mehsud militants; which is why it is also called Mehsud Taliban. 
The group has been operating independently after leaving the TTP in May 2015, 
mainly in South Waziristan and also Karachi. In recent months, the group has been 
carrying out attacks inside South Waziristan against tribal elders, peace volunteers and 
security forces. Another faction of Mehsud Taliban in South Waziristan is led by 
Shahryar Mehsud, who claims to be the successor of TTP former head Hakeemullah 
Mehsud. Daud Mehsud, a former policeman in Karachi, heads the group in Karachi 
(Rehman, 2015). Sajna and Shahryar groups in Karachi have been significantly 
weakened in Karachi due to ongoing security operations there, and also their 
infighting.

2 Statistics are derived from PIPS database on conflict and security: http://pakpips.com/aboutdatabase.php?id=1.
3 There were contradictory reports about the death of Sajna in a drone strike in Afghanistan in November 2015.
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1.1.3 Local Taliban Groups
These are the groups that are loosely connected with the TTP or formed with 

similar objectives. Most of them subscribe to Deobandi school of thought. The 
ongoing military operations in FATA and strong law enforcement surveillance in KP 
have weakened these local Taliban groups’ operational capability. These are small 
Taliban-like groups in KP and to some extent in FATA which are led by local leaders 
and are often named after their leaders like Anwar Gundapur group in D.I. Khan, Sial 
group in Charsadda, and Tariq Afridi group in Darra Adam Khel. They not have some 
well-defined structure. Strength of such groups is usually in few dozen members.

Most of these groups have been operating in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, mainly in 
Charsadda, LakkiMarwat, Mardan, Hangu, Swabi, Bannu, and Nowshera and in 
periphery of Peshawar. Non-TTP Taliban groups in North and South Waziristan are 
also sometimes called ‘local Taliban’, such as Mullah Nazir and Qari Gul Bahadur 
groups (PIPS, 2014). Non-TTP Taliban groups have largely remained focused on 
Afghanistan and were rarely found involved in terrorist attacks inside Pakistan. 
However the ongoing military operation in FATA has acted against all Taliban groups 
including these non-TTP Taliban groups. Many criminal elements are also using this 
tag of local Taliban, but most of these groups are small and their operations limited 
only to their respective vicinities.

Lashkar-e-Islam
Lashkar-e-Islam (LI) is an anti-state militant organization that has been 

operating from Khyber Agency since 2004. Initially, LI was formed by Haji Namdar 
and Mufti Munir Shakir to counter a Barelvi sect’ group Ansarul Islam in Khyber 
Agency led by Pir Saifur Rehman (Rana et al., 2010:51). In recent past, the security 
forces carried out a number of military operations in the agency mainly targeting the 
LI terrorist organization. With recent operations Khyber 1 and Khyber 2, the 
organization faced numerous losses and many of their bases were dismantled by 
military in Bara and Tirah remote areas of the agency. The organization after long and 
fierce fighting with the security forces personnel opted to join hands with TTP, once 
the worst rival. The leadership of LIis currently fugitive and is reportedly in hiding in 
Afghanistan.4 Its fighters are still carrying out terrorist activities targeting civilians and 
government functionaries in the agency as well neighboring Hayatabad area of 
Peshawar though with reduced intensity and frequency. Pakistani security forces have 
launched Khyber 3 to eliminate the remaining pockets of militants in Tirah Valley, 
mainly areas bordering on Afghanistan.

4 There were reports about the killing of MangalBagh in a drone strike in Afghanistan in July 2015.
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The group wants to enforce Islamic laws in Khyber Agency and eradicate so- 
called un-Islamic practices including drugs and crimes. The group undertakes to 
counter sectarian influence of rival groups Ansarul Islam and Tawheedul Islam.

1.2 Foreign Islamist Terrorist Groups 
1.2.1 Al-Qaeda
Al-Qaeda has been significantly weakened in Pakistan due to continuous anti- 

Al-Qaeda operations and arrests of Al-Qaeda members and operatives by Pakistani 
security forces and killings in drone strikes. Secondly, the emergence of the IS and its 
inspiration among the Pakistani militants also reduced the appeal of Al-Qaeda. 
Thirdly, due to above mentioned factors and may be internal reasons, Al-Qaeda has 
shifted its focus to Yemen and Syria in recent years. Therefore, Al-Qaeda’s capacity to 
strike in Pakistan or support local allies has significantly been hampered. In September 
2014, Al-Qaeda opened a new franchise for subcontinent, known as Al-Qaeda in the 
Indian Subcontinent (AQIS). The chapter vows to establish caliphate in what it calls 
Khorasan, which also includes India. AQIS is led by one Sheikh Asim Umar, who has 
written books on apocalyptical topics like the coming of messiah (savior), world war
3, anti-Christ, etc. Asim Umar is a Pakistani national from urban town of Karachi; 
others say he hailed from India. He earlier worked with Pakistan’s Kashmir-focused 
jihadist like Harkatul Jihad Islami (HuJI) and its splinters. At present Karachi and parts 
of Punjab appear to be the last resorts of AQIS as frequent reports appear in media 
about killing or arrests of Al-Qaeda operatives from there.

1.2.2 Afghan Taliban
One of the important networks, at least operationally, of Afghan Taliban is 

Haqqani network that is operating in bordering region between Afghanistan and 
Pakistan. The Haqqani network is currently headed by Sirajuddin Haqqani,5 who is 
accused of targeting U.S. and NATO forces in Afghanistan. The Haqqanis have 
carried out some of the deadliest attacks in Afghanistan, including the April 2016 
attack on Afghan intelligence building. Afghanistan blames Pakistani security agencies 
for supporting the Haqqanis. Previously, the organization was said to be in hidings in 
North Waziristan Agency; however, the military operation Zarb-e-Azb uprooted them 
from there and their current location is unknown. Largely it is said that they have 
shifted to Afghanistan and are taking refuge mostly in south-eastern provinces of 
Afghanistan, though others argue they might have moved to other tribal agencies of 
FATA. The organization does not carry out attacks inside Pakistan, but for attacks in

5 Siraj is also one of the deputies of new Afghan Taliban emir Haibatullah Akhundzada; previously he was 
chosen as a deputy to Mullah Akhtar Mansoor, the Taliban head who was killed in a drone strike in Pakistan’s 
Balochistan province.
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Afghanistan, it has developed good relation with members of Islamic movement of 
Uzbekistan (IMU) besides the TTP.

1.2.3 Islamic State in Iraq & Syria
Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, also known as Islamic State, has been inspiring 

militant groups in Pakistan since later 2014, mainly in FATA, Punjab and Karachi. 
Some former Taliban commanders have switched sides, by declaring allegiance to the 
IS and most of them are currently in Afghanistan. Yet, there are reports that IS has 
some presence in Kurram Agency which has historically remained a Sunni-Shia 
sectarian flashpoint. When it comes to Punjab, IS has been able to draw recruits from 
among the existing groups, Lashkar-e-Jhangvi and Jamaatud Daawa (JuD). In 2015, 
chief of LeJ was killed in an encounter after reports emerged that he might have joined 
the IS. Likewise, two cells of IS busted in Punjab were said to be operated by JuD 
men. In Karachi, too, existing radicalized youth had joined the IS including former 
associates and members of Jundullah and Jamaat-e-Islami (Rana, 2016a). It is 
pertinent to mention that the IS in Pakistan is drawing recruits from existing stockpiles 
of militant groups, rather than foreign fighters per se.

1.2.4 East Turkestan Islamic Movement
East Turkestan Islamic Movement(ETIM) is an anti-China group founded by 

militant Uighur Islamists in Xinjiang province, western province of China. Mufti Abu 
Zar Al-Beruni is the main leader of the group. After the operation Zarb-e-Azb in North 
Waziristan, most ETIM militants have moved to Afghanistan either independently or 
along with the TTP.

2. Factors Aiding the Insurgency
Multiple factors have contributed to the emergence and expansion of the 

insurgency in FATA. The most significant among these include: the warrior culture of 
local tribesmen; the proliferation of a “culture of jihad” after the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan in 1979; the establishment of the Taliban regime in Afghanistan following 
the Soviet withdrawal in the 1990s and its cascading effect in FATA; the post-9/11 
“war on terror” and concentration of Pakistani and transnational militant networks in 
FATA; and the political, structural and administrative vacuums in FATA.

The insurgency can be divided into three major phases based on its changing 
characteristics and evolving state responses.

2.1 Triggers of Insurgency pre-2009
The period between 2002 and 2007 was the formative phase of the insurgency 

in FATA, which by the year 2009 had developed into a complete insurgent movement
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across the tribal areas. The Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), a conglomeration of 
anti-Pakistan Taliban groups was formed during this period, in 2007 to be precise.

Apart from that, over 60 local Taliban groups emerged in the region between 
2002 and 2010, which also included small Taliban groups in the settled districts of 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, such as Karak, Lakki Marwat, Bannu, Kohat, Peshawar, 
Mardan, Dera Ismail Khan, Nowshera and Dir (Rana et al., 2010). Initially, around 40 
Taliban groups were part of the TTP alliance,6 and the number continued to rise in 
subsequent years. Similarly, as many as 14 Taliban groups were part of another 
Taliban alliance, known as the Waziri alliance, which was led by Maulvi Nazir and

n

Commander Gul Bahadur.
Many of these groups already had networks in the tribal areas, and as the 

Pakistani Taliban movement emerged, members of many of these groups joined its 
ranks. The splintering of so-called jihadist groups, some of whom had been under state 
patronage and control and part of the country’s foreign policy adventures, created one 
of the most underestimated challenges for the Pakistani state after the incidents of 
9/11. Many splintering members of these groups joined anti-Pakistan militant groups 
including the Pakistan Taliban after Islamabad joined the international alliance aimed 
at fighting the militants based in Afghanistan and the Pak-Afghan border areas. Al- 
Qaeda operatives and the Afghan Taliban also came to FATA to escape U.S. attacks in 
Afghanistan in late-2001, which further complicated matters. Militant groups quickly 
began to project themselves as saviours of the Muslim ummah, or nation based on 
common religion, i.e. Islam, against the Western ‘occupation’ of Afghanistan and built 
support for a new phase of jihad. Neither the government of Pervez Musharraf in 
Pakistan nor the U.S. realized at that time that their strategies would spur militancy in 
the region, instead of defeating it.

After the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan, Pakistan’s main focus was set on 
capturing Al-Qaeda militants, and it strategically overlooked addressing the domestic

о

sources of militancy. The government’s weak threat assessment of the emerging 
Taliban militancy and its implications for internal security failed it in evolving some 
effective counter responses. The government’s successive talks and peace deals with 
the Taliban militants to achieve security also gave the latter a major opportunity to 
strengthen their networks in FATA.

6 The TTP has been essentially an alliance of Taliban groups operating in different areas o f FATA and the 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province, which came together under the TTP umbrella in 2007 largely on account of 
efforts by BaitullahMehsud, a militant leader in Waziristan region of FATA.
7 MaulviNazir was killed in a drone strike in January 2013 in Wana (South Waziristan). His group was largely 
focused on Afghanistan and also fought against Central Asian militants in Waziristan. Gul Bahadur has 
reportedly moved into Afghanistan after the launch of military operation Zarb-e-Azb.
8 Between January 2002 and May 2006, Pakistan arrested more than 1,000 Al-Qaeda suspects and handed most 
of them over to the U.S. (Rana & Bukhari, 2007).
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Apart from threatening Pakistan’s internal security, Pakistani militants’ 
connections offered them increasing international scope. As a result, the Pakistani 
Taliban facilitated Al-Qaeda’s global operations, and demonstrated their capabilities to 
launch attacks in the West. The unsuccessful bombing attempt in New York’s Time 
Square was just one example. However, this incident was not the first time that the 
TTP or its constituent organizations were found involved in an act of international 
terrorism. A report by Pak Institute for Peace Studies in 2010 noted that “the 7/7 
bombings in London in 2005, one of the most devastating terrorist attacks since 9/11, 
were planned in Bajaur Agency in the FATA, as acknowledged by a top TTP 
spokesman, MaulviUmer” (Iqbal, 2010). Similarly, the foiled terrorist attacks in 
Barcelona, Spain in January 2008 were also traced back to the al-Qaeda-TTP nexus in 
the FATA (Iqbal, 2010).

2.1.1 The Political & Administrative Vacuum in FATA
To better understand the growth of the Taliban insurgency in Pakistan’s tribal 

areas, it is important to look into societal structures in FATA and failures of the FATA 
governance system. The longstanding legal, administrative, and economic neglect of 
the FATA proved a major compounding factor as far as militancy is concerned. A 
study in 2009 noted that one in five people living in the FATA attributed religious 
extremism in the region to poor and flawed governance (Haider, 2009).

The Taliban exploited this poor structure of governance in FATA and weakened 
it further to create spaces for their consolidation and maximizing public support. For 
that purpose, they increased attacks against the tribal administrative system, including 
mainly the political agents—federal civil bureaucrats—and tribal elders and maliks, 
and virtually eroded the state authority (Rana et al., 2010:120). As local tribesmen’s 
trust shattered in state’s authority and capacity to protect them, they started to believe 
that the government cannot safeguard its institutions and is just surrendering to the 
militants. Eventually, the political agents and tribal elders were unable to maintain any 
significant resistance to the Taliban authority, initially in North and South Waziristan 
and then in other agencies of FATA. Once they were able to create spaces to operate 
and promote their ideology, Taliban militants started offering parallel security and 
justice systems to the tribal people by establishing their own courts in almost all parts 
of FATA and in some areas in the settled districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.

The lack of an effective legal system in the FATA also aggravated people’s 
frustration with the state’s inability to administer justice. Although many saw the 
Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR) -  a legal system based on British civil and criminal 
laws and adapted to include Pathan tribal code, Pakhtunwali, and customary laws 
(riwaj) like the trial procedure of the Jirga (tribal elders’ councils)- as having clauses 
that violated the fundamental rights of the people, there were also reservations against
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abolishing or amending it. It was mainly due to absence of an alternative. In April 
2008, members of the National Assembly and the Senate from the FATA declared in 
an informal statement that if abolished, the FCR “would be replaced by Shariah” 
(Mashriq, 2008). Although this code attempted to take into account pre-existing forms 
of administration and justice, in modern times the FCR is widely known to obfuscate 
justice by retaining harsh British-era penalties such as the power to blockade hostile or 
unfriendly tribes (section 21); demolition and restriction of construction of hamlet, 
village or town on frontier (section 31); and the removal of persons from their places

13of residence (section 36).
FATA’s geography has also contributed to the challenge of governance as there 

are areas that have remained simply ‘ungoverned’, because theseareas are perceived as 
inhospitable in terms of terrain. Difficult mountainous terrains in FATA pose 
significant challenges to transport, communication, the delivery of goods and services, 
and the provision of security. “Along with the geo-strategic interest of creating a 
buffer along the Afghan border, these logistical difficulties have contributed to the 
state’s historical policy of indirect rule [in FATA] (Mezzera&Aftab, 2009:13). This 
can be further understood by the fact that while the Pakistan military had last year 
announced successful completion of military operations 1 and 2 in Khyber Agency, it 
has recently re-started military operation (Khyber-3) in the agency’s mountainous 
region along Afghanistan where reportedly fleeing militants have taken refuge.

2.2 The Characteristics of Insurgency (2009-2014)
While this paper has focused on the Taliban insurgency in FATA and its 

spillover effect into neighboring KP province, the insurgency has offered a complex 
challenge for the Pakistani state with dire implications for the country’s internal 
security.

Though this challenge started to develop after 2001, it was compounded after 
two main developments that took place in 2007, i.e. the establishment of the TTP and 
the Red Mosque siege in Islamabad. By 2009, just in two years after its establishment, 
the TTP and its allies had not only consolidated their position in FATA but also 
marched towards KP province, virtually taking hold of Swat in the Malakand.

As far as spillover effect of the Taliban insurgency is concerned, in years 
following 2007, Al-Qaeda, the TTP, and militant groups in Punjab, Karachi, and 
elsewhere also continued the process of developing operational nexuses and hitting 
Pakistan hard with terrorist attacks. Splinter groups of banned militant, or jihadist 
organizations or emerging groups were found involved in the wave of terror in 
mainland Pakistan. These groups, tagged as the ‘Punjabi Taliban’, were the product of

13 For more on the Frontier Crimes Regulation (FCR), see Human Rights Commission of Pakistan’s 2005 report 
titled “FCR: a bad law nobody can defend,” available at: http://hrcp-web.org/hrcpweb/wp-content/pdf/ff/23.pdf.
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a narrative of destruction fostered within the country over the past decades. Their 
agendas revolved around Islamization and sectarianism. Their operational capabilities 
were enhanced by Al-Qaeda providing them training and logistics, and by the 
Pakistani Taliban offering safe sanctuaries in FATA.

Although the military operations in Swat and South Waziristan in 2009 stopped 
Taliban militants’ march towards Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and beyond, the latter 
continued carrying out attacks across the country with or without support from allied 
groups including Punjabi Taliban. The main factor for that was an 
ambiguityinrespondingtotheescalatingmenaceofterroronthepolicyandstrategiclevelswhi 
lemaintaining national and regional interests intact. “Largely that confusion entailed a 
distinction between good and bad Taliban” (PIPS, 2010). It was in that context that 
some Pakistani Taliban groups such as those led by Gul Bahadur and Maulvi Nazir -  
who were largely focused on Afghanistan and did not hit Pakistan like the TTP -  were 
considered ‘good Taliban’. Similarly, Pakistan showed inaction against Afghan 
Taliban including Haqqanis, many of whom had been living on its soil. The ‘anti- 
Pakistan’ Taliban militants, mainly linked to TTP, took full advantage of this 
confusion in propagating their ideologies and getting recruits.

PIPS’ annual security review of Pakistan for 2010 noted that although the 
country witnessed an overall decrease in the number of violent incidents during the 
year-the first time that had happened since 2007-the progress on the security front and 
sustainable peace had not been achieved in KP and FATA due to a less than 
impressive performance of a weak political administration besetby chronic challenges 
of poor governance and failure to ensure effective political participation for the people 
(PIPS, 2011). While military operations were going on in FATA’s South Waziristan, 
Bajaurand Orakzai tribal agencies, in 2010, the number of terrorist attacks by militants 
also went up there by 28 percent in that year (PIPS, 2011).

Similarly in 2011, the highest number of terrorist attacks for any one region of 
Pakistan was reported from FATA. In subsequent years, the Taliban insurgency in 
FATA came across some harsh challenges mainly in terms of increasing internal rifts 
and infighting, leadership crisis, failure of the peace process with the government and 
eventually the Pakistani state’s and society’s consensusual resolve to show zero 
tolerance to terrorism.

The death of its chief Hakeemullah Mehsud in November 2013 in a drone 
attack was a major blow for the TTP, which triggered differences in the group’s ranks, 
mainly among Mehsud and non-Mehsud segments of TTP over the appointment of 
Mullah Fazlullah as Hakeemullah’s successor. The insurgency faced major damage in
2013 but that did not halt its terrorist onslaught.

The incumbent government after coming into power after May 2013 elections 
focused is on peace talks with the Taliban. The All Parties Conference (APC) held in
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Islamabad on September 9, 2013-the prime minister chaired the conference and the 
army and intelligence chiefs and leaders of all major political parties attended-called 
upon the federal government to “initiate dialogue with all stakeholders,” and 
authorized it “to take all necessary steps, including development of an appropriate 
mechanism and identification of interlocutors” (Dawn, 2013).However the Taliban 
militants’ continuing attacks, including on security forces, made the peace process 
irrelevant and ineffective.

Apart from terrorist onslaught, Taliban insurgency also remained engaged in 
searching and propagating new ideological strengths, which also contributed in the 
emergence of TTP splinters who were more brutal than the parent group including 
some who looked towards the IS. One of these splinters, formed in late 2014, was 
Jamaatul Ahrar, which claimed instantly after its breaking away from the TTP, that the 
TTP now belonged to them suggesting that they had substituted the older 
organisational and operational formations with new ones (Rana, 2014).

Jamaatul Ahrar has been an outcome of internal transformation the Taliban 
insurgency had been going through since long. This transformation did not happen in 
isolation but was part of transformations almost all terrorist and insurgent movements 
have passed through during the last one decade. For instance, much has been written 
about how “Kashmir-based militant groups and sectarian groups in Pakistan came 
under Al-Qaeda’s ideological influence, which transformed major segments of these 
groups.” “There were almost similar reasons behind the confrontation between the 
Taliban commanders Abdullah Mehsud and Baitullah Mehsud in 2004” (Rana, 2014). 
Parallel to speeding up terrorist operation in Afghanistan -  a viewpoint held by 
Abdullah -  Baitullah also stressed upon establishing the rule of Shariah in whatever 
tribal areas inside Pakistan were under Taliban control.

Later, mainly in 2008-09, differences between Hakimullah Mehsud and Waliur 
Rehman Mehsud9 were primary of operational nature, but Waliur Rehman was not 
happy with the increasing sectarian tendencies in the TTP. “When ideological 
transformations occurred across Pakistani militant groups within the broader concept 
of an Islamic state, it gradually ‘purified’ their objectives and evolved different trends 
among them” (Rana, 2014).

2.3 Post Zarb-e-Azb Situation
The frequency of terrorist attacks started to show signs of a visible decline in 

FATA, KP and elsewhere in the country only after the Pakistan army launched 
operation Zarb-e-Azb in North Waziristan and Khyber-1 in Khyber Agency in 2014.

9 Wali was also killed in a drone strike in 2009.
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Before the launch of Zarb-e-Azb, the PML-N government had been advocating 
for talks with the militants. The TTP announced a conditional ceasefire on March 2,
2014 (Dawn, 2014), in exchange for release of prisoners captured by the government 
(Masood, 2014), but backed out of the ceasefire on April 17 (Khan, 2014b).The 
Karachi airport attack on June 8 that year ended all prospects for peace talks and the 
political and military leadership decided to launch the military operation against the 
terrorists.

The government also came up with the National Action Plan (NAP) against 
terrorism early 2015, which reflected on the resolve of the nation against terrorism. 
The terrorist attack on the Army Public School (APS) in Peshawar in December 2014, 
which killed over 100 students, urged the government to evolve and implement NAP 
to assist already ongoing military operations.

As a result, there has been relative improvement in the country’s security 
situation since start of the year 2015 with the number of terrorist attacks gradually on 
decline. Still, the militants have been successful in carrying out some major attacks in
2015 and 2016 including sectarian-related, although with less frequency.

Military operations in North Waziristan and Khyber agencies and also in 
Karachi and parts of Balochistan have significantly damaged militant’s networks and 
infrastructure. Secondly, since the attack on army public school in Peshawar in 
December 2014, federal and provincial governments have been more vigilant and have 
increased surveillance against the militants. Thirdly, as cited earlier, government 
evolved and announced NAP against terrorism, which is, though being implemented 
partly, exerting huge pressure on extremist and militant groups in the country.

However some splinter groups of the TTP have recently started to strengthen 
their position in parts of FATA. For instance, Sajna Group, also known as Mehsud 
Taliban, has become active in South Waziristan and its militants are frequently 
targeting pro-government tribal elders or maliks, besides launching sporadic attacks on 
security forces. Similarly, Jamaatul Ahrar has increased its activities not only in its 
home-base Mohmand agency and bordering Bajaur agency, but has also carried out 
some lethal attacks in mainland Pakistan including Punjab.

Although the Taliban insurgency has now significantly been weakened in recent 
years, it has already left strong and long-term impact on the social fabric of Pakistani 
tribal society. The social structure within the FATA has already been uprooted, 
upsetting the equilibrium of Pashtun tribal society. The shift in the traditional structure 
of power, from the political administration to the army and from the maliks, or tribal 
elders, to the militants, and a new status for clerics as arbitrators between the tribe and 
the state are some of the effects of insurgency which will need concerted efforts to 
subside. The central, and thus the most difficult task for the state in the post-Taliban 
insurgency scenario will be to overhaul and rehabilitate tribal society, as well as
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restructure the administrative, political, and economic systems in the areas where the 
Taliban are still able to provide an alternative system to the people.

2.3.1 Border Insecurity
Military operations in FATA have largely certainly resulted in a relative 

improvement in internal security, but these operations have pushed many of the 
Pakistani Taliban groups and their Central Asian allies such as East Turkistan Islamic 
Movement (ETIM) and Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) to other side of 
Pakistani-Afghan border thus increasing the risk of border insecurity, or the threat of 
cross-border terrorism inside Pakistan (Sial, 2016).

Therefore an insecure Pakistani-Afghan border continues to add insecurity in 
FATA because Pakistani Taliban militants not only cross over to Afghanistan to 
escape military operations but also cross back into Pakistan to attack security forces 
and civilians.

Pakistan’s concerns about insecurity at the Pakistani-Afghan border have 
heightened in recent years, mainly after the investigations revealed that the APS attack 
was launched by Pakistani Taliban militants hiding in Afghanistan. Due to this 
growing border insecurity, Pakistan has been trying different options to secure the 
border including the construction of gate at the Torkham border-one of the two main 
border crossings between the two countries that lies in Khyber Agency; the other being 
at Chaman in Balochistan. Nonetheless, Afghanistan has reacted angrily to that 
believing that the construction of a gate violates the previous agreements between the 
two countries. Nonetheless, Pakistan asserts that the gate, known as Bab-e-Pakistan 
(The Pakistani Door) was constructed on Pakistani territory to check illegal cross
border movements.

3. The State Responses
The Pakistani state has applied multiple approaches to address the issue. During 

the formative phase of the insurgency (2002-2009), the state tried soft, carrot and stick 
and different political solutions but when the militant movement converted into large- 
scale insurgency, the state was left with little options except to apply full force to crush 
the insurgency. Here is a brief review of the state responses of both hard and soft 
types.

3.1 Resolution Through Traditional Mechanisms
When the Afghan Taliban rule collapsed in Kabul and Al-Qaeda was dislodged 

from Afghanistan after the U.S. invasion in October 2001, Taliban and Al-Qaeda 
operatives snuck across the border and into Pakistan’s tribal areas. Initially 
concentrated in the South Waziristan tribal region, they expanded their already-present 
support base that existed due to connections going back to the 1980s and ethnic
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linkages among the local tribes on an ideological basis and by marrying into local 
families (Rana & Bukhari, 2007). There was a wave of sympathy for the Taliban 
among the local population as they were seen as having been ousted by an invading 
power. Using this support, between 2002 and 2004, these Afghan groups organized 
scattered militants, developed a nexus with local tribesmen, and waged extensive 
guerrilla operations against coalition forces in Afghanistan until Pakistani forces began 
concerted operations against them in February 2004.

Pakistan tried to resolve the conflict in the tribal areas through the use of 
traditional mechanisms such as holding of jirgas and the formation of tribal lashkars 
(private militias) against the militants. This turned out to be a major policy error that 
later intensified the conflict. The primary focus of the establishment was to isolate al- 
Qaeda from the Taliban, but telling them apart proved to be a tricky affair, as the 
Taliban and al-Qaeda both faced challenges to their survival. Here a common purpose 
united both groups, at least momentarily.

The issue that led to the initial tension between the tribes and the state was the 
presence of foreign militants in the region. The first jirga in South Waziristan was held 
in August 2002 and the first armed lashkar to expel foreign militants was raised in 
October the same year (Rana &Gunaratna, 2007:55). But the tribes made these 
attempts in a half-hearted manner, with the goal of protecting their financial and 
political interests. They were generally inclined towards the militants and perceived 
them as holy warriors, fighting against the infidel forces in Afghanistan. When all else 
failed to achieve the desired results, the government imposed economic sanctions on 
the tribes. The Pakistani militants responded to the sanctions by expanding their 
operations to settled areas of KP. They launched several attacks in Peshawar and 
Bannu districts in 2003 and 2004.

The government also tried other strategies to resolve the issue, and at one point 
in 2004 it was even willing to allow foreign militants to remain in the area if they 
agreed to register with the authorities. When the militants intensified their activities in 
the tribal areas, it became clear that military operations against them had not yielded 
the desired results. Therefore, from this point onwards the political administration and 
Pakistan Army searched for possibilities of rapprochement, and struck several deals 
with militants. The tribes agreed to reconciliatory measures as the government’s 
economic sanctions had started to bite (Rana et al., 2010: 66). In one agreement 
reached between the tribal chiefs and Pakistan Army on March 27, 2004, it was 
established that the houses and property of any person giving refuge to a foreigner 
(Afghans were not included in the category of foreigners) would be destroyed. In
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addition, the Pakistan Army and the political administration of the tribal areas settled 
all issues with tribal militants by paying them huge amounts of money.10

However, jirgas, lashkars, economic sanctions, plans to register foreign 
militants, pay them money, use force, or even peace deals, failed to resolve the matter. 
The writ of the state was challenged as the FATA political administrations failed to 
curtail militants’ access to resources and their mobility. Their resentment against the 
state—due to its military operations—encouraged FATA-based militants to band 
together and subsequently call for direct attacks against the Pakistani Army.

Until 2004, the main focus of the Pakistani Taliban was set on protecting 
foreign militants, recruiting and training for the war in Afghanistan, and securing their 
position against security operations. What transformed them into a major player in the 
FATA was a tactical change in their operations: they began kidnapping security and 
state officials from 2004. Although suicide attacks on security forces started in 2006 
and played a role in demoralizing them, the kidnapping strategy elevated the Taliban 
to a position where they compelled the state to negotiate on their terms, and they began 
to bargain for the release of arrested militants as well(Rana et al., 2010: 169).

The Wana military operation ended after a peace deal, Shakai agreement, was 
reached between Nek Muhammad, the Taliban leader, and the government in 2004. 
The Shakai agreement was not honoured by either side, which resulted in another 
military operation in South Waziristan in April 2004. It was the first time that the 
militants waged a massive campaign against the army in South Waziristan and got 
local clerics to issue fatwas declaring Pakistan to be Darul Harb (literally, a territory 
of war) -  a land where Muslims could not live with personal security or religious 
freedom (Rana et al., 2010: 66).

Economic sanctions against tribes further fuelled anti-state sentiment and paved 
the way for militants to develop parallel systems in areas they held sway. Baitullah 
Mehsud, who united the tribal Taliban groups under the banner of Tehreek-e-Taliban 
Pakistan (TTP) in 2007, and was killed in a US drone strike in South Waziristan in 
August 2009, had first shaped the contours of his own system in the tribal areas when 
he reached an agreement with the government on February 22, 2005 in South 
Waziristan. He had been successful in securing a guarantee from the government that 
he would be allowed to enforce Shariah in the area in exchange for not sending his 
militants to Afghanistan. Not only did he not keep his end of the deal, the pact also 
helped the Taliban consolidate their grip on the area. Other militant groups followed in 
Baitullah’s footsteps.

10 See Chapter 3 “Post-9/11 developments and emergence o f local Taliban groups” in Rana, et al., 2010.
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3.2 Military Operations
Since 2002, when Pakistan army launched its first anti-terrorism operation in 

FATA’s North Waziristan Agency, FATA has seen over dozen major military 
operations including Wana and Shakai operations in Waziristan in 2004-05 and 
Operation Sherdil (Lion Heart) in Bajaur in 2008. However the Operation Rah-e-Rast 
in Swat 2009 was the beginning of a new approach as state tolerance against the 
militants had reached at zero level and a full operational framework against the 
militants started evolving in the country. Later Operation Bia Darghalam in Khyber 
Agency, and Operation Rah-e-Nijat in South Waziristan in 2009 (Rah-e-Nijat 
continued in 2010 also) further reduced chances of any political solution with the 
militants. Operation Zarb-e-Azb in North Waziristan in 2014, which still continues, 
and Operations Khyber 1 & 2 in Khyber Agency (currently third phase of the 
operation Khyber 3 is ongoing) were the manifestation of this resolve. Pakistan Army 
is currently engaged in uprooting the last stronghold of militants in Shawal valley of 
North Waziristan and Tirah Valley of Khyber Agency; parts of these regions extend to 
Afghan border.

These military operations have positively changed Pakistan’s security 
landscape. Statistically, the frequency of terrorist attacks has gradually declined since 
the launch of the military operation in North Waziristan on June 15, 2014 (PIPS, 
2016). The operation Zarb-e-Azab has considerably damaged the destructive edge of 
terrorist groups, mainly the banned Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP). It has achieved 
its targets in North Waziristan to a significant extent.

3.3 National Action Plan
In early 2015, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif announced the country’s counter

terrorism plan National Action Plan (NAP). As cited earlier, the NAP itself was 
announced in the wake of the Taliban attack on army public school in Peshawar in 
December 2014. Subsequently, many actions taken across the country are plugged 
under the NAP, even though they might have been decided much earlier.

A review of NAP by PIPS in 2015 noted:11
“Critics point out that the country’s National Action Plan is too much military- 

centric, squeezing the space of the civilians. Others however believe that while 
military campaign against terrorists remains at the heart of NAP, government has 
failed to take some effective steps to reduce appeal of religious extremism and violent 
ideologies that feed terrorism.”

11 “Comprehensive review of NAP: Executive summary,” Conflict and Peace Studies, 7(2):7-14. A summary of 
findings on progress on all NAP points can be seen here: http://pakpips.com/downloads/pdf/Exec-Summary- 
NAP.pdf.
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The emerging threats to Pakistan’s security including from Pakistani-Afghan 
border, require a reassessment and change in approach. There is also a need to speed 
up the implementation of NAP. The government acknowledges that the 
implementation of NAP is faltering and there has been widespread public 
dissatisfaction with the ineffective implementation of the plan.

NAP’s 20 points have a wide scope. The challenges standing in the way of 
implementing these points are mainly institutional, including lack of capacity of 
related institutions and departments and also the lack of coordination among civil and 
military intelligence agencies. Also, lack of political will is a factor. The political 
leadership has yet to take complete ownership of the country’s war on terrorism. The 
state’s failure to make the National Counter-Terrorism Authority fully functional is 
one example of how civilian institutions have remained ineffective in becoming part of 
a larger internal security policy, which is still strategically guided by the army (PIPS, 
2016).

3.3.1 FATA Reforms
Most analysts agree that there is an urgent need to speed up the FATA reforms

process. A review of progress made on NAP points in 2015 said, “in recent months,
militants have started efforts to re-establish themselves in parts of FATA, mainly in
those agencies where there is less military presence or pressure including Bajaur,
South Waziristan and Kurram. A review of militants’ growth in FATA in past suggests
that they took advantage of existing vacuum in political and administrative structures
and further weakened them by attacking the tribal elders, who have a key role in
political administration. They could do so again in future, particularly when military
pressure will be eased, if FATA’s political and administrative structures are not

12mainstreamed or reformed.”
Luckily, the FATA Reforms Committee has recentlycompleted its empirical 

work and proposed recommendations for reforms in FATA with the purpose to prepare
13it for a five-year transition period for merger into Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The 

committee members prepared these suggestions after paying visits to allFATA 
agencies and interacting with tribal elders, tribesmen, and government officials. 
Besides the proposed transitional measures to finally merge FATA in the KP province, 
some other key recommendations ask forsetting the end of 2016 as the target date for

12 “Comprehensive review of NAP: Executive summary,” Conflict and Peace Studies, 7(2):7-14. A summary of 
findings on progress on all NAP points can be seen here: http://pakpips.com/downloads/pdf/Exec-Summary- 
NAP.pdf.
13 The committee was constituted by Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on November 8, 2015 with Sartaj Aziz, 
Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs, with its head; other members include: National Security 
Adviser retired Lt. Gen Nasser Janjua, Minister for Law and Justice Zahid Hamid and Minister for States and 
Frontier Regions, retired Lt Gen Abdul Qadir Baloch.
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the return of temporarily displaced persons and the completion of reconstruction 
before the end of 2017; the setting up of a high-level special committee comprising 
experts and officials under the KP governor to prepare before the end of 2016, a ten- 
year development plan for FATA; holding of party-based local bodies’ elections in 
FATA after the completion of rehabilitation phase; and renaming of the Frontier 
Crimes Regulation as Fata Regulation Act, 2016, omitting all sections relating to 
collective responsibility (Dawn, 2016):

4. The Emerging Trends & Challenges
4.1 External Support for the Pakistani Taliban
Not only did the Pakistani Taliban have a well-defined ideological base, but the 

geo-strategic milieu also worked in their favour. While they did not enjoy moral or 
political support from neighbouring states, they have had strong connections with non
state actors in those territories, which allowed them to thrive despite the opposition 
from the Pakistani state.

Coupled with the Pakistani state’s belief that “the conflict in Afghanistan is 
upsetting the regional power balance in the favour of its adversaries, and that the war 
is entertaining covert wars of international and regional spy agencies and players, it 
has distracted the counter insurgency focus” (Rana, 2012).

The Pakistani Taliban also had dynamic leaders mainly including Nek 
Muhammad, Abdullah Mehsud, Baitullah Mehsud, and Hakeemullah Mehsud, who 
emerged as a ‘charismatic strategist.’Hakeemullah quickly realized the benefit in 
associating himself with global terrorism rings, and used it as a means to enhance his 
own, and his outfit’s stature (Rana, 2012). For instance, his appearance in 2009 in a 
video with a Jordanian suicide bomber (who later killed several CIA agents in the 
Afghan province of Khost) put his name on the list of high-value militant targets for 
the US; for this the Taliban endorsed his stature as a worthy successor to Baitullah. 
Similarly, TTP fingerprints on the failed Time Square bombing attempt by Pakistani 
born Faisal Shehzad in May 2010 elevated the TTP’s stature as a group that could 
directly threaten the U.S. homeland.

At present, most of the Pakistani Taliban leaders are believed to be hiding in 
Afghanistan from where carry out attacks sporadic cross-border attacks inside 
Pakistan. Some in Pakistan believe that Afghanistan is showing a similar sort of 
inaction against Pakistani Taliban that the former had been showing against Haqqani 
Taliban sheltered in Pakistani tribal areas. The cross-border incursions into and from 
Pakistan are not only affecting Pakistani-Afghan relations -  both countries blame each 
other from cross-border terrorism -  but also increasing insecurity at the border in 
absence of their efforts to evolve some border coordination mechanism.
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4.2 The Afghan Taliban Puzzle
Pakistan supports an Afghan-led and Afghan-owned political reconciliation, or 

talks with the Afghan Taliban.But it believes that it cannot use military force against 
the Taliban and at the same time try to convince them to engage in talks with the 
Afghan government (Sial, 2016).This stance of Pakistan is described by some as a 
continuity of its traditional ‘strategic depth’ doctrine. However, others assert that for 
Pakistan the Taliban are among the Afghan political stakeholders and making them 
hostile would not only undermine its interests in Afghanistan but also add to 
Pakistan’s internal insecurity (Sial, 2016).

However Pakistan is no more in a state of denial about the Afghan Taliban’s 
presence on its soil. Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz said 
in Washington on March 1, 2016 that Pakistan has some influence over the Afghan 
Taliban, for their leadership is in Pakistan, which it can use to bring them to the 
negotiation table but it cannot negotiate or offer them something on behalf of the 
Afghan government (Siddique, 2016). A Reuters report in March this year said that in 
a secret meeting held with Pakistani officials, the Afghan Taliban had rejected 
pressure to participate in Afghan peace process (Reuters, 2016). Later, the Supreme 
Council of Akhtar Mansoor-led Afghan Taliban decided against joining the peace talks 
anticipated for March 2016 (Sial, 2016).

4.3 The Islamic State Threat
The so-called Khorasan chapter of IS also appears to be on the retreat in 

Afghanistan and Pakistan. In Afghanistan, its affiliates and supporters have suffered 
heavy military losses at the hands of the Afghan Taliban, and in drone attacks and 
operations by the Afghan security forces. Similarly in Pakistan, extensive surveillance 
and intelligence-based operations have helped law enforcers bust many terrorist cells 
established by individuals who were either affiliated with or inspired by IS (Rana, 
2016b).

Importantly, the group is losing its appeal and credibility among most militant 
groups in Pakistan and Afghanistan because of its extremely narrow sectarian views. 
Even the Deobandi militant groups—who largely control the militant discourse and 
infrastructure in the region—find it hard to reconcile with IS’s criteria of 
‘righteousness’ (Rana, 2016b).

Many are surprised at what they see as an early and fast deterioration of the 
group. Others, however, interpret it as a process of reconstruction which is 
transforming the group from a local Islamist militant movement to a global terrorist 
group. As a terrorist group, IS will pose a bigger threat to global security as compared 
to Al-Qaeda, due to abundant human resources and the strong logistical support base it
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enjoys, especially in the West, from where the group has taken thousands of youths 
into its fold (Rana, 2016b).

Bruce Hoffman, a renowned expert on terrorism, was quoted in a recent 
international publication as saying that even if IS dispatches only 10 pc of foreign 
fighters to their native lands, we would see the foundation of a potentially highly 
effective terrorist cell and support network. Another expert, Andrew Watkins, believes 
that although IS has set up a unit dedicated to international attack plotting, the threat 
which can come from IS affiliates, loosely organised supporters, or those inspired 
online, would be more challenging as such cells may not be fully under the control of 
the IS central command (Rana, 2016b).

There is another aspect of this IS transformation. Al-Qaeda affiliates in different 
regions can take a weakening IS as an opportunity to attract its disillusioned members 
and engage them in terrorist operations. That would mean that it could also provide a 
lifeline to weakening terrorist movements, in a similar way when in 2014 Al Qaeda 
chapters and allies were not satisfied with the central leadership and felt attracted 
towards IS (Rana, 2016b).

It can also be seen in another context. An ideologically inspired movement can 
divide into factions representing different tendencies and shades, but at a stage, these 
factions start complementing each other. This is not a new story in the South Asian 
context, where militant movements are in a constant state of evolution (Rana, 2016b).

The Muslim countries cannot take this as ‘someone else’s problem’ as their 
youths are engaged with IS, which can at any time trigger a wave of violence in their 
native countries. Turkey, Tunisia and other North African Muslim nations have 
already started to suffer at the hands of IS-inspired militants. This should be taken as a 
serious warning by Muslim countries that already have an active militant infrastructure 
(Rana, 2016b).

The situation in Pakistan and Afghanistan is yet more complex. IS has 
challenged the theological framework of the Deobandi brand of Islam in the region 
and also questioned the ideological basis of the Taliban movement. The group tagged 
the Taliban movement as a nationalist one, which it believes does not qualify as a 
‘caliphate’ movement (Rana, 2016b).

In the beginning, IS had received an overwhelming response from militant 
groups in the region but could not sustain it because of its obsession with ‘correcting’ 
the religious practices of these groups and converting them to Salafism. IS distributed 
many religious decrees against Deobandi Islam, but a publication titled Risalatulfil 
Deoband (A Book for Deoband) created real resentment against IS (Rana, 2016b).

The Taliban commanders, who were feeling attracted to the newly emerged 
movement, started reconsidering their decisions. The Central Asian groups, 
descendants of Hizb-i-Islami and Salafi Taliban from Kunar and Nuristan regions of
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Afghanistan, were already inclined towards Salafi tendencies and took over the 
leadership of IS in some parts of Afghanistan. But these groups, mainly the Islamic 
Movement of Uzbekistan, faced hard resistance from the Afghan Taliban (Rana, 
2016b).

This has stopped the IS advance for a while, but the group has already 
transformed the militant character of the region. The young Taliban commanders feel 
more attracted to establishing an Islamic ‘caliphate’ and their belief that they can take 
over Afghanistan is becoming firmer.

Obviously, this transformation will have a negative impact on the reconciliation 
process in Afghanistan. The central Taliban leadership and senior commanders, who 
see an advantage in the political process, will face resistance from this young lot.

As far as Pakistani Taliban groups are concerned, IS had provided them 
ideological and political support when they were facing internal challenges and 
military operations by Pakistani security forces. JamaatulAhrar, which showed an 
inclination towards the Middle Eastern group and modified its organisational and 
operational framework along IS lines, has emerged as a new threat to Pakistan’s 
security. The group has claimed responsibility for most of the terrorist attacks in 
Pakistan over the past few months. The group had never formally joined the IS. At 
present, it has developed a nexus with Al Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent, which is 
another beneficiary of a weakening IS in the region (Rana, 2016b).

That does not mean that the days of IS are numbered in the world and in our 
region. The group can review its strategies to regain its lost attraction. At the same 
time, the group still remains an inspiration for militants as well as religious segments 
of society with Salafi inclinations, small but highly motivated Islamist groups, and 
politically charged youth in cyberspace.

The IS threat has particularly emerged after the launch of Zarb-e-Azb operation; 
the self-styled Islamic State was not in sight when the operation was launched. Al- 
Qaeda was in transformational mode and was working on a change in strategy at the 
time. Just after the launch of Zarb-e-Azb, Al-Qaeda announced the establishment of its 
chapter in the Indian subcontinent; it was later found involved in some major terrorist 
attacks in the country. The Islamic State is attracting small urban-based groups and 
self-radicalised youth. These IS-inspired groups are gradually coming into a position 
of launching terrorist attacks (Rana, 2015).

Recently, Special Investigation Unit of FIA has revealed that at least 18 
Pakistani citizens have recently travelled to Syria and Iraq either to join the Islamic 
State group or anti-IS forces/groups there. Interior Ministry has subsequently placed 
names of those individuals including 3 women on the exit control list (Express, 
2016).This is not the first time that the news of Pakistanis travelling to Syria and Iraq 
have emerged. Few months back, small cells of IS-inspired individuals were busted in
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various cities that were reportedly also recruiting people for Syria and Iraq besides 
planning attacks inside Pakistan.

A media report claimed on the basis of the estimates made by Pakistan’s 
intelligence agencies that about 650 Pakistanis were fighting in the conflict zones of 
Syria, Iraq, Yemen and Central Asian states along with different foreign organizations. 
Intelligence agencies have so far identified 132 of them and expressed the fear that 
their return after being defeated by international forces might add to sectarian strife in 
Pakistan (Asghar, 2013). In particular, members of some sectarian outfits have 
traveled to join IS in Syria and Iraq, who could escalate sectarian terrorist attacks after 
they return back to Pakistan.

Meanwhile, Gen John W. Nicholson, who commands the US and NATO forces 
in Afghanistan, has said that almost 70 per cent of the fighters of the militant Islamic 
State group in Afghanistan are Pakistani Taliban who joined IS after having been 
forced out of their country. “In the case of Islamic State Khorasan province, the 
majority of the members are from the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP),” said the 
general while briefing Washington-based journalists at the Pentagon during last week 
of July 2016. Many of these terrorists were forced out of Pakistan by the Zarb-e-Azb 
military operation, he added (Iqbal, 2016).

Conclusion
Pakistan’s first security policy, National Internal Security Policy (NISP (2014

18)), was announced by the federal government in February 2014 that also entailed 
elements of counterinsurgency. The policy draft offered three major elements: 
dialogue with all stakeholders; isolating terrorists from their support bases; and 
enhancing deterrence through capacity-building to enable the security apparatus to 
neutralize threats to internal security. The NISP framework employed both soft and 
hard approaches. The soft approaches entailed research and understanding, and 
winning of hearts and minds. The hard component consisted of a composite deterrence 
plan. The National Counter-Terrorism Authority (NACTA) was supposed to 
implement the policy.14

Although the outgoing coalition government led by the Pakistan People’s Party 
(PPP) (2008-2013) had not announced a national internal security policy, it developed 
approaches to address the critical security challenges. The PPP-led government’s 
approach was based on countering terrorism and it did not try to institutionalize the 
responses to threats. Former Prime Minister Yousuf Raza Gilani announced the 
formulation of a comprehensive counter-terrorism strategy based on political 
engagement and economic development, backed by a credible military element. One

14 Please see a review of National Internal Security Policy (2013-18) at:http://www.san- 
pips.com/download.php?f=277.pdf.
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of the main aspects of the PPP government’s approach was the ownership of the war 
against terrorism. The government had declared the war on terror as its own war in an 
effort to influence the public opinion against the militants. That approach significantly 
contributed in the effectiveness of the Swat military operation (2009) when political 
parties and the nation stood by the military in its fight against militants.

Under NISP, the PML-N government tried to hold dialogue with the Taliban 
militants that did not materialize mainly due to the latter’s unwillingness to stop 
terrorist attacks and partly due to lack of agreement among political and military elites 
on the issue. The December 2014 Taliban attack on Army Public School (APS) in 
Peshawar changed the whole scenario. While Pakistan army had already started 
military operation Zarb-e-Azb in North Waziristan, the APS attack, which killed over 
100 students, led the government to come up with a new and comprehensive 
counterinsurgency approach in the name of National Action Plan (NAP).

It is largely due to military operations in FATA and elsewhere, and NAP that 
there has been relative improvement in the country’s security situation, mainly since 
the start of the year 2015.Though the number of terrorist attacks is gradually on 
decline, yet the militants have been successful in carrying out some major attacks in
2015 and 2016 including sectarian-related, although with less frequency. There are 
also issues in the implementation of NAP which critics say is too military-centric. 
Many believe that without building the capacity of civilian institutions and improving 
coordination among different security and law enforcement agencies, an effective 
implementation on NAP points is not possible.

Also, the government yet appears to put its primary and foremost focus on anti
state militant groups mainly the Taliban and sectarian militant groups such as Lashkar- 
e-Jhangvi to stem the tide of violence. How would it deal with the Pakistani militant 
groups, who are not involved in anti-state activities including those focused on so- 
called ‘jihad’ in Kashmir and Afghanistan, and also Afghan Taliban, is still a big 
question mark. That implies the current focus is on reducing the terrorist attacks inside 
Pakistan, while other aspects of counter insurgency such as across-the-board 
dismantling of militant groups, counter- and de-radicalization, and reintegration of 
militants are out of question for the moment.
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The armed conflict in Afghanistan continues for more than 30 years and no 
longer attracts the public's attention. Afghanistan suffers from passivity donor support 
as the international community's attention is focused today on Syria and Iraq. The 
situation in the country doesn’t not change for the better, in fact the conflict has 
become one of the most complicated international problems for Uzbekistan, as well as 
for all the states of Central Asia. There are several fundamental factors that are 
relevant to the present, but to a greater extent to the future of this country and the 
potential for the future of the region. Among them, the drug production in Afghanistan 
and sluggish response of the world community to the situation, transformational trends 
in the ideological factor and financial support for terrorism and extremism due to the 
emergence of ISIS in this country should be noted.

Experts of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime stated the two main 
causes of drug "boom" in Afghanistan. The first one is the tenfold difference in prices 
between the drug and agricultural crops. The second reason is directly related to the 
collapse of the economy. It is believed that the main socio-economic factors of opium 
business in Afghanistan are:

• High profitability of opium compared to agriculture products;
• Availability of conditions for cultivation of opium poppy (natural conditions, 

second-hand technologies, cheap labor force);
• Possibility of long-term storage;
• Provision of loans to farmers by drug traffickers;
• Transformation of opium (as a commodity) in:
- A source of savings and profits;
- Sharing and pre-payment means;
- The collateral agent for the loan;
-Power weapon of illegal groups;
- Source of funding the terrorist organizations and organized criminal groups.
• The profit of drug trafficking much higher than its cost.1
Since 2009, there has been an increasing tendency in instability of the northern 

provinces of Afghanistan. Since 2013, the process has begun to accelerate and gain

1 Смагулов А. Афганистан. Опыт восстановления и реконструкции 2001-2009 годы. Кабул. 2010. Стр. 
329-330
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momentum, reaching a peak in 2015. Anti-government armed group (AUG) gained 
control over the most part of Afghanistan in any time before since 2001. They were 
able for the first time to seize the provincial capital - the city of Kunduz; Afghan 
security forces (CRS) were back to control the city after just two weeks of heavy 
fighting, when AUG orderly retreat. Anti-government armed groups were captured in
2015 another 23 administrative centers in different districts in Afghanistan (in 2014 - 
only four). In 2015, it was recorded during the biggest reference to relevant statistics 
civilian casualties (about 90% of these losses - from the actions and ASB AUG): 
11002 people, including 3545 - the dead, 7457 - wounded. Between 1 January and 31 
March 2016, the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan has registered 1.943 victims 
among the civilian population3.

Increasing civilian casualties in the conflict ASB and AUG in the north-eastern, 
northern and western provinces reflects the intensification of clashes the government 
and pro-government armed groups with the armed opposition. This is mainly 
explained by the desire to become the representatives of the AGB "daytime governors" 
and communicate their will not only "at gunpoint, but also from the standpoint of 
official authority.4 "

The data provided by the Government of Afghanistan, as well as the data 
collected by the United Nations indicate that the Conflict of anti-government armed 
groups and the Afghan security forces led to the number of civilian casualties in 2009 
increased by 35%, reaching a growth of 530% in the regions adjacent the countries of 
Central Asia5. At the same time, the situation in the regions adjacent to Pakistan, 
revealed the stability and even a slight improvement in the situation.

The main reason for the instability of growth has been the influx of militants, 
primarily due to armed groups from Pakistan and Afghanistan military areas. The 
Reason for such migration is still not fully identified. Most likely, the reason lies in the 
intensification of anti-terrorist operations carried out by the authorities of Pakistan, 
especially intensified after the terrorist attack in Peshawar in 2014.

Of course, it is important not to ignore the role of external actors in the current 
situation in Afghanistan, in particular, the close relationship of the situation in the 
region with political will the major actors such as the US, Russia, EU and China.

We consider these in more detail.

2

2 «Сеть Хаккани», Исламская партия Афганистана Г. Хекматиара. Но ведущую роль там играет 
Движение «Талибан» (ДТ).
3 Новый этап кризиса в Афганистане и безопасность Таджикистана. Доклад международного 
дискуссионного клуба Валдай. // http://ru.valdaiclub.com/a/highlights/geografiya-ugroz-budushchee.-afgan/ 
4Civilian casualties in Afghan War are unabated in 2016/April 17/2016/
URL:http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/18/world/middleeast/civilian-casualities-in-afghan-war-are-unabated-in-
2016.html
5Ali M. Latifi. Death toll in Taliban bombing and gunfight rises to 64; Afghan president calls the attack 
«inhuman». 20.04.16. // http://www.latimes.com/world/asia/la-fg-afghanistan-bombing-20160420-story.html
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The US role in the current situation in Afghanistan is determined by the 
beginning of military operations in cooperation with NATO in Afghanistan. Operation 
"Enduring Freedom" began on October 7, 2001, on the basis of UN Security Council 
resolutions, and was a response to a terrorist act of September 11, 2001 in the United 
States. From 1 January 2015, non-combat mission to Afghanistan of NATO called 
"strong support" have been acted. In early 2016 the United Nations has extended the 
mandate of the mission until 17 March 2017. Today, about 12 thousand of NATO 
troops train and advise the Afghan security forces. By mid-2017 in the country will 
remain 5.5 thousand of US troops and NATO in the military bases at Bagram, 
Jalalabad and Kandahar, which play great importance for the counter-terrorist 
operations. Since the beginning of 2016 the US military in Afghanistan are fighting 
against the fighters of the Islamic State, looking for a foothold in the province of 
Nangarhar. Government of Ashraf Ghani expands US counterterrorism mission in 
Afghanistan, fighting groups associated with Al-Qaeda, as well as an offshoot of the 
Islamic state, which is estimated to be between 1,000 and 3,000 fighters6. Over the 
years, the US has failed to achieve the expected results, but to save his face and 
influence in the region, the government decided to leave its troops in Afghanistan after 
2016.

Russia has repeatedly confirmed willingness to participate in the Afghan knot 
unraveling together with UN and all relevant stakeholders. The Afghan issue 
remainsto be a priority for Russia, the Russian Defense Ministry and the Shanghai 
Cooperation Organization. For its part, in October 2015, Russia proposed a collective 
plan to stabilize the situation in Afghanistan. This plan included promoting socio
economic development, equipping and training of law enforcement agencies of the 
IRA, the suppression of the financing sources and channels of supply of weapons to 
extremist organizations7.

In general, according to Russia to stabilize the situation in Afghanistan and 
Central Asia:

• Firstly, to assist the leadership of Afghanistan and other Central Asian states 
in the equipping and training of enforcement agencies to improve the efficiency of 
their operations against the extremists;

• Secondly, to maximize the use of all possible institutions to promote socio
economic development of the region and the provision of humanitarian assistance to 
the population of Afghanistan;

6 Andrew Tilghman. ISIS in Afghanistan: U.S. forces OK'd to attack emerging offshoot.20.01.2016// 
http://www.militarytimes.com/story/military/2016/01/20/us-military-afghanistan-gets-green-light-targeting- 
islamic-state-offshoot/79067120/
7 https://ria.ru/analytics/20161007/1478667779.html
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• Thirdly, joint efforts to block the sources of funding, arms supply lines and 
material resources extremist organizations operating in Afghanistan.

• Another area of stabilizing the situation can become counter extremist 
ideology8.

Japan, which has allocated more money than any country9 to assist in the 
reconstruction of Afghanistan, demonstrated that it is a valuable and reliable partner in 
supporting the development and security initiatives across Afghanistan. Last time the 
Japanese government has announced to allocate31.3 million $for humanitarian aid 
(emergency needs) in Afghanistan in March 2016. The Funds were transferred through 
theUN departments and have been spent on the fight against hunger, the provision of 
assistance to the remaining homeless Afghans, mine clearance, assistance to needy 
children and the repatriation of refugees returning home from Iran and Pakistan. Also, 
Japan is a leading donor to the Afghan National Police, providing half of the payment 
of salaries of police officers through the Trust Fund to Support the forces of the UN 
Development Programme rule of law.

Assistance, carried out by Japan, covers four categories: humanitarian 
assistance, political processes and governance, the strengthening of security and 
reconstruction. The priority for Japan is to try to strike a balance between security and 
development, to provide a stable transfer of power in all areas of the Afghan 
government. For this reason, Japan's contribution to humanitarian assistance, the 
political process and management is invaluable, but the most important investments it 
makes to the strengthening of security and reconstruction.

In Japan, the recovery area approach consisting to provide the tools necessary 
for the prosperity of the Afghan people, and to provide emergency aid to those most in 
need. For this aim, Japan is helping to build roads, wells, clinics and schools, and 
provides assistance to many projects of rural development.

The German Government stressed that it would continue to assist Afghanistan 
in such areas as economy, civil and public reconstruction as well as military training. 
German Ambassador to the United States noted that the FRG is a loyal and faithful 
partner of Afghanistan10.

The position of the United Kingdom on the situation in Afghanistan, was 
announced at the beginning of February 2017 by the British Minister of State for the 
Armed Forces M.Penningom. In particular, he stated a possible increase in the British 
military presence in Afghanistan. "The current situation in Afghanistan remains 
serious, in connection with which the UK can ask about putting more troops," - said

8 http://structure.mil.ru/structure/forces/navy/news/more.htm?id=12060200@egNews&_print=true
9 2,49млрд. долл. США
10 Germany reaffirms support to Afghanistan/ URL:http://ariananews.af/latest-news/germany-reaffirms-support- 
to-Afghanistan/
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Mike Penning, speaking in the committee on defense affairs of the British Parliament. 
Currently, 450 British troops are serving in NATO’s "strong support" mission in 
Afghanistan11. The minister said that the presence of British troops in Afghanistan - 
"This is a very important issue for peace and stability in this country."

"Statements by Mike Penning are pretty suitable within the logic of the new UK 
strategy which is intended to increase the influence of London in Afghanistan against 
the backdrop of still vague Washington's strategy” - commented the expert of the 
Center for Modern Afghanistan Studies (CMAS) Andrei Serenko. This strategy can be 
effective only in the successful combination of political, economic and military 
elements. Political activity of British diplomacy has already been marked by Afghan 
and Pakistani observers. On the eve of the spring, when it is expected another 
escalation in the security situation in Afghanistan, the increase in the number of British 
troops could be claimed in the Helmand Province and some other areas of the country. 
The advent of the British Special Forces, of course, will not lead to the defeat of the 
Taliban, but it can not completely prevent the collapse of the situation in key episodes 
of combat"12.

The PRC leadership is concerned about the consequences of the withdrawal of 
NATO troops, but China itself in battle is not going to join with the "Taliban", 
although in August 2016, Afghanistan, China, Pakistan and Tajikistan created a 
quadripartite alliance to combat terrorism. China's efforts are directed to ensure that 
the Afghan government did not allow the penetration of militants and Islamic 
preachers in Xinjiang. The successes of the Taliban attacks may spur Uighur militants 
in Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region of China. In addition, in the case of the 
Taliban movement success, Chinese entrepreneurs access to the mineral resources of 
Afghanistan, the cost of which is estimated at $3 trillion, will be difficult. China 
supports a stable Afghanistan. China's advantage in comparison with the Western 
powers and Russia is that it has a reputation of a neutral player. In addition, China has 
a strong influence on Pakistan, which is the main sponsor of the "Taliban". Thus, we 
can talk about Beijing's desire to take a more meaningful than ever before, among the 
nations, to help Afghanistan. Chinese companies have begun to invest in Afghanistan, 
a lot of investment, such as the largest investment project of China - Development of 
"Aynak," the world's largest deposits in the Afghan province of Logar. The tender was 
won by the Chinese company China Metallurgical Group Corporation in the spring of 
2007, but its major development of the Chinese and could not proceed due to lack of 
security. In 2010, China allocated 3.5 billion USD to develop copper mines in

11 http://afghanistan.ru/doc/107308.html
12 http://afghanistan.ru/doc/107308.html
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Afghanistan . China is investing heavily in the development of trade routes in Central 
Asia. In September 2016, the Afghan city of Hairatan the first time in the history of the 
train arrived from China, which was carrying mainly equipment14.

Speaking about the threats emanating from Afghanistan, we still need to also 
keep in mind the kind of symbolism of the term "Afghan threat", because today the 
geography of threats, risks and challenges are much broader than just the specific 
"Afghan factor".

All that the "Afghan" complex generates several questions: Is it true those 
assessments and analysis of the situation in Afghanistan, which have a place in the 
international public space? Do they coincide with the estimates set out in the Central 
Asian countries?

Estimates proposed by countries and international organizations, which seem to 
have a valid and recognized by the other actors of international life in the interests of 
Afghanistan as a whole does not inspire a positive perception of the situation in that 
country. Positions that detect the difference, and sometimes even the polarity of 
interests of participants of the "Afghan process," provoke the formulation of distinct 
content of proposals and recommendations, and, most importantly, the development 
prospects of assessments of the situation and, ultimately, concrete plans and actions of 
the states concerned.

In this connection, it should be mentioned that, according to some experts, "now 
the people of Afghanistan belongs to the international community with a large grain of 
salt, compared with the beginning of the presence of international troops in 
Afghanistan in 2001"15. Lack of confidence - this is the most sensitive, particularly in 
the political and humanitarian sense, a factor that, unfortunately, exists in regard to 
Afghanistan and its neighbors.

To date, the main evaluation parameter, which adhered to Uzbekistan, 
formulated as follows: - Afghanistan remains, and (presumably) will continue to be a 
major source of cross-border criminal phenomena and other hazards. And, most likely, 
in the short term, this approach of Uzbekistan, in general, coincides with the positions 
of other Central Asian states, not only will not change, but rather worsen under the 
impressive influence of events in Syria and Iraq as a whole geographical area from 
Maghreb to Afghanistan, where nation states are destroyed, grows rigid confrontation 
and conflicts between countries in the region, as well as extra-regional actors.

The situation in the long-suffering Afghanistan is becoming more alarming 
today as a result of the growing activity ISIS in this country. The current Minister of

13

13 http://carnegieendowment.org/files/china_role_afghanistan.pdf
14 http://www.bbc.com/russian/news-37296916
15 ИманалиевМ.География угроз. Какое будущее ждет Афганистан и его соседей в Центральной 
Азии?23.09.2016// http://ru.valdaiclub.com/a/highlights/geografiya-ugroz-budushchee.-afgan/
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Foreign Affairs of Afghanistan Salahiddin Rabbani said on this occasion: "Now they 
(ISIS) are not very numerous and are one of the many groups, also at war with the" 
Taliban ", but we must take this threat very seriously, given their growing 
popularity".16

Such an assessment generates the relevant questions below. Is it possible, 
though presumably referring to the possible improvement of the situation in 
Afghanistan, to consider the country as having a positive potential as a country with 
which there will need to build some kind of constructive relationship, including 
politics, culture, trade and investment? And there is already necessary today to include 
this issue in the foreign policy agenda of the Central Asian countries?

17As part of the Istanbul process , attempts are made to construct a certain image 
of Afghanistan, which has seemed to change for the better and as if it could change 
even more, especially in the coordinates of the proposed transit infrastructure of 
Afghanistan and its meaning in conjunction Central and South Asia.

Washington proposed the idea of "New Silk Road" is a multipurpose project, 
however, its implementation in many ways, is likely to be dependent on the US 
military, political and financial investment sponsorship and political, above all, the 
support of this project by Russia and China. Should we add here also, for example, and 
the problem of trust between the participating countries of transit - electric project 
(KASA-1000) and TAPI.

At the beginning of February 2017 in Moscow took place international 
consultations on Afghanistan, which was attended by representatives of Russia, 
Afghanistan, and Iran, Pakistan, India and China. The delegations were represented by 
special envoys for Afghanistan and senior officials. Participants of the consultations 
discussed the current security situation in Afghanistan, as well as regional approaches 
to overcoming the current challenges.

The parties agreed to step up efforts to promote the reconciliation process, 
while maintaining the leadership of the Kabul and compliance with the stipulated 
guidelines before the integration of former combatants into civilian life. In addition, 
the participants came to the conclusion that in order to stabilize the situation in
Afghanistan requires increased efforts at the regional level, and therefore must be

18connected to the process of new members, particularly in Central Asia .

16 http ://ru.valdaiclub.com/a/highlights/geografiya-ugroz-budushchee. -afgan/
17 Конференции "Сердце Азии" проводятся ежегодно и также носят название "Стамбульский 
процесс" — первая конференция в этом формате состоялась в ноябре 2011 года в Стамбуле. Целью 
"Стамбульского процесса", который объединяет стран-соседей Афганистана (как непосредственно 
граничащие страны, так и крупных региональных игроков), является стабилизация ситуации
в Афганистане через развитие практического взаимодействия с этой страной.
18 В Москве состоялись шестисторонние консультации по афганскому вопросу. // 15.02.2017 17:55// 
http://afghanistan.ru/doc/107368.html
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What kind of future awaits Afghanistan and its neighbors in Central Asia? 
Diplomats, experts and specialists from various countries seriously consider the 
options for the country's existence as a unitary state (1), federations (2) and 
confederation (3). For the most part everything correctly assess the situation in 
Afghanistan, it forecasts the overall negative development and offer their vision of 
what should be the country in the future. The standard feature should be a peaceful, 
stable and developing state. But no one speaks how to do this or offer projects and 
programs "Afghan revival" which is inappropriate for the current Afghan political 
forces, as well as for other external actors.

However, in fairness, it should nevertheless be emphasized that suggest a 
project or program that would be supported by all parties within Afghanistan itself and 
outside is very difficult.

Considerable importance also has a humanitarian aid delivery, which are tied up 
all the existing system in Afghanistan. In particular, the largest donor is Japan, which 
creates certain risks as being directly disinterested in the region, Japan can at any 
moment to cut down or even stop the funding. It is also important is the level of 
stability in Central Asia itself, affecting the ability to resolve internal conflicts in the 
region.

In an attempt to stabilize the current situation in Central Asian countries react 
differently to the threat of increasing instability in Afghanistan, trying to solve it 
through the mediation of players of different levels. Thus, Turkmenistan is in favor of 
diplomatic solution to the problem with the involvement of the UN, Uzbekistan relies 
on national forces and working closely with the US and Russia, and Tajikistan focused 
on national resources and assistance to regional organizations (such as the CSTO). 
This allows researchers to observe the search for the most effective resolution of the 
situation on the example of three different approaches.

There are good reasons to expect in the near future, a sharp destabilization of 
the situation in Afghanistan. The first one is the lack of unity and legitimacyin the 
official structures of the Kabul governmentand the deepening inter-ethnic tensions. In 
recent years, the country has increased the activity of ISIS militants, recently the 
launch of a new fighting season, the Taliban announced that also experiencing split. 
The current "Taliban" consists of several disparate hostile groups whose actions are 
largely determined by external sponsors.

Against this background, in Afghanistan there is the instability of the flow of 
south-eastern regions to the north of the country. Combat operations are underway in 
24 of 34 provinces of the country, and the current regime has gained a little chance to 
retain power. Prospects for the future in a coalition government with the participation 
of the Taliban also seem elusive.
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Pakistan remains the leading external party in Afghan process - the opposition 
forces are constantly getting out weapons, money and medicines. However, in 
Islamabad for relations with the Kabul government does not take the responsibility but 
this responsibility lays on the armed forces and Inter -  services intelligence19. 
Different groups of the Pakistani military establishment can not agree among 
themselves on a common strategy on Afghanistan. The situation is aggravated by the 
fact that the Pakistani army does not actually control the so-called "tribal zone" along 
the border with Afghanistan. In turn, the Government of Afghanistan periodically 
accuses Pakistan of aiding and abetting the armed opposition in Afghanistan, including 
the Taliban20.

Today the situation around Afghanistan is formulated, in our opinion, of the 
following approaches:

1. The situation in Afghanistan continues to deteriorate in recent yers, and 
Uzbekistan following the situation with concern. Firstly, our country is afraid of the 
zone of instability from Afghanistan to the north, adjacent to the Uzbek border areas. 
Second, over the past 20 years, the Central Asian countries are gradually transformed 
from transit into a market for Afghan heroin, which killed thousands of people each 
year. Thirdly, the greater concern is the formation of infrastructure of ISIS in 
Afghanistan which is able to start exporting its practices in neighboring countries. The 
situation in Afghanistan greatly complicated, there exist conflicting events, and there 
are many interpretations. However, in the scale of a few years, quite clearly visible 
dynamics. The situation in parts of Afghanistan, near the borders with Central Asia, 
since 2009, and especially in recent years is constantly deteriorating.

2. Probably, right, those politicians and experts, who argue that the United 
States has an "entry" strategy in Afghanistan, but there is no clearly formulated "exit" 
strategy. In any case, this situation causes a certain suspicion and anxiety arguable, and 
signed an agreement on security between the U.S. and Afghanistan can hardly be 
qualified as a strategic approach to this issue. But the main element of the strategy is 
the lack of that, leaving the Americans to leave the country may be in even more worst 
and dangerous condition.

3. Approaches of states - Afghanistan's neighbors - to the problem of the 
withdrawal of the international forces are contradictory in the sense that, on the one 
hand, the majority of them would like to see the Americans left the country, but on the 
other hand, there is an understanding that the withdrawal of international forces can 
provoke escalation of "negative" in all its forms - and then a heap of military-political,

19 Is Al Qaeda back in Afghanistan? The diplomat/ April 15 2016// URL: http://thediplomat.com/2016/04/is-al- 
qaeda-back-in-afghanistan/?
20 Ali M. Latifi. Death toll in Taliban bombing and gunfight rises to 64; Afghan president calls the attack 
«inhuman». 20.04.16. // http://www.latimes.com/world/asia/la-fg-afghanistan-bombing-20160420-story.html
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socio-humanitarian and economic turmoil and the further "spread" of the conflict 
beyond Afghanistan. It should be added that there weren’t objections against the 
intention of the President Obama to leave US troops in Afghanistan after 2016.

4. The Central Asian countries are gradually beginning to form and strengthen 
the understanding that to "Afghan problem", as it were, once delegated to the United 
States and other major countries, it is necessary to the extent possible in some way 
connected or there can be offered disloyal projects. However, it should be noted that 
the reconstructed infrastructure connections on the Tajik-Afghan and Uzbek-Afghan 
border that can contribute to the alignment of the most basic economic and trade 
cooperation and other channels of communication, inspire at least some optimism.
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RUSSIA’S ECONOMIC COOPERATION WITH THE CENTRAL 
ASIAN COUNTRIES

Dr. Kuzmina Elena, PhD
Head o f  Sector o f  the Center o f  Post-Soviet researches Primakov National Research Institute o f  World 

Economy and International Relations, Russian Academy o f  Sciences. She has graduated from the Tashkent State 
University, faculties o f  the romano-German philology (1987), historical (1994) and holds PhD degree in 
Political Science. She is a member o f  the committee on economic integration o f  the countries o f  SCO and CIS o f  
Chamber o f  Commerce and Industry o f  the Russian Federation.

Russia is rapidly developing its foreign affairs and economic interactions in 
Asia for several recent years. By the end of 2000s Russia has chosen the Eurasian 
vector of development. The Eurasian Economic Union has been started with 
establishment of the Customs Union of Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan in 2010. Later, 
another central Asian country has joined the EEU -  Kyrgyzstan. Tajikistan now 
decides the question of membership in the Union. In May of 2015th Russia has agreed 
with China on conjugation of China’s Silk Road Economic Belt and the Eurasian 
Economic Union. The started expansionof the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, 
that unites 4 of the 5 countries of the region, in the long terms should transform it into 
key player in Asia.

The economic issues are important for all three associations, as the economic is 
a priority for the world politics in general today. In this article we will analyze the 
trade and economic cooperation of Russian and Central Asia countries. It is necessary 
for understanding of possibilities of strengthening of Russia's economic positions in 
the region and facilitation of the formation of stable social and economic situation in 
these countries and thus enhance of Russia's foreign politics influence in all these 
areas.

Trade. Given its overall tendency to decrease after the dissolution of the Soviet 
Union, Russia’s trade with Central Asia was characterized by wild fluctuations during 
the 2009-2015 crisis. In 2014, Russia’s overall trade turnover with the Central Asian 
countries totaled about 29 billion dollars, and in 2015, 21 billion dollars.

Since 2012, Russia’s positive trade balance for the region has increased steadily 
due to the dropping number of Central Asian imports (Kazakhstan is the exception) 
(see table 1). The principal reason is the imports structure of the Central Asian 
countries. Russia buys natural and agricultural raw materials from them, and also 
chemical products. Certain types of products and equipment are sold to Russia only by 
Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. Since 2010, Gazprom drastically reduced gas acquisition 
in the region: in 2008, the total volume was 66.1 billion cubic meters1, and in 2014 it

1 Calculated by E.M. Kuzmina based on Gazprom site: About Gazprom.Production.Gas purchases.Strategy. 
URL: http://www.gazprom.ru/about/production/central-asia (in Russian)
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was only 29.52 billion cubic meters,10.98 billion cubic meters of them purchased in 
Turkmenistan, 7.38 billion cubic meters in Uzbekistan, and 10.95 billion cubic meters 
in Kazakhstan. Since 2016, Russia has stopped buying gas from Ashgabat completely. 
These purchases were the largest in that particular price segment. They will most 
likely continue to drop, since volumes contracted to China increased to 65 billion 
cubic meters, and no new large fields became operational in the region.

Energy resource trade with Kazakhstan is growing, and it is bilateral, since 
Kazakhstan re-exports Russian oil to China (this is one of the ways of overcoming 
competition between Russia and China in the oil and gas industry in the region). 
Moreover, both countries have mutual shares in processing their neighbor’s fossil fuels 
in their own territory. At the same time, Russia sells oil products and fuel, oil, and 
lubricants (FOL) at preferential prices, which is equivalent to economic aid, and this is 
Russia’s largest export item to those countries.

Table 3. Russia’s Foreign Trade with Central Asian Countries, millions of dollars
2008 2010 2012 2015

Countries
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Kazakhstan 13,301 6,371 6,930 10,690 4,449 6,241 5,483 9,409 5,483 10,45 4,657 5,794
Kyrgyzstan 1,311 492 819 975 393 582 1,438 196 1,438 1,269 71 1,198
Tajikistan 796 210 584 673 214 459 679 68 611 747 51 696
Turkmenistan 809 100 709 718 148 570 1,211 184 1,027 902 73 829
Uzbekistan 2,067 1,298 769 1,664 1,514 150 2,325 1,391 934 2,161 587 1,573
Region’s total 18,282 8,471 9,811 14,720 6,718 8,002 20,741 11,248 9,493 15,530 5,439 10,090

Source: Calculated by E.M. Kuzmina based on “Bilateral Trade between Russian 
Federation and China.” URL:

http://www. trademap.org/countrymap/Bilateral_TS.aspx
Russia exports mostly finished products to this region: foods, and various types 

of equipment, including transportation equipment. In the early 2000s, Central Asia 
used up to 27% of equipment, including transportation and high-tech, imported from 
Russia. However, in 2005-2015, this share dropped significantly due to some Russian 
goods being non-competitive because of poorly developed exports support 
mechanisms in Russia.

2 Gazprom in Questions and Answers. International projects. URL: 
http://www.gazpromquestions.ru/en/international (in Russian)
3 Agadzhanyan M. Xi Jinping’s visit to Central Asa. URL: http://www.politcom.ru/16351.html (in Russian)
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Since 2009, the Russian government has been improving the rules for providing 
state guarantees for exports of Russian industrial products4. The Russian Agency for 
Export Credit and Investment Insurance has already provided support for exporting 
tractors, mining equipment, and other machinery, paper, oil products and FOL 
products to Central Asia5. In 2014, JSC Roseximbank was transferred to the Agency in 
order to expand its activities6. At the same year, the Russian-Kyrgyz Development 
Fund was established to promote the modernization of Kyrgyzstan’s economy. 
Therefore, Russia makes significant efforts to overcome some fundamental reasons 
underlying the decreasing exports of its industrial products into the region. However, 
in the very near future, the economic crisis in Russia and in the post-Soviet space will 
make it very difficult to overcome the negative trends.

Investments. Between 2009 and 2014, Russian investments into the region were 
gradually growing. Table 2 gives the data of Central Bank of Russia and the data of 
the Monitoring of Mutual Investments in the CIS (MMI in the CIS) of the Eurasian 
Development Bank for 2015. The monitoring also takes into account the data from 
Russian companies investing into the Central Asian economies.

One could presume that under the economic crisis, certain investment projects 
will be frozen. This is borne out by the folding down of Russian-Kyrgyz hydropower 
projects.

Table 4. Russia’s accumulated investments in the Central Asian countries
in 2009-2014, billions of dollars

Country Central bank of Russia’s data Data from MMI in the CIS

2009 2013 2014 2009 2013 2014

Kazakhstan 1,7 2,8 2,6 9,7 8,7 9,1

Kyrgyzstan 0,1 0,2 0,2 0,6 0,7 0,6

4 the Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation no 953 of December 12, 2008 “on introducing 
changes into the Regulations for providing state guarantees of the Russian Federation in foreign currency for 
providing state support for exporting industrial products (goods, work, services).” URL: 
http://www.base.consultant.ru/cons/cgi/online.cgi?req=doc;base=LAW;n=82626;fld=134; 
dst=1000000001,0;rnd=0.3943128692858727 (in Russian); the Decree of the Government of the Russian 
Federation no 919 of November 15, 2010 “on introducing changes into the Regulations for providing state 
guarantees...” URL: http://www. base.consultant.ru/cons/cgi/online.cgi? req=doc; base=LAW; n=160940; 
fld=134; dst=1000 000001,0; rnd=0.42101353111545436 (in Russian); the Decree of the Government of the 
Russian Federation No. 141 of February 18, 2013 “on introducing changes into the Regulations for providing 
state guarantees of the Russian Federation...” URL: http://www.base. consultant.ru/cons/cgi/online.cgi? req=doc; 
base=LAW; n=142362; fld=134; dst=1000000001,0; rnd=0.8278178321202451 (in Russian)
5 See more details on each type of contracts at: The Russian Agency for Export Credit and Investment Insurance 
(EXIAR). URL: http://www.exiar.ru/en/press/news/5635 (in Russian)
6 The Decision No. 1128-r of the Government of the Russian Federation of June 29, 2012 in the variant of the 
Decision No. 2148-r of the Government of the Russian Federation of October 28, 2014; the Decree No. 1491-pr 
of President of the Russian Federation of June 06, 2014
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Tajikistan 0,2 0,6 0,4 0,9 1,0 1,0

Turkmenistan 0,3 0,0 0,001 0,0 0,0 0.0

Uzbekistan 0,8 0,3 0,4 2,9 4,0 3,8

Source: Mutual Investment Monitoring in the CIS countries. 2015. EDB. Report 
no 32. P. 21; Central Bank of Russia.Foreign Sector Statistics. URL: 
http://www.cbr.ru/statistics/?PrtId=svs

The level of accumulated Russian investments in the economic of the Central 
Asian countries on July 1, 2016 reached approximately $ 17.4 billion.: in Kazakhstan - 
more than 6.7 billion; in Kyrgyzstan - more than $ 62,290,000.; in Tajikistan - more 
than $ 1.6 billion.; Turkmenistan - more than $ 173 million.; Uzbekistan -. more than $ 
5.9 billion At the same time, 47% of investments gone to the energy industry, 22% - in 
non-ferrous metallurgy, 15% - telecommunications. From the 6600 Russian and joint 
ventures in the countries of Central Asia 5520 accounts for Kazakhstan, 944 for 
Uzbekistan.

However, there are significant hidden investments of Russia in the region. From 
2008 to October 2015, it has helped the countries of Central Asia in the amount of $ 
5.6 billion in repayable financial assistance included: more than $ 3.5 billion on a 
bilateral basis; more than $ 570 million through the UN.; more than $ 1.3 billion. 
through the World Bank and other organizations (OSCE, etc.), as well as the EEU, 
including part of implemented in Central Asia Russia's contribution to the EEU Anti
Crisis Fund in the amount of more than $ 592.3 million. During this period, about $ 
352 million is allocated for the training of military and civilian personnel for the 
countries of Central Asia in Russian universities.

The Russian-Kyrgyz Development Fund is working since 2015. By 13/02/2017, 
the fund issued preferential loans has been granted for the 665 projects already. The 
total volume of disbursed loans equals to 202.048 million dollars. So, the fund has 
invested in the reconstruction of the international airport "Manas" airport and 
"Tamchy" in Issyk-Kul. At the end of 2016 the equipment for production of sugar 
"Koshoy" and "Kaindy Kant" has been purchased, which allowed to start a project of 
sugar production restore. The large program for agriculture sector is ongoing.

Fuel & Energy Complex (FEC). The largest volume of Russian investments 
went into producing energy resources in Central Asia. In 1995-2014, LUKOIL 
invested over 7 billion dollars into 7 production projects in Kazakhstan, which is 10%

n
of the country’s overall production . Since 2005, RN-Exploration, a subsidiary of

7 Lukoil.Where we work. Kazakhstan. URL: http://www.lukoil-overseas.ru/projects/kazakhstan (in Russian)
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Rosneft, jointly with KazMunayGaz, develops Kurmangazy, a border oil field on the
о

Caspian shelf. So far, surveys turned up no signs of hydrocarbons . Gazprom invested 
over 1 billion dollars into Kazakhstan’s FEC9. Since 2004, LUKOIL’s amount of 
accumulated investments into Uzbekistan’s economy totaled about 2.5 billion 
dollars10. Since 2006, Gazprom invested over 400 million dollars into Uzbekistan’s 
FEC.11 The company owns JSC Kyrgyzgaz and is engaged in prospective surveys and
modernization of the country’s gas distribution system. In 2015-2017, Gazprom

12intends to invest 758 million dollars . Given the very low profitability of investments 
into the Kyrgyz gas sector, these investments may be viewed as a type of economic 
aid. Since May 2003, Gazprom spent 170 million dollars on prospective surveys of the

13oil fields of Sarykamysh and Western Shaambary in Tajikistan .
Pipelines. Kazakhstan’s oil is transported across Russia via the Atyrau-Samara 

pipeline (no less than 15 million tons a year), the Makhachkala -Tikhoretsk -  
Novorossiysk pipeline (no less than 2.5 million tons a year)14, and the Tengiz -  
Novorossiysk Caspian Pipeline Consortium15with the capacity of 35 million tons.16In 
2014, the pipelines pumped 225 million tons of oil and gas.

Soviet-built pipelines Central Asia-Center (from Turkmenistan) and Bukhara- 
Ural (from Uzbekistan) needed to be drastically modernized. Gazprom, jointly with 
Uzbek and Kazakh pipeline companies, expanded the capacity and improved 
reliability of these pipelines. Given Russia’s decreased purchases of gas in the region, 
these partially modernized pipelines are sufficient to cover Gazprom’s needs.

Mining. In 2014, the largest accumulated investments in Kazakhstan’s 
nonferrous industry belonged to Atomenergoprom (1.7 billion dollars) and Polymetall

17(0.76 billion dollars). In 2013, JSC Atomredmetzoloto acquired the control stock in

8 Dreaming about a certain Eldorado. Rosneft plans to pull out of Kazakhstan’s Kurmangazy oil Superproject. 
26.05.2009. URL: http://www.centrasia.ru/newsA.php?st=1243311840 (in Russian)
9 Russia and Kazakhstan: Strategic Partners, or, the Figures talk. URL:
http://www.365-tv.ru/index.php/analitika/kazakhstan/372-rossiya-i-kazakhstan-strategicheskie-partnery-ili-tsifry 
-govoryat (in Russian)
10 Commitments are Feasible. URL: http://www.lukoil-overseas.uz/content/obyazatelstva-vypolnimy (in 
Russian)
11 Gazprom invested 400 million dollars in exploration in Uzbekistan. URL: 
http://www.pronedra.ru/gas/2012/02/06/gazprom/#axzz2bh2uV8u2 (in Russian)
12 Gazprgom will increase its investments in Kyrgyzstan to 758 million USD.URL: 
http://www.vedomosti.ru/business/news/2015/01/30/gazprom-uvelichit-investicii-v-kirgizii-do (in Russian)
13 Investment cooperation between Russia and Tajikistan: the Principal Results. URL: 
http://www.ved.gov.ru/exportcountries/tj/tj_ru_relations/tj_rus_projects (in Russian)
14 Russia’s Projects and Investments in Central Asian States // Tsentral'naya Aziya i Kavkaz. (6) 2008. P. 104. 
(in Russian)
15 Project participants: Russia: 24%, Kazakhstan: 19%, Oman: 7%, oil companies: Chevron: 15%, Lukoil: 
12.5%, ExxonMobil: 7.5%, Rosneft-Shell: 7.5%, ENI: 2%, BG: 2%, KazMunayGaz-Amoco: 1.75%, Oryx: 
1.75%.
16 Lukoil.Where we work. Kazakhstan. URL: http://www.lukoil-overseas.ru/projects/kazakhstan (in Russian)
17 Lukoil.Where we work. Kazakhstan. URL: http://www.lukoil-overseas.ru/projects/kazakhstan (in Russian)
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the joint Russian-Canadian company Uranium One, the largest developer of
18Kazakhstan’s uranium deposits.

Russian Platinum Company paid 100 million dollars to acquire the right to 
develope the Dzherui gold deposit and to conduct aprospective survey of the Dzher- 
Uisite in Kyrgyzstan.19

Oil- and gas processing. Russia and Kazakhstan have long-standing ties in this 
area going back to Soviet times. The power supply of Omsk Oblast is largely tied to 
coal from Kazakhstan’s Ekibastuz, and Omsk Oblast imports 2 million tons of oil 
alone. Some oil-processing products then go to the Gazpromneft- Kazakhstan joint
venture, which has a network of oil depots and gas stations in the country. Its share of

20Kazakhstan’s market is about 3% of the overall volume of oil product consumption .
The oil supplied by Rosneft (about 5 million tons) powers the Pavlodar petrochemical

21plant and the Shymkent oil refinery (2 million tons) . LUKOIL supplies oil to 
Pavlodar oil refinery, Gazprom Neft supplies oil to Pavlodar and Shymkentoil
refineries, and Surgutneftegaz supplies oil to Pavlodar oil refinery. Combined, these

22four companies account for 77% of Russian supplies22. Given that there are no 
customs duties imposed on Russian oil and oil products coming into Kazakhstan, we 
can talk about cooperation of mutual economic profitability.

The same system applies to the gas sector. Russian Orenburg gas refinery 
processes gas from Kazakhstan’s field of Karachaganak. KazRosGaz, a joint venture 
created specifically for this purpose, sends the gas that has been processed in Orenburg 
to Kazakhstan’s domestic market.

In 2015, an oil refinery financed by Russian investors was built and put into 
operation in the Kyrgyz city of Tashkomur23.

Machinery manufacturing. Russia’s cooperation in this sector is particularly 
active with Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan.

Russia contributes to Kazakhstan’s space sector by building the Baiterek rocket
24and space complex24and maintaining Baikonur Cosmodrome, which costs 5 billion 

rubles a year on average25.

18 Russia and China in Kazakhstan: the Balance of Power. URL:
http://www.ru.journal-neo.org/2016/04/02/rossiya-i-kitaj-v-kazahstane-balans-sil (in Russian)
19 Kyrgyzstan, the North Caucasus Federal District. Metallurgy, Mining. URL: 
http://www.polpred.com/?ns=1&ns_id=1420306 (in Russian)
20 Smirnov S.Ttwo Palms. URL: http://www.expertonline.kz/a5341 (in Russian)
21 Russia Will Clear Kazakhstans’ oil Schemes through Customs. URL: 
http://www.zakon.kz/page,1,2,4517434-rossija-rastamozhit-neftjanye-skhemy.html (in Russian)
22 Rosneft Wants to Control oil Exports to Kazakhstan. URL: http://www.izvestia.ru/news/547926 (in Russian)
23 Trade and Economic Cooperation between Russia and Kyrgyzstan. uRL: http://www.tass.ru/info/2712641 (in 
Russian)
24 The construction of Baiterek space complex is planned to be completed by 2021. URL: 
https://www.tengrinews.kz/sng/kosmicheskiy-kompleks-bayterek-planiruetsya-postroit-2021-284873(inRussian)
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In addition, Russia annually contributes 1.16 billion rubles to the municipal 
budget of the city of Baikonur. This step may be viewed both as an investment into 
supporting Kazakhstan’s space infrastructure, and as economic aid26. Khrunichev State 
Research and Production Space Center developed and created the KazSat space 
communication system to help develop Kazakhstan’s television broadcasting system

27and fixed satellite service. Three KazSat satellites have already been placed into
orbit. By 2012, 30 stations of the GLONASS project had been built in Kazakhstan,

28covering the entire country28.
In the second half of the 2010s, JSC Yak Alakon, a joint Kazakhstani-Russian 

venture, plans to offer on the global aviation market two models of a light,
29multipurpose Yak-58 aircraft. The aircraft is to be manufactured in Kazakhstan.

KAMAZ jointly with Kazakh enterprises (JSC Tynys) assembles NefAZ buses. 
KamAZ Engineering Joint Venture was created in Kazakhstan; it manufactures buses 
and towed vehicles, and also bus body shells. In 2012, Asia Avto Kazakhstan joint 
venture was created to start full-cycle automobile manufacturing (up to 120 thousand 
vehicles a year). The total volume of investments in the project is about 400 million

30dollars . GAZ Group and SemAZ Kazakhstan automobile manufacturer opened a 
plant in Semey for contract assembly of Ural vehicles; it is intended to manufacture

O 1
about 400 vehicles .

Kazakhstan is one of Rostselmash’s (Rostov-on-Don) largest foreign partners. 
The share of harvesters manufactured by Rostselmash accounts for 42% of grain

32harvesters in Kazakhstan. Kazakhstan has an assembly line manufacturing Vector 
and Acros harvesters. In 2013, Petropavlovsk started manufacturing agricultural

33equipment33 for the countries of the Customs Union and Central Asia. The investments 
totaled about 30 million dollars34.

25 Samofalova O. The owner’s Right. Kazakhstan Impedes Russia’s Launches from Baikonur. URL: 
http://www.vz.ru/economy/2012/5/26/580679.html (in Russian)
26 Baikonur turns 60: The-Then Conscript Alexei Pimanov’s Memories of the Famous Cosmodrome. URL: 
http://www.tvzvezda.ru/news/forces/content/201502121150-w2as.htm (in Russian)
27 KazSat space communication and broadcasting system. URL: http://www.khrunichev.ru/main.php?id=71 (in 
Russian)
28 Vedeneeva N. Kazakhstan Experiences GLoNASS. uRL: http://www.comnews.ru/node/53940 (in Russian)
29 Yak-58’s capacity is 6 people including 5 passengers.
30 JSC AVTOVAZ will purchase shares in j Sc  ASIA Auto Kazakhstan. Igor Komarov, President of JSC 
AVTOVAZ, and Erzhan Mandiev, representative of JSC ASIA Auto Kazakhstan, signed a Shareholder 
Agreement.
31 GAZ Group launched a car-assembling plant in Kazakhstan to produce Ural cars. URL: 
http://www.miasskiy.ru/gruppa-gaz-otkryila-v-kazahstane-predpriyatie-po-sborke-avtomobiley-ural (in Russian)
32 Rostselmash and Kazakhstan Strengthen their Cooperation. URL: 
http://www.novoe-sodrugestvo.ru/ru/301005/2081/23/index.htm (in Russian)
33 Producing new models of class 3 and class 4 grain harvesters, wheel-type tractors with 30, 60, and 85 horse 
powers, and also equipment for utility maintenance.
34 An Agricultural Equipment Plant Will Be Built in Petropavlovsk. URL:
http://www.soyuzmash.ru/news/zavod-po-vypusku-selhoztehniki-postroyat-v-petropavlovske (in Russian)
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The engineering and industrial group Tractor Plants Concern built several plants 
in Petropavlovsk for manufacturing modernized harvesters. They also plan to 
manufacture wheel-type tractors and specialized public works vehicles.

Ship-builders from Astrakhan Oblast carried out several commissions from 
Kazakhstan’s and international oil companies (Agip) working on Kazakhstan’s 
Caspian Sea shelf. They built the Sunkar drilling rig, ice guards for floating drilling 
rigs, accommodation units for oil industry workers, flat top barges, and pipe racks. In 
2012, the Marine Shipyard 2 supplied a Kolonok-class refrigerator and transportation

35vessel and floating station for Kazakhstan’s shipping. Astrakhan shipbuilding 
manufacturing union built over 15 vessels for maritime shipping for Kazakhstan’s 
OMS Shipping LLP36. Krasnoye Sormovo plant in Nizhny Novgorod built three oil

37tankers for Kazmortrasnflot. The contract was worth a total of 66,45 million dollars . 
Kazmortransflot owns three more tankers: Astana, Almaty, and Aktau, built by the

38Vyborg shipbuilding yard .
Ural Turbine Plant modernized the steam turbines at the Petropavlovsk CHPP-2 

and Pavlodar CHPP-3. Approximate cost of the equipment is about 120 million 
dollars. Four steam turbines built at that plant have already been shipped to Ust- 
Kamenogorsk CHPP39.

In Uzbekistan, a group of ZUMK Group companies is implementing a series of 
projects in chemical, coal, and mining industries; their total cost is about 180 million 
dollars40. The Electroshield Samara Group and Samara Cable Company reequip and 
modernize the production facilities at Uzelectroapparat-Electroshield and Andizhan 
Cable joint ventures and have already contributed 3.5 million dollars of direct foreign

41investments .
Electric power. Inter RAO UES invested 1.26 billion dollars in Tajikistan’s

42economy . JSC Sangtudin Hydropower Plant 1, a joint Russian-Tajik venture, has 
built and is now using a hydropower plant on the river Vakhsh. The share of Russian

35 Kazakhstan, the Southern Federal District.Shipbuilding, machinery manufacturing. URL: 
http://www.polpred.com/?ns=1&ns_id=701687&cnt=69&sector=10 (in Russian)
36 In 2008, EDB signed a contract with Kazakstan’s OMS Shipping company to open a credit line for 35.6 
million USD for ten years so that the company could purchase 16 vessels of auxiliary and specialized fleet.
37 Krasnoe Sormovo and Kazmortransflot Signed a Contract to Build tankers.URL: 
http://www.setcorp.ru/main/pressrelease.phtml?news_id=22654 (in Russian)
38 Kazakhstan. Ship building, machinery manufacturing. URL:
http://www.polpred.com/?ns=1&cnt=69&sector=10&sortby=date&page=2 (in Russian)
39 Press release. UTP increases its presence in Kazakhstan. URL: http://www.rusenres.ru/news/736 (in Russian)
40 A CEO of a Russian Company Detained in Uzbekistan. URL: 
http://www.trend.az/casia/uzbekistan/2275427.html (in Russian)
41 In 2015, Russian companies will modernize two production facilities in Uzbekistan. URL: 
http://www.stroyka.uz/publish/doc/text111591_rossiyskie_kompanii_v_2015_godu_moderniziruyut_dva_proiz 
vodstva_v_uzbekistane (in Russian)
42 Monitoring of Mutual Investment in the CIS 2015.EDB. Report № 32. P. 9.
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companies in the registered capital of the Sangtudin Hydropower Plant 143 is 75% 
minus one share44. Inter RAO UES also owns 50% of stock of Ekibastuz Hydropower 
Plant-245 in Kazakhstan’s Pavlodar Oblast. In 2009, the company built and put into 
operation a 500 kW power line Zhitikara-Ulke; it is 486 kilometers in length and it 
links the Aktyubink power system, which has a power deficit, with the power system 
of North Kazakhstan, which has excess power46.

In 2012, Russia and Kyrgyzstan formed a parity venture Upper Naryn
4 7Hydropower Plants LLC to build four hydropower plants on the river Naryn. The 

project’s cost was estimated at 24 billion rubles (727 million dollars at the exchange
48rate as of November 2013) . In 2015, Russia failed to provide complete financing for 

the construction of the hydropower plant and did not determine the sources for the 
financing for 2016. As a result, the planned launch of the first unit of Naryn 
Hydropower Plant 1 in 2016 was derailed49, and it forced Kyrgyzstan’s parliament to 
denounce the agreement with RusHydro LLC in January 2016 to build another 
hydropower plant in Kyrgyzstan, namely, Kambaratin Hydropower Plant 1.50

In 2012, the Russian company Power Machines modernized Charvak 
Hydropower Plant in Uzbekistan’s Tashkent Oblast, with the total financing of 56.5 
million dollars.51

Labor migration & migrants’ remittances. The key economic factor in 
developing relations with Central Asia states is its large migration flows into Russia. 
The Federal Migration Service has the following data: as of December 4, 2015, in 
Russia there were about 1.9 million citizens of Uzbekistan, about 0.7 million citizens 
of Kazakhstan, about 0.5 million citizens of Kyrgyzstan, about 0.9 million citizens of 
Tajikistan, and about 0.03 million citizens of Turkmenistan.

43 The established capacity is 670 MW, 15.4% of the country’s total capacity.
44 Inter RAO UES. 2009 Annual Report.UuRL: http://www.interrao.ru/_upload/editor_files/file0716.pdf (in 
Russian)
45 5.7% of the country’s production.
46 Inter RAO UES. 2009 Annual Report. http://www.interrao.ru/_upload/editor_files/file0716.pdf (in Russian)
89 JSC Electric Power Stations represents Kyrgyzstan, and JSC Rushydro represents Russia in the project.
47 How much for HPPs? Rushydro’s position in connection with deputy ZhogorkuKenesh’s statement. URL: 
http://www.
narynhydro.kg/127-skolko-stoit-kaskad-poziciya-rusgidro-v-svyazi-s-zayavleniyami-deputata-zhogorku-kenesha 
-o-stroitelstve-verhnee-narynskih-ges.html (in Russian)
48 Kyrgyzstan refused Russia’s participation in the building of a hydropower plant. URL: 
http://www.trud.ru/article/22-01-2016/_kirgizija_otkazalas_ot_uchastija_rossii_v_stroitelstve_ges.html (in 
Russian)
49 Begalieva N. the Parliament Denounced Agreement with Russia on Construction of hydropower Plant in the 
Kyrgyz Republic. URL:
http://www.vb.kg/doc/332786_parlament_denonsiroval_soglashenie_s_rossiey_o_stroitelstve_ges_v_ kr.html (in 
Russian)
50 Russian company SilovyeMashiny Completed Modernization of Charvak hydropower Plant. URL: 
http://www.sdelanounas.ru/blogs/72902 (in Russian)
51 Migrants’ Wire transfers from Russia to Uzbekistan Dropped 2.5 times, Wire transfers to Tajikistan Dropped 
Nearly threefold. uRL: http://www.fergananews.com/news.php?id=24253 (in Russian)
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Prior to 2015, labor migrants’ remittances Russia grew annually (see Table 3). 
It should be noted that the data in the table do not take into account the amounts in 
cash that migrants send to their native countries via non-banking means, for instance, 
via Islamic banking, or hawala.

As Table 3 shows, in 2015, the amount of remittances decreased more than 
twofold. However, we should remember that the amounts are calculated in dollars.

Table 5. Labor migrants’ remittances from Russia, millions of dollars
Countries 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Kazakhstan n/a 221 290 298 377 577 318

Kyrgyzstan 0,9 1,250 1,386 1,682 2,113 2,062 1,083

Tajikistan 1,7 2,191 2,705 3,125 3,927 3,854 1,278

Turkmenistan _* 24 22 27 35 31 16

Uzbekistan 2,5 3,834 4,692 6,241 7,878 5,653 2,370

*No data.
Source: Central Bank o f Russia. External sector statistics. Individuals ’ transfers from 

Russia to the CIS countries.
URL: http://www.cbr.ru/statistics/?prtid=svs&ch=itm14138#CheckedItem); 

Transborder wire transfers o f individuals (residents and non-residents). URL: 
http://www.cbr.ru/statistics/Default. aspx?Prtid=tg

All the national currencies in the region, and the Russian ruble, in 2015 dropped 
significantly compared to the American dollar. Therefore, amounts in national 
currencies are comparable to the figures from previous years.

Migrants’ wire transfers are a significant part of national GDPs; historically, 
they accounted for up to 50% of Tajikistan’s GDP and to 33% of Kyrgyzstan’s GDP. 
At the same time, they are a source of additional investments into economy, they 
determine the population’s level of consumption, decrease poverty and unemployment, 
and mitigate the problems that lead to the growth of religious extremism in the region. 
That is why the decreasing labor force exports into Russia and decreasing wire 
transfers, seen during the 2014-2015 economic crisis, are dangerous in light of the 
deteriorating socioeconomic situation and the growing number of extremism adepts in 
Central Asian countries.

Thus, speaking of economic cooperation between Russia and Central Asia 
Countries, we frequently talk about politics of liaison and coordination of Russia's 
largest companies - Gazprom, Rosneft, LUKOIL, Russian Space Agency, TENEX, 
KAMAZ and others in the region. Bilateral cooperation has been implemented more 
successfully recent years. At the same time, Russia’s interests in some of the Central 
Asian countries quite differs in subject areas, alternativeness and institutional 
conditions, as well as development prospects. Considering the situation in the
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economy of each of the Central Asia Countries we need to develop detailed 
cooperation programs with each of them. For instance, in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan 
it is necessary to use not only the republics' resource potential, but also their industrial 
potential and possible cooperation in innovation sector.

But Russia is also interested in the development of multilateral cooperation in 
the region within the frameworks of existing organizations (SCO, EEU). Meanwhile a 
coherent coordinated policy of the country for the entire region has not established yet. 
The existing potential of Russia's cooperation with the countries of the region today, 
trade, economic, industrial areas can only be realized if there is an official state 
strategy and a specific action plan for Central Asian countries. The core of Russia's 
strategic line in Central Asia was the justification of the priorities of the integration, 
both in terms of individual countries in the region and in multilateral cooperation 
projects on specific areas of cooperation. Today we can only talk about the initial 
phase of the development of a multilateral strategy within the EEU.
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CONNECTIVITY & REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Dr. Anita Sengupta
Dr. Anita Sengupta is a Senior Researcher, Calcutta Research Group Visiting Fellow, Observer 

Research Foundation. She is an area-studies specialist and has been tracking the Eurasian region, with 
Uzbekistan functioning as her area of special interest. She has also worked extensively on Turkish politics and 
on the Syrian refugee crisis in Turkey.

An abiding feature of the modern world is its complex connectivity. This is 
perhaps best exemplified by the networks of interconnections and interdependences that 
characterize every aspect of modern social life. It is this connectivity that pervades all 
accounts of globalization. Connectivity can be simply taken to imply global-spatial 
proximity in the sense of the shrinking of distances through the dramatic reduction of 
time taken to cross them. At another level of analysis connectivity shades into the idea of 
spatial proximity via the idea of “stretching” of social relations across distance. The 
creation of globalized spaces also inevitably implies the creation of a degree of cultural 
“compression”. The resulting de-territorialisation is then taken to fundamentally 
transform the relationship between the places that one inhabits and cultural practices, 
experiences and identities. Logistics is integral to both the material and cultural aspects 
of connectivity and the dynamics generated by contesting logistic visions is likely to 
create competing networks that will reconfigure the way in which the world is imaged. 
In fact it could also fundamentally transform the way in which ‘areas’ or ‘regions’ 
have traditionally been conceptualized. When the world was analyzed in the categories 
of bipolar interaction the presence of regional or sub regional subsystems was 
subordinate to the logic of a global division into two worlds. This exclusivity is today 
challenged by logistic visions reflecting contemporary geopolitics which is likely to 
recreate the context within which regions and ‘regional’ organizations are perceived 
which in its turn would impact upon ‘regional’ development.

New Regional Imaginations & Connectivity
Once the setting for the historic Silk Road and host to a multiplicity of 

mobilities, Asia re-emerged as a useful case study for exploring the complex 
relationship between pursuing economic development through trans-state linkages and 
promoting political agendas through securitization. In the post-Soviet context 
connectivity assumed central importance as did the development of inter and intra- 
regional trade networks. New routes and in the process new partners were sought for 
creating opportunities for a rethinking of traditional ways of conceptualizing 
partnerships within the Eurasian space. The renewed focus on Eurasia’s connectivity 
infrastructure has its roots in the far older stories of travels from those of Marco Polo 
to the Mongol empire and the fabled Silk Road. Subsequent engineering advances and
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infrastructure has made possible what was only imagined in previous generations. 
Over a century ago global navigation and trade was reshaped by the construction of the 
Suez and Panama Canals. Today, the dream of Ottoman Sultans to connect European 
with Asian part of Istanbul became possible in 2013 with the construction of the 
Marmara tunnel. In modern times efforts to shape infrastructure across Eurasia have 
been underway for more than a century in Russian railway systems. Similarly, the 
Asian Highway and Trans Asia Railways initiative have been in place for nearly half a 
century. The popularly named New Silk Road initiatives refer to a variety of visions 
for formalizing transit flows across the Eurasian space and provide the justification for 
such approaches. The term Silk Road has been used by a variety of intra and extra 
regional players for the expansion of mobilities which require states to act as 
‘bridgeheads of connection and development’.1 For international organizations like the 
United Nations, Asian Development Bank, Organization for Security and Co 
Operation in Europe and states promoting specific vectors of connectivity 
(China/Turkey/Russia/ US) impeding threatening or ‘illegal’ mobilities and promoting 
mobilities that augmented their economic positions and reoriented foreign and 
economic policies of Eurasian states towards them became the perceived goal of many 
of the Silk Road projects.

Constructing mobility technologies is an inherently political act involving 
financial, regulatory and technical relations that bring together the interest of actors at 
various levels of interest. The various ‘New Silk Road’ Initiatives provided 
opportunities for exploring the multifaceted impact of trans-state corridors of 
human/resource and ideational transit and were contingent on the assumed 
acquiescence of the participating states to varied modes of overland traversal in the 
interest of collective gain. Within the metaphorical frame of the New Silk Roads there 
were a number of strategies. The New Silk Road strategies planned by the United 
States and the European Union were premised on prospects for overland connection 
between China, India, the Middle East, Europe and Russia resulting in revenue for the 
Central Asian states and particularly sustainable development of Afghanistan after US 
withdrawal. From the US perspective a South Asia-Central Asia transit corridor had

1 Alexander C Diener, “Parsing Mobilities in Central Eurasia: Border Management and New Silk Roads”, 
Eurasian Geography and Economics, 56: 4 (2015): 377.
2 The US Department of State in the section Diplomacy in Action underlines four key areas of support. (a) 
Regional Energy Markets: which include support for CASA -1000 regional electricity grid/support for energy 
transmission lines, hydropower plants and 1000 megawatts to Pakistan’s power grid (b)Trade and transport: 
3000km of roads built or rehabilitated in Afghanistan/support for Kazakh and Afghan accession to 
WTO/technical assistance to Afghanistan Pakistan Transit Trade Agreement and Cross Border Transport 
Agreement between Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Afghanistan (c) Customs and Border Operations: increasing 
trade/reducing cost of crossing regional borders/streamlining customs procedures at seven Afghan border 
crossing points (d) Business and People to people: funding of university studies for Afghan students in Central 
Asia/sponsor Central Asia-Afghanistan Women’s Economic Symposium and South Asia Women’s
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been foreshadowed by the Northern and Southern Distribution Networks for provision 
of supplies for Afghanistan’s military operations and included a number of 
infrastructural projects to facilitate the transport of resources.

The perspective was officially presented in 22 September 2011 in a speech by 
the then Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. She argued

For centuries the nations of South and Central Asia were connected to each 
other and the rest of the continent by a sprawling trading network called the Silk Road. 
Afghanistan’s bustling markets sat at the heart of this network. Afghan merchants 
traded their goods from the courts of the Pharaohs to the Great Wall of China. As we 
look to the future of this region, let’s make this precedent as inspiration for a long term 
vision for Afghanistan and its neighbours. Let us set our sights on a New Silk Road — 
a web of economic and transit connections that will bind together a region too long 
torn apart by conflict and division.

The Chinese alternative vector of trade and transit, though in place ever since the 
independence of the Central Asian states, was articulated in terms of a consolidated ‘Silk 
Road’ during President Xi’s multistate tour of the states. The explicit use of the term was 
presaged by years of intense economic engagement where trade grew from $527 million 
in 1992 to $40 billion in 2012.4 Since this trade required infrastructural development it 
also offered a vector of mobility. This infrastructure took the form of rail lines, roads, 
airports and pipelines, one of the most significant of which are Kazakhstan-China 
pipeline, which is China’s first direct import pipeline and the gas pipeline from 
Turkmenistan to China via Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan. In contrast Russia lacks an 
official ‘Silk Road’ strategy though a number of other initiatives and most recently the 
Eurasian Economic Union has been an attempt at creating a common economic space.

Regional Cooperation & Connectivity
The geopolitical function of what is termed as Central Eurasia has thus been 

reinterpreted keeping in mind requirements of regional cooperation and connectivity. 
One such reinterpretation examines it in terms of establishment of systemic ties 
between segments of the countries of Central Europe, the Central Caucasus and 
Central Asia. Arguing along these lines Eldar M Ismailov, Director of the Institute of 
Strategic Studies of the Caucasus, Baku, Azerbaijan, notes the necessity of arriving at 
an understanding of the historical and geopolitical developments specific to the 
Eurasian continent where he underlines the importance of Central Europe as the

Entrepreneurship Symposium/organised trade delegations. For details see 
www.state.gov/p/sca/ci/af/newsilkroad/ Accessed 9 August 2016.
3 Cited from Diener, “Parsing Mobilities”, 385
4 Cited from Diener, “Parsing Mobilities”, 387
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missing element that would allow the completion of the pivot area.5 Given the 
importance of what is today one of the most significant functioning lines, the BTC 
(Baku-Tiblisi-Ceyhan) and its orientation towards Europe, this is not surprising. 
Ismailov begins with the argument that the geopolitical situation of the 21st century has 
revived the conceptions formulated by Mackinder and Spykman. He then stresses what 
Mackinder had observed about the functional unity of Eastern Europe and the 
Heartland. He carries this argument forward to show how in every stage of the 
Heartland’s development Eastern Europe has remained a spatial element of its 
structure. Ismailov traces the evolution of the ‘pivot area’ from the Hun Empire, 
through the Turkic and Khazarkhaganates, the Arabian Caliphate, the empire of the 
Seljuks and Mongols, Timur’s Empire, the Ottoman and Safavid Empires and the 
Russian and Soviet takeover of the region and shows in detail how at different times 
the Pivot expanded or contracted within the Empires which for several centuries 
replaced each other in its expanses. He argues that as a rule each of them left behind 
stable administrative-territorial units within which the historical evolution of the Pivot 
area unfolded. He argues that in the 21st century the function of the pivot area can be 
described as ensuring sustainable land contacts along the parallels (West-East) and the 
meridians (North-South).

There are today a number of connectivity projects that reflect this geopolitical 
thinking. The Shanghai Cooperation Organization will soon be joined by two South 
Asian states, China is set to invest $46 billion in the China Pakistan Economic 
Corridor linking Kashgar to Gwadar and India will invest $500 million in Iran’s 
Chabahar port. Other regional connectivity projects include the Five Nations Railway 
Corridor (linking China to Iran via Afghanistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan) and 
regional energy integration projects including CASA 10006 electricity transmission 
project, TAPI (Turkmenistan-Afghanistan, Pakistan-India) natural gas pipeline and 
TUTAP (Turkmenistan-Uzbekistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan) electricity transmission 
lines. Initiatives for integrating the South and Central Asian markets include the 
common Central Asia-South Asia Regional Electricity Market (CASAREM) which 
include projects like CASA 1000, TAPI, TUTAP.7 Chinese led infrastructural projects 
include (a) Moscow-Kazan high speed railway (b) Khorgos-Aktau (Caspian 
port)railway (c) Central Asia-China Gas Pipeline(between Turkmenistan and chine (d) 
Central Asia-China Gas Pipeline, line D (extending the gas pipeline with agreements 
with Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan) (e) China-Kyrgyzstan-Uzbekistan

5 Eldar M Ismailov, “Central Eurasia, Its Geopolitical Function in the 21st Century”, Central Asia and the 
Caucasus 2:50 (2008).
6 CASA 1000 will export available summer electricity surplus from Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan to Pakistan and 
Afghanistan. The main financing bodies are WB, IDB, EIB and USAID.
7 ZabihullahMudabber, “Afghanistan’s Role in Central Asia-South Asia Energy Projects”, The Diplomat, (July 
12, 2016) Accessed 14 July 2016.
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railway (f) Khorgos Gateway (development of a dry port on the China Kazakh 
border)8

While this re-imaging presents various possibilities the overlapping of states, (no 
longer contained within clear bipolar divisions) in multilateral ‘regional’ organizations is 
another case in point. In fact institutions like the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank 
(AIIB) which includes 57 non-contiguous Asian and European states including China 
and India may become a new ‘region’ in terms of significance. Some of these 
institutions have been created to support logistic visions and the AIIB itself is a recent 
example. This Chinese initiative supports China’s logistic vision of the One Belt One 
Road (OBOR) with the aim to bring South Asian economies closer to China, Central 
Asia and West Asia. Chinese economy had been growing rapidly for a long time, the 
important shift in growth pattern occurring at the time of the global economic crisis.9 
China’s response to this changing growth dynamic was partly external and partly 
internal. This period of excess capacity at home was the moment when China launched 
expensive new initiatives like the AIIB, the BRICS Bank and the One Belt One Road 
Initiative in order to strengthen infrastructure both on the westward land route from 
China through Central Asia and on the southerly maritime routes from China through 
Southeast Asia and on to South Asia, Africa and Europe. Compared to the post War 
Marshall Plan, as an initiative OBOR is projected as an instrument to create a 
continuous land and maritime zone where countries will pursue convergent economic 
policies, underpinned by physical infrastructure and supported by trade and financial 
flows, The inclusion of people to people links is a recognition that soft power will play 
an important role in creating congenial political environment for sustaining the 
initiative. The OBOR policy document further states that the initiative is designed to 
uphold ‘open world economy and the spirit of open regionalism’, an obvious counter 
to the more exclusive US led mega economic blocks in the making the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (TPP) and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (T-TIP). 
Deeper economic integration within Asia is embedded in the larger framework of 
China’s attempt to build rail, road and port infrastructures across Central Asia, 
Afghanistan and Pakistan, thereby dramatically shortening cargo transport time 
between Asia and Europe/the Middle East and Africa. Another important motivation is 
the development of the relatively underdeveloped southern and western Chinese 
provinces. OBOR has a transcontinental (Silk Road Economic Belt) and maritime 
(Maritime Silk Route) component. Much of the transcontinental route passes through

8 For details see Jack Farchy, “China Seeking to Revive the Silk Road”, The New Trade Routes: Silk Road 
Corridor, (May 9, 2016,) www.ft.com/cms/s/2/e99ff7a8-0bd8-11e6-9456-444ab5211a2f.html#axzz4GoBv0t4g, 
Accessed 9 August 2016.
9 For details see David Dollar, “China’s Rise as a Regional and Global Power: The AIIB and the One Belt One 
Road “, Horizons, No 4 (Summer 2015).
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areas of traditional Russian influence and regions where Russia is attempting to 
recreate a common economic zone in the form of the Eurasian Economic Union 
(EEU).

It is therefore significant that there is a proposed amalgamation of China’s Silk 
Road Economic Belt and the EEU and setting up of a dialogue mechanism which is 
likely to create a synergy that would cover connectivity, trade, energy and raw 
material production in the region. There are in addition two significant energy projects 
linking the two states, “The power of Siberia” pipeline and the Altai gas pipeline. 
During the Putin-Xi summit that took place in Moscow on May 8, 2015, the leaders of 
Russia and China signed a joint declaration “on co-operation in coordinating the 
development of the Eurasian Economic Union with the Silk Road Economic Belt. The 
declared goal was to build a common economic space in Eurasia, including a free 
Trade Agreement between the EEU and China. While the positive implications of the 
connection is clear there remains the issue of implementing the merger of an 
institutionalized body like the EEU with what is essentially still an idea in the making. 
There is also the fact that since their interests overlap in Central Asia, multilateral 
formats would have to be developed for discussions. Also mechanisms would have to 
be developed to implement joint projects on EEU states, Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan and Armenia. The institutional framework developed for the EEU free 
movement of funds, goods, services, and labour) would mean that implementation of 
these rules in the territories of the non EEU states that are within the purview of the 
SREB will be problematic. However, despite problems this is a synergy that India 
would have to take note of as it moves towards a free trade agreement with the 
Eurasian Economic Union. Though the SREB has been generally well received 
implementation could be problematic. India in particular is concerned about the 
maritime element of the route that moves through the Indian Ocean though it also 
presents possibilities of cooperation in corridors like Iran. While the strategic 
implications of OBOR has been viewed with concern it remains a fact that OBOR is 
underpinned by the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), the BRICS New 
Development Bank (NDB) and the proposed Shanghai Cooperation Financing 
Institution and all of these include or will shortly include India.

Conclusions
Regional connectivity is regarded as the level and effectiveness of regional 

networks to facilitate flows of goods, services, people and knowledge. This extends 
the traditional focus of public policies beyond either physical or non-physical 
parameters to encompass both dimensions. Enhanced connectivity will play an 
influential role in shaping regional integration through development in Asia. The 
contribution of “hard”, or physical, infrastructure networks to economic and social
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development however depends on “soft” infrastructure, including the policy, legal, 
regulatory and institutional frameworks in which they are located. Trade and transport 
connectivity within the region will continue to be important, particularly as countries 
look towards regional markets to counterbalance the slowdown in the global economy. 
At the same time, new drivers of growth are expected to shape future patterns of 
economic and social development in the region, and with them, other types of regional 
networks will become increasingly important. Given that the effectiveness of each 
network is increasingly dependent on the connectivity of other networks, it is clear that 
any analysis of regional development would have to take note of various networks of 
connectivity.
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Background
For the five countries of Central Asia i.e. Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, 

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan roads are the chief source of transportation and 
connection. Expansion of roads is the focal strategy for the development of transport 
sector in all five countries of Central Asia. Therefore, the quality of road is also a huge 
challenge, especially in hillyterrain where road structure requires not only substantial 
primary investments, but also the funds for their continuous maintenance and 
rebuilding. The five Central Asian countries vary considerably from each other in their 
financial capability to invest in transport sector hence most of the developmental 
projects of infrastructure are rather started or financed by donors and/or international 
organizations interested in the development of that region. Similarly, the rail transport 
is also gaining its importance, especially for the freight transportation and supplies to 
Afghanistan. For Example Uzbekistan has well-developed railway system and like wise 
Turkmenistan is also investing in its railway connections to the north and south 
directions of the country. In so far, transporting people or goods between Central 
Asian countries is somehow complicated due to the limited number of direct flights 
amongst the main cities, inapt rail connections and time-consuming procedures visa or 
border.

CAREC Programme: The Origin
The organizational body named Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation 

(CAREC) is a practical platform which has project-based progression. This 
cooperation has grown from the 6 projects worth $247 million in 2001, to 166 projects 
worth $27.7 billion in 2015. All of these projects are being executed with the help of 
six different multilateral institutions.

CAREC Programme: An Introduction
CAREC is mainly spotlighting on the access strip development among the 

members states as a comprehensive programme chalked out through strategic
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framework of 2010. It covers the strategic framework 2010, economic corridor 
development strategy, governing structure, the CAREC institute, developmental 
results, evaluation programme and a media centre to publish its events as well as news. 
The CAREC programme works as the dedicated partnership between the 11 member 
countries which is further reinforced by 6 multidimensional institutions operationally 
integrated to promote development in the region of Central Asia through the regional 
cooperation. Moreover motto adopted by the CAREC organization is, “Good 
Neighbours, Good Partners, Good Prospects”1.

Strategic Frame Work: CAREC 2020
The Strategic Framework for CAREC program summarizes the key features of 

its Comprehensive Action Plan (CAP). This includes the four proposed pillars of 
activities implemented as medium- term procedures for the Program. Moreover, it also 
contains the two-tier system for the expansion and deepening of the Program with the 
measures for ensuring strategic direction and management. CAREC strategic 
framework 2010 is a regional cooperation programme from 2011-2020. CAREC 2020 
is aimed to expand trade to improve the affordability of goods in the region through the 
objective, action-oriented, and results- driven platform of regional projects and 
initiatives in the fields of transportation, trade facilitation, energy, trade policy, and the 
overall economic corridor development.

Moving Forward to 2020
The CAREC Program has made a good progress in short span of time moving 

toward itsgoal that is the development by establishing cooperation between member 
countries over its first 10 years. Despite facing various challenges, CAREC has made 
the image of itself as a pioneer regional cooperation program in the Central Asian 
region with a clear cut vision oriented on mutual partnership with a Comprehensive 
Action Plan2, which defined shared priorities for cooperation. According to 
Comprehensive Action Plan of 2015, 166projects related with CAREC were worth 
around $27.7 billion and have been implemented inthe four main areas of regional 
cooperation i.e. transport, trade facilitation, trade policy, and energy sectors. The 
prospective benefits of these projects should be assumed as the better connectivity in 
the form of allowing the movement of people and their businesses with greater ease 
and costing less money inside and outside their countries integrated by the “CAREC”. 
This is increasing economic actives in the region and improving the overall quality of 
life. Moreover, by the projects we can see the progress toward energy efficiency,

1 www.CARECprogramm.rog
2 Asian Development Bank, A Strategic Framework for the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation 
Program 2011-2020, Mandaluyong City, Philippines: Asian Development Bank, 2012.
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security, and trade at the regional level contributing to productive capacity and social 
development.

During the progress of “CAREC” there were various lessons learned in the form 
of different experiments to regional and global setting from which several new ideas 
emerged. For example, some factors of strategic changes and operational 
modifications in the region, as CAREC moves into its second decade of cooperation, 
can be observed. In the “Ninth Ministerial Conference” of CAREC an evidence based 
study was prepared that has addressed these issues and identified the lessons and 
strategic imperatives going forward in the next 10 years of regional cooperation.

Guiding Principles of CAREC
The motivations for the CAREC Program are reflected in the operations 

performed till now, particularly the stress on rationality and outcomes. However, some 
other principles of the CAREC Program including ownership by the CAREC countries 
and corporation with the business community of regional organizations (such as the 
Shanghai Cooperation Organization and Eurasian Economic Community) have also 
seen to be reinforcing . CAREC is a rational, results-based program designed to 
facilitate trade and business development with the vision of county ownership, 
consensus- based and mutually-beneficial cooperation. Another principle of CAREC is 
Two Plus Principle (regional projects entail two or more countries) to complete the 
connectivity programme to enhance the cooperation. CAREC also develops the 
partnership with the business sector and regionalorganizations.

Four Action Pillars of CAREC
CAREC has adopted a strategy for expansion in the form of cooperation 

founded on the four “action” pillars as the visualization established in 5th ministerial 
conference in 2006. The first pillar from these four is “The knowledge or capacity 
building4” which works with the combination of research and analysis. Acting upon 
the enhancement strategy the six multilateral institutions (MIs) significantly increasing 
their capability for the planning and implementing commonly beneficial initiatives in 
the region. Underneath the first pillar an inclusive training is initiated for middle and 
senior level officials. This training is to form a team of officials capable ofconducting 
the modalities during the process of regional cooperation.

This pillar also proposes how to outreach the activities on business forums by 
broadening the inclusiveness of the CAREC Program. To organize these research, 
training and negotiation activities a leading stephas been taken towards the

3 CAREC Comprehensive Action Plan by 5 Ministerial Conference, Urumqi PRC 2006, p.2.
4 Gavrilis, G. (2009). Beyond the Border Management Programme for Central Asia (BOMCA).EUCAM 
Policy Brief, (11)
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establishment of a self- governing CAREC Institute. This institute has the supervision 
of the group of eminent persons within andoutside the region. Moreover, one of the 
major assignments of pillar 1 is to increase research frameworks combining skills in the 
region within the six multilateral institutions (MIs) by taking initiatives toward making 
the CAREC Institute as principal body for regional dialogue, outreach activities, and 
in-country workshops, policy research briefs. CAREC institute (CI) has its personal 
news letter, website and has attained the level to encourage the business development 
forums and new business ideas (like global value chains) in order to promote capability 
enhancement, advisory positions, training, and “best practices” workshops, third- 
party, honest broker role of multilateral institution’s (MIs) eminent persons.

Second action pillar of the CAREC is “the regional infrastructure networks”. 
This pillar tends to provide the conventional thought that serves the supportive purpose 
for all CAREC countries and multilateral institutions (MIs) for transport corridors, 
energy markets, and trade-oriented infrastructure projects integrating the region. 
Connectivity is a unifying theme of the CAREC, reflecting the need to strengthen the 
region’s strategic location as a ground connection for Eurasia and the rest part of 
world. Similarly, another focus of second pillar is to transform the “regional-based 
programming with the public private partnerships made up for country based 
programming5”. The regional infrastructure network pillar includes the activities like; 
logistics systems building on transport, trade and energy networks, developing the 
transport sector strategy, designing of multi- model east-west and north-south 
corridors and harmonizing transport regulations/cross-border transport agreement. 
Under this strategy trade infrastructure gets the priority in trade sector strategy, border 
crossing infrastructure facilities, infrastructure in support of border area free trade 
zones. In energy networks programme, it developed an energy sector strategy, energy 
generation infrastructure, energy transmission/distribution infrastructure and energy 
efficiency measures including policy, regulatory bodies an dinstitutional development.

The third policy pillar of CAREC is “the trade, investment and business 
development6” which provides a comprehensive and integrated framework for 
improving the investment climate in Central Asia, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Mongolia. 
The aim of this pillar is to provide access to the business enterprises to the markets of 
CAREC region. Under this strategy the needs of the business community are clearly 
defined, including logistical requirements so as toenable participation inglobal value 
chains and other trade opportunities. Trade investment and business development 
strategy includes the tasks and assignment to develop a trade, investment and business 
development strategy and trade facilitation. For customs modernization /

5 ibid
6 ibid
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harmonization / streamlining CAREC has developed information platform and 
knowledge forums. For trade policy CAREC is developing transit and border trade 
measures, uniform trade tax system, WTO accession by all CAREC members. For 
investment and business development CAREC is developing its regional investment 
forums, business logistics services, global value chains and economic corridors.

Finally the fourth policy pillar of CAREC is “the regional public goods 
pillar7” which targets the expansion of the CAREC Program on project-specific basis 
to understand the issues beyond the boundaries of member countries, such as 
protection of the environment and management of natural resources. Policy pillar four 
includes the activities like; special projects toaddress priority regional public goods 
(environmental information systems, measures against desertification) and special 
projects to address priority regional public “bad” the avian flu threat, disaster 
management, corruption8.

CAREC 2020: Focus, Action & Expectations
A wide-ranging futuristic strategy was developed in 2011 titled CAREC 2020 

which was duly acknowledged by all associates. This focus was termed as a strategic 
framework of regional economic cooperation for Central Asia for the decade of 2011 
to 20209. The strategy aims at promoting the objectives of visionary partnership and 
neighborhood up to its maximum level by 2020. The important features of 
comprehensive strategy of CAREC 2020 are, trade expansion, economic 
improvement through cooperation, infrastructure development including roads and 
rail, energy and transport expansion plans. The CAREC strategy 2020 has a specific 
focus also on restructuring the organizational features by harnessing an institute for 
broadening the base of technical awareness. CAREC institute has proved its validity 
by incorporating the agriculture and health sectors into the ambit of programme. The 
major priority areas of CAREC 2020 are to identify short term precedence projects and 
feasible bonding investments among the members. Most of identified short and 
medium term scheme have also been incorporated as part of national development 
plans of CAREC members. The sixty eight projects only initiated in transport sector 
spending about $ 23 billion is the highest priority area. The second priority area is to 
promote the institutionalized possession for all initiated plans and their regularization 
as national policy for growth of member states. Under this policy directive CAREC 
has planned to strengthen the existing partnerships in order to meet the resource 
requirements for CAREC 2020. CAREC has also broadened the enterprise by inviting

7 ibid

8 CAREC Comprehensive Action Plan by 5 th Ministerial Conference, Urumqi PRC 2006, p.p.3-4.
9 ADB working paper, A Strategic Framework for the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation 
Program 2011-2020, 2012: Philpine, ISBN 978-971-95343-0-3
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private entrepreneur and donors. During the conference in 2011 the decision 
toincorporate the partners as forum is expected to be fruitful decision in next ten years. 
No programme can be successful till the time its performance is not measured. The fool 
proof system has been developed to scrutinize the ongoing projects by senior 
management level of the organization. The comprehensively developed system of 
gauging the progress is being upgraded and surly be an asset for the further 
improvement. To further streamline the execution plan Wuhan Action Plan has been 
approved during eleven minister’s conference. The action plan has emphasized three 
priority sectors of operational priorities; institute’s five years work plan and action 
plan for transport facilitation.

Development of Economic Corridors
Corridors development strategy is being funded to develop connectivity 

infrastructure among member countries for morethan a decade. The development of 
economy and connections will definitely promote cooperation among people to share 
ideas and linkmarkets. The regional economic integration is the long term agenda of 
the initiative which is being followed through ECD thus covering broad based 
multipurpose economic programmes. The long term plan to develop the corridors is 
enhancing jobs market, smooth economic augmentation, development of 
communications lines and technological advancements. ECD aims connecting 
largeurban industrial centers toaccelerate the industrial growth and bridge the gap 
between remote areas and urban clusters. CAREC has mobilized about $27.7 billion 
since its inception for targeted areas of development10.

All stakeholders have willingly adopted the strategic functionality as stressed by
ECD.

Governing Structure
CAREC’s overall institutional framework guides and strengthens the partnership 

in planning, prioritizing, and implementation of all aspects of the Program. CAREC 
has a commitment for broad-based dialogue and consensus building, which leads to 
cultivate confidence and conviction among stakeholders and CAREC countries. 
CAREC also prioritize and identify regional cooperation initiatives, and assistance to 
prepare and implement these initiatives. For achieving accelerated development 
CAREC has a mechanism to mobilize the technical and financial resources.

10 Emerson, M., & Vinokurov, E. (2009).Optimisation of Central Asian and Eurasian Trans -Continental 
Land Transport Corridors.
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Figure 1. Institutional Framework of CAREC

The Institute (CI)
In order to harmonize the integration efforts a need was felt since the beginning 

of the initiative to have a platform which can help members to augment regional 
integration programme. During the tenth ministerial conference institute was evolved 
for initially promoting regional integration knowledge through the strategic frame 
w o r k 201011. Without calibration of transportation systems, trade facilitation systems 
and customs regulation, a way forward is not possible for a regional integration forum 
where all members have different geo-political and socio-cultural backgrounds and 
have political desire to integrate but simultaneously facing diverse challenges. These 
aims can only be achieved through well connected programmes, joint training sessions 
and information sharing.

What CARIC Institute (CI) Does?
In order to implement long term regional cooperation CAREC Institute (CI) has 

assumed five year direct supporting comprehensive package to function as a central 
place for all members of CAREC initiative. To achieve these objectives CI has shaped 
a strategic partnership with institutions and individuals in order to achieve the 
objectives of generating knowledge, developing research opportunities in the field of 
regional cooperation, regional political economy, efficient transport modeling. There is

11 http://www.carecprogram.org/index.php?page=carec-institute
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also requirement to develop CAREC institute as a role model body to develop a 
strategy for promoting a common business language for the region, to boost the 
regional integration for long term economic prosperity and finally a common security 
option for the region. Although CAREC Institute has taken the responsibility to provide 
its services in the field of knowledge through organizing seminars, workshops, 
however there is a room available for the improvement. Although the planes of 
CAREC like e-commerce, internet based platforms, data banks relevant to the regional 
cooperation does play an important role however ifthe CAREC model is compared 
with the EU than it can be noted that CI has challenging tasks to accomplish in future 
which can only be achieved through further pushing the boundaries of regional 
cooperation.

CAREC Institute (CI) Activities
The important tasks and activities CI has to perform as per its charter are 

analytical, training based, coordination, health activities, disaster management. It plans 
all these activates keeping in view the funds available. Institute is fully involved in 
forging new enterprise through intellectual base development at regional level. 
However, CI activitiesfully remain in the ambit of international law following the 
global requirements.

CAREC Institute -  Advance Phase
Deliberate decision to appreciate a concrete structural pedestal for the region 

during conference in 2012 will lead the organization into advance stage. In order to 
administer the progress of all the projects from a central location, physical 
infrastructure has been developed at CAREC institute headquarters. The institute has 
been awarded three key assignments, generating knowledge, providing services to 
promote knowledge and managing all relevant understanding. The physical base of the 
CI has been successfully launched in December 2014 at a central area of the region of 
China. In March 2015, the Inaugural Knowledge-Sharing Workshop of the CAREC 
Institute was held in conjunction with the formal announcement of the opening of the 
CI's physical base. Jointly organized by CI and the ADB Institute, the workshop 
focused on how CAREC countries can develop effective policies and programs 
todevelop and benefit economically through extending corridors and plugging in to in 
ternational markets.

Partnership of Networks
CAREC is busy in developing a close network of cooperation among the 

members along with its own structure. The canvas of networks is within and beyond the 
CAREC regions. Partnership and sharing is harnessing all intellectual and material 
resources. Primary data within CAREC includes all institutions and bodies including
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CI are being integratedwith institution outside the CAREC which constitutes all the 
institutions directly or indirectly supporting integration programmes of all the member 
countries. It has been assessed that collaboration of these both tiers of networks can 
generate a better management model for CAREC region. Flexibility in the plan of 
partnership networks can yield better results of the CAREC region.

Schematic Framework of Strategic Knowledge

Figure 2. Schematic Framework of CAREC Institute for strategic knowledge

Indicative areas of CI Work
There are two important indicative areas of cooperation the institute is 

committed todeliberate upon. The first is the opening out of trade within CAREC 
region by speedy completing transport and trade oriented projects. The second 
indicative area is deliberation upon the corridors completion in order to achieve fair and 
transparent viability in the region.

Trade Expansion
Trade expansion in CAREC region is multifaceted development which has been 

taken as challenge by the CAREC institute. Primarily this seemingly is a single project 
confronting various obstacles. A state level coordination emphasizing CAREC’s goals
is required to be implemented in phases. The CAREC institute has worked out a plan as

12“second tier areas ” for meeting the challenges. CAREC institutes’ efforts to work out 
plan in steps; from organizational level to policy and finally across international 
borders level is being gauged for yielding the desirable results.

12 Cooperation, C. (2009).CAREC Trade Facilitation.
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All members need to contribute their carefully planned participation in line with 
the CI objectives. CI has developed network, partnerships and outreach centers in order 
to promote the superior regional economic cooperation. CI provides opportunities to 
scholars of CAREC region for applied research, good practices, innovations, 
databases, publications and also encourages establishing knowledge centers and E- 
platforms in CAREC region.

Role of ADB in CAREC
ADB has played a key role for regional integration programmes in Asia 

particularly in CAREC programme. ADB is also playing a vital role to develop 
CAREC Institute as a virtual reality since its inception. Fully functioning CI will have 
positive pros and cons in regional economic integration between Pakistan and Central 
Asia. Strategic awareness skeleton was the scheme of Asian Development Bank, where 
theprimary thoughtfulness is to develop CI into a permanent physical structure to make 
it a best leading institution facilitating for regional economic cooperation in the region. 
ADB plays leading role in organizing institutional level events to mega organizational 
schemes along with the financial assistance for execution of mega projects. In a decade 
ADB credited $5.1 billion in the form of lending and endowments for trade, transport 
and energy sectors.

CAREC Institute (CI) Governance
At present the responsibility of governance is shared by a dedicated ADB team 

whois committed to execute the knowledge framework of CAREC. ADB also provides 
the consultative services which are playing key role in accomplishing the affirmed 
objectives of CI. Some of the declared goals are resource generation, evaluation, 
setting timetable and issue of SOM guidance. For achieving this objective CI has set 
interim objective plan 2014-17 within the framework of Strategic Framework 2010.

CAREC Partners
CAREC has earned the confidence of 11 members and world’s top ranking 

financial institutions who are supporting and financing more than $ US 38 billion
13projects in this initiative of regional cooperation and integration .

CAREC Countries
The CAREC members are ten countries who joined this initiative at different 

times. The last members are Pakistan and Turkmenistan who joined CAREC in 2010. 
Initial members were China and Central Asian Republics along with Mongolia who 
have been pursuing their goal of regional integration through the motto of good

13 http://www.heartofasia-istanbulprocess.af/carec
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neighbours since 2001.

Multilateral Institution Partners
There are six multi lateral financial institutions supporting the CAREC projects 

in all the defined fields. These multilateral institutions; WB, ADB, European Bank for 
reconstruction and Development, IMF, IDB and UNDP are funding CAREC projects. 
Other than these institutions thereare about 36 financial institutions, organizations and 
governmentswho are guaranteeing the success of CAREC initiative. CAREC initiated 
156 projects in the field of transport, trade, trade facilitation and energy transmission 
sectors. A brief detail ofthese projects is given in the figure 7.
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Figure 3.CAREC projects- 2006-2014 in transport, trade facilitation and
energy sectors

Sectors ofCAREC
Over all sectors of CAREC are controlled by two main bodies of the 

programme, at top level is the Ministerial Conference which formulates policies and 
execution modalities. The supervision role at top level is afforded by the conference to 
infuse regional cooperation across the region. New enterprise is also invented by the 
conference to be executed among the members. Discussion is generated by the 
conference to guide the progressing assignments to satisfy the funding institutions. The 
conference is attended by economic ministers and relevant officials on regular basis 
from all the members. The partner multilateral institutions are bound to take part in all 
meetings. Sometimes observers are also invited to some specific meetings provided that 
members agree. The second tier of CAREC is Execution of projects committee 
comprising senior officials meeting -  SOM. The SOM is an execution body 
functioning at operational stage. The major role of SOM is to review and articulate the 
upcoming problems at execution level. SOM can also recommend appropriate
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judgments to resolve the issues at higher level of conference. It is also responsible for 
arrangements of meetings at all the levels along with the preparation of proposals for

. . . .  14new initiatives.

Transport Sector
Transport sector of CAREC is administered by a Transport Sector Coordination 

Committee (TSCC). Primary task of TSCC is tomake plans for all transport related 
investments, and coordination with other sectors for activities like capacity building 
activities, identification of transport related pilot projects and their implementation. 
TSCC also works for transport working groups. TSCC initiates its recommendations on 
regular basis to CAREC senior official’s meeting (SOM) and finally the reports are 
presented at CAREC ministerial conference level. As for as the representation is 
concerned all senior officials of related fields from the member states constitute the 
TSCC. This body organises its meeting on annual basis however for emergent projects 
it can organize immediate meetings as well. The host country chairs the meeting. So 
for in transport sector CAREC divided the entire region into six corridors, where every 
corridor comprises multi projects including railway, roads, trade facilitation, logistic 
centres and border crossing points aiming to connect major industrial hubs of the 
region and connecting landlocked Central Asia to global markets through East-West 
corridors and North-South corridors.

CAREC aims to complete all these corridors by 2020. The level of 
improvement in trade among CAREC countries is left on the future researchers to 
measure after 2020, once the ongoing CAREC projects are fully developed and 
activated along with other institutionalized developments. The socio economic 
indicators, business development, creation of new jobs and improvement in quality of 
life are quite visible in CAREC countries. CAREC has emphasized next phase 
priorities through its strategic framework 2020 in transport sector for developing 
infrastructure. CAREC assessment reports reveal enhancement of investments in its 
projects in coming decades which will further convert the transport corridors of 
CAREC region into economic corridors of regional integration.

CAREC selected five primary factors; which are traffic volume, possibilities of 
growth, capacity to connect economic and population magnets15, capability to resolve 
obstacles and financial sustainability to assess corridor development plan for transport. 
Each corridor enables the accessibility of CAREC countries to world largest Eurasian 
markets and warm water ports of Pakistan especially Gwadar, will change the entire 
canvas of the region. These corridors are means to the final end product which is

14 http://www.carecprogram.org/index.php?page=ministerial-conference
15 http://www.carecprogram.org/uploads/docs/CAREC-DEfR/ CAREC-Development-Effectiveness- 
Review-2014-Brochure.pdf p .18.
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regional economic integration not the product itself. The entire project aims to ensure 
minimum time border crossing with optimum cost and flawless transshipment 
operations, which will only by possible once trade procedures of CAREC countries are 
fully harmonized which is the aim of CAREC transport strategy.

CAREC Corridors
All the six corridors of CAREC comprise thousands of kilometers roads, 

railway tracks, logistic centers and trade facilitation centers.

Corridor 1: Linking Europe with Asia
This will be most trafficked corridor of the initiative. Its alignment is east to 

west connecting China with EU region. The corridor is estimated about 13,600 
kilometers roads and 12,000 kilometers railways track including three international 
level airports and a logistics center.

Corridor 2. Linking East Asia & the Mediterranean Europe
Mediterranean region will be connected to Caucasus through corridor two. The 

corridor passes through Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, 
Tajikistan, the Kyrgyz Republic, and the China. 9,900 kilometers of roads and 9,700 
kilometers of railways development is part of this corridor.

Corridor 3. Linking South Asia, Russia & Middle East
Northern parts of Russia are connected to Middle East and South Asia through 

this corridor. It comprises 6,900 kilometers roads and 4,800 kilometers railways, 
running mostly East-West and North-South. Corridor 3 has the potential to generate 
tremendous freight business for Pakistan.

Corridor 4. Linking East Asia & Russia
Russian Federation will be connected with China and Mongolia through this 

corridor. Its route comprises 2,400 kilometers roads and 1,100 kilometers railways. 
Primarily corridor 4 is a bridge between other already completed projects and has 
completed the juxtaposition of connectivity in the CAREC region. Corridor 4 connects 
isolated Mongolia with Eurasian and Middle East markets through Pakistan.

Corridor 5. Connecting South Asia, East Asia & Middle East
Corridor 5 of CAREC will link East Asia to the Arabian Sea through Central 

Asia. The route passes through China, Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Afghanistan and 
Pakistan. It comprises 3,700 kilometers roads and 2,000 kilometers railway tracks. 
Corridor 5 also passes through Pakistan and under corridor 5 various projects are being 
completed in Pakistan.
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Corridor 6. Connecting Europe - Middle East & South Asia
The corridor 6 of CAREC will have three routes linking Europe and the Russian 

Federation to the Arabian Sea port of Karachi and Gwadar port in Arabian Sea. The 
route will have 10,600 kilometers of roads and 7,200 kilometers of railways.

Progress on Corridors
For effective execution of transport programmes CAREC has completed 

research studies, including CAREC development effectiveness review 2014 which 
analysed the completed projects and setting new priorities beyond 2015. Another study 
was completed in September 2015 named “From Landlocked to Link: The Central 
Asian Regional Economic Cooperation Programme. In this studynot only all existing 
projects have been evaluated rather investors from all over the world have been invited 
to invest on the basis of profitability of all projects. The study also focuses on how to 
explore untapped resources of the region. In September 2015 another research 
studywas completed by CAREC namely “Improving Energy Efficiency and Reducing 
Emissions through Intelligent Railway Buildings”, the report suggested PRC andother 
CAREC members to reduce the carbon emission. Another study titled “ADB Outlook 
Update: Enabling Women, Energizing Asia” was completed in September 2015. In 
August 2015 “Reforming the Financing System for the Road Sector inPRC” was also 
completed. The important transport related events also took place at CAREC forum to 
promote transport sector among CAREC members. These events were, first meeting of 
the CAREC railway working group on 24-26 November 2015. The 14th 
CARECministerial conference also took place on 25 September 2015 followed by 
SOM. Another milestone development event was technical consultation on 
quadrilateral traffic in transit agreement on 7-9 September 2015. A workshop was

organized on road asset management on 30 April 2015, including 14th CAREC 
transport coordination committee meeting in April 2015. The other events organized 
were a workshop on cross border transport facilitation and the joint working group’s 
first meeting on Bishkek Almaty Corridor Initiative has been organized in 2015. 
Reports and working papers of all these projects are available on CAREC’s official 
website. CAREC members have endorsed their commitment on road safety during

14th ministerial conference in Mongolia. All CAREC member countries agreed to 
adopt a unified road safety system by combining the vehicular androad designing and 
modeling. Right now traffic fatality rate in CAREC countries is higher than the high 
income countries of the world. One aim of CAREC road safety is to minimize the 
fatality level while upgrading the road safety standards.
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Trade Facilitation
Trade facilitation regime is also a major driver of regional economic integration. 

The areas which require to be integrated for trade facilitation are the custom operation 
regime. For better custom cooperation to further moving towards custom union 
CAREC has evolved a Custom Operation Committee. The Custom Cooperation 
Committee, which is simply called CCC, has multi tasking assignments. CCC is a 
body which takes the strategic decisions for guiding and planning all trade facilitation 
assignments. Custom Cooperation Committee is responsible to monitor all CAREC 
regional based investments and to solve all customs related issues. The assigned tasks 
of CCC are to organize capacity building events and opportunities. Another important 
assignment of CCC is work out implications for planned pilot projects which are 
marked for the trade facilitation sector. CCC also works closely with the transport 
working group for better coordination and logistics. This CCC is answerable to Senior 
Official Meeting (SOM) to further report to the ministerial conference. The structure of 
CCC comprises senior government officials belonging to all CAREC members who all 
work in close association of CAREC secretariat. Every year CCC organizes its annual 
meetings where the meeting is chaired by the host country’s officials. CAREC trade 
facilitation department supervises regularly different new research studies along with 
the ongoing projects. CAREC is paying full attention on the aspects of trade where it 
has launched 19 projects, and 5 research studies are under way to initiate new projects 
in future. The detailed data base and technical details of all projects are given in the 
repository data base of CAREC. There are dozens of trade facilitation activities and 
events organized by CAREC in the fieldof trade. These events include trade facilitation 
workshops, ministerial conferences, SOM meetings, customs cooperation committee’s 
meetings, CFCFA annual meetings. Workshops on risk management, state’s custom 
management, economic cooperation programme and Kyoto programme.

Energy
Energy is another important sector of focus by the CAREC. Energy includes 

exploitation of energy potential, transmission lines development programme across the 
international borders of CAREC countries. CAREC has a mechanism to promote 
energy sector through energy sector coordination committee. Why energy is an 
important focus area, because CAREC region has tremendous natural resources which 
are required to be exploited through appropriate infrastructure development 
programme. This regional energy cooperation through CAREC will integrate CAREC 
countries to collectively generate and distribute energy resources. Energy cooperation 
among CAREC countries is planned to introduce optimization regime to develop long 
lasting solutions to energy deficiency problems of South Asia, Western China and 
will enable Central Asia to export trans-border all the surplus planned energy
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resources. Energy resources also include transportation of oil, natural gas and LNG via 
pipelines from Russia, Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan which will be a new vista 
opening mega development in the region through CAREC. The main aim of energy 
cooperation by the CAREC is to promote the energy security in CAREC region and 
balanced economic growth through energy trade. CAREC has allocated substantial 
budget for energy projects comprising 35 energy projects. CAREC has planned various 
activities and events during 2015 for the promotion of trade like trade policy 
coordination committee meeting and international trade and investment conference to 
promote investment and trade. CAREC also organized various workshops on 
promotion of trade and cooperation.

Trade Policy
Trade policy plays a vital role to promote the regional integration and regional 

trade. Trade policy is the foundation stone for the intra regional trade of CAREC region. 
This initiative is managed by the trade policy coordination committee. Trade policy is a 
lacking area of cooperation among the CAREC members.The sustainable growth is 
only possible for the landlocked Central Asia if it strive to connect with the global 
markets. CAREC has developed an institutional framework namely Trade Policy 
Strategic Action Plan (TPSAP) to achieve the trade cooperation objectives through this 
mechanism. The primary objectives of TPSAP are to increase trade volume, and to 
promote intra regional trade. CAREC also seems committed to promote acceptance 
among the members for WTO membership, so that they can have access to the world 
markets on competitive basis. The CAREC programme is also involved in promoting 
the trade capacity through trade policy. CAREC aims to promote investment climate 
across the region by introducing liberalized regime within minimum possible time. 
CAREC has planned tointroduce a uniform taxation system, reduction of tariffs and 
bringing the exports andimports restrictions at zero level.

CAREC has assigned the task to TPSAPto develop a strategic plan to expand the 
regional trade among the member countries up to the latest global level and new 
heights. TPSAP is exerting to expand services required for trade, trying to reduce the 
non tariff measures. CAREC countries have shown will to harmonize the trade taxes, to 
remove the trade restrictions and to promote the cross border regional economic 
cooperation. Border crossing points BCP’s are being surveyed in all CAREC members. 
ADB with the collaboration of World Bank have started trade liberalization training 
sessions with the consent of members for government officials, businessmen 
community and international investors since 2012. Although it is a new journey in 
CAREC countries however, the way it has progressed will bring the region into a new 
phase of regional integration. So far CAREC has initiated 5 projects for the trade policy. 
In 2015 various events were organized to promote intra regional trade like conferences
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and meetings. CAREC’s trade policy coordination committee meetings are the regular 
features in this regard. So far 22nd times this meeting has been organized.

CAREC Results Framework
The CAREC has developed its own mechanism of results framework to monitor 

its performance for primarily tracking the advancement made by CAREC initiated 
projects and activities for the previous years. From 2000 to 2012 CAREC was 
monitoring its progress by the Development Effectiveness Review (DEfR). The DEfR 
was monitoring the progress while categorizing it in to three levels, where level one 
monitored for “development outcomes” level two was for “sector outputs” and level 
three was monitoring the “operational and organizational effectiveness”. However this 
mechanism had certain shortcomings like unable for differentiate various levels like 
outcomes and outputs. Finally, CAREC adopted a new five level model for monitoring 
the progress which was approved by SOM in 2013. The new model for monitoring 
includes contributions and interferences, productivity, and impact shows the levels of 
institutions and bodies of CAREC. It is an adopted standardization for the results of 
trade facilitation, transport, energy and trade policy sectors by applying an integrated 
structure. The new model structure is capable to present an outline of the total program 
in one single place, where it shows that who is implicated, what is being executed, what 
is being yielded in termsof road infrastructure, how the beneficiaries are being satisfied 
through using the new infrastructure and what is the regional impact which is being 
contributed by the CAREC to the regional members.

Level 5

Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

Figure 4. Five Levels of the Results Framework of CAREC
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The structure of new results framework is explained in five levels as 
categorically that how all the levels of this operating structure are functioning. The 
level one of the diagram represents the CAREC institutions and different bodies which 
are active in different sectors. The actual theory of change in the region begins at level 
one. Level one plays a vital role of structure development architect which gets the 
support and assistance of subsequent levels f o r  implementation. CAREC’s level one 
of its bodies has chalked out second phase plan inthe form of CAREC 2020 the 
strategic framework since 2013 which is being followed. The second level of this 
structural diagram is the CAREC interventions. The second level is designed to 
incarcerate the assumed interventions to implement the framework. This level of 
involvement allows developing research studies, grand strategic plans analytical 
assignments, monitoring of changes in policies, management of projects and changes 
in any one of the institutions. CAREC result framework maintains a list of all 
interventions which are more common in nature; not a meticulous list of all 
interventions which are planned but more of an articulation of the intended foci of any 
number of interventions. Level two of CAREC result framework, does require a 
precise flagship of projects or interventions which may be listed at appropriate place. 
In this regard CAREC portfolio measurement needs a mechanism of indicators. 
Coming over the level three which deals the changes in sectors output. This is the third 
level of result framework detains the changes at the sector level in terms of the systems 
and infrastructure that will be enhanced, extended and improved. It is the CAREC 
interventions which successfully brought changes in systems and infrastructure. These 
changes are being incorporated successfully in different sectors by all CAREC member 
countries. There are various examples on ground completed like rail road 
infrastructure, rail road systems and harmonizing the border crossing points. The major 
task at this level is to measure the total amount of infrastructure, to assess and measure 
the level of rail road systems and overall length of roads which are going to connect the 
CAREC countries. Level four of result frame work is an important mechanism which 
deals to the changes in sector outcomes. This level helps CAREC to develop a coherent 
plan to bring the desired changes in outcome sectors. There is an agreed definition of 
sector outcome that it is the use of sector outputs by the CAREC members or user 
organizations, or may by the end user like businessmen community of CAREC region. 
Just to add an example that the use of road or use of rail infrastructure to transport 
goods and people across the international borders of CAREC members. The prominent 
indicator of measurement at this level would be the measurement of freight in might be 
in tonnage, or may be calculated in the form of containers. This level of result 
framework measurement does require another research project as a chronological 
survey from 2016 and beyond. The last and fifth level of result frame work is to assess 
the regional impacts.
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UZBEKISTAN STRUGGLING AGAINST EXTREMISM & 
TERRORISM

Dr. Botir B.Ochilov, PhD
Leading Researcher & Senior Lecturer 

on Geopolitics atIR  Dept., UWED, Uzbekistan

The purpose of this paper is to scientifically describe widespread research topic, 
the fight against extremism and terrorism, mainly from the perspective of the 
government of the Republic of Uzbekistan. The task doesn’t include demonstration of 
certain "autonomy" of actions of Uzbekistan, due to the fact that the republic has been 
involved in addressing these issues in number of frameworks such as international 
political-diplomatic and military-technical cooperation. From an empirical and 
pragmatic point of view, the article also doesn’t list states that cooperate with 
Uzbekistan in the fight against extremism and terrorism taking into consideration 
comprehensive nature of the field. In addition, the paperis based on an exclusive 
author's estimates, and this case does not require a significant historiographical 
implementation and methodological ground.

***

Today the international community is facing the problem of absence of a 
unified and compound attitude in relation to struggle against international terrorism, 
drug business and religious extremism. The evolution of prospects and approaches 
concerning this matter demonstrates a presence of serious contradictions and 
divergences while the global terrorist system, collaborating with drug mafia and 
extremists, has significantly strengthened its capabilities to undertake more 
professional and more combined subversive activities on every scale.

The nontraditional threats were firmly suppressed by imperatives of bipolar 
resistance in «cold war» times: many of them have been ‘frozen’ or postponed, 
however, matured during long period. For instance, the longstanding conflict in 
Afghanistan has transformed this country into the permanent center of instability for 
the macro-region of Central and Southern Asia and Middle East.

With the termination of bipolar opposition, the world community’s attention 
remains attached to transformations of the strategic balance on the Earth, while various 
cells of radical and extremist elements emerge in several regions. Consequently, they 
could have converted to compound global terrorist network. Radical centers, 
coordinating activities of wide-reaching extremist organizations, gradually and 
unnoticeably became permanent factor of global politics. These centers systematically 
attempt to strengthen their influence in Central Asia.

At that time, Central Asia has faced the emergence of a specific political, 
economic and ideological vacuum being filled out with Islamic doctrine that represents
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a historical and cultural value for local peoples. In its turn, it was excellent chance for 
religious organizations to obtain a significant power in the regional socio-political 
arena. Thus, religious extremism, international terrorism, drug trafficking as well as 
environmental degradation became permanent threats to regional security.

In the beginning of the XXI century, the globalization, increasingly covering 
economic, political and information processes, has been expressed also in a form of 
cultural aggression. “Westernization”, as a form of globalization, brought 
nontraditional values to non-western societies. Islamic radicalism’s declared objectives 
include war against “nonbelievers”, westernization and liberal values, which are 
fundamentally opposite to traditional way of life and culture of Muslims. As Charles 
Krauthammer has pointed out, the accusation, which jihadists put forward against 
Freedom, is that freedom facilitates sexual dissoluteness and corruption, badness and 
stain -  everywhere, particularly in the United States and Europe.

It must be mentioned that globalization, rejected by Islamic radicals as a 
harbinger of the Western values, has allowed them to render significant power and 
influence through people, goods and ideas. According to Shirin Akiner, Islam in 
Central Asia has «transformed into an alternative source of Power».

At the same time these ideas became especially attractive to those who are not 
attached to modern industrial sector. The social reason for strengthening of 
international terrorism lays on gigantic severance in qualities of life. The most hard-up 
people accuse the globalization to be original reason of their poverty and scarcity. 
They believe that absence of equal rights and legality, which ‘existed in glory 
Caliphate period’, is another reason of their vulnerability. This, coupled with 
extremists’ propaganda on ‘uncontaminated society of Caliphate’, creates favorable 
condition for strengthening of violence.

Existence of social differences in Central Asian countries affects on specificity 
of perception of Islamic religion. Diverse destructive elements, being supported from 
outside the region, operate on the most tactical slogans of radical Islam and create 
extremist movements. Their furthermost activity addressed to those fields where 
sociopolitical problems are harshly exposed due to transition process.

International political events that have been unfolded at the beginning of the 
21st centuryrequire rethinking the nature of extremism, terrorism, organized crime and 
other transnational threats1. The issue is closely connected with the process of 
"mutagenesis" in extremism and terrorism, constantly changing their structural- 
functional and organizational activities.

1SeeV. Minaev “Globalization and terrorism: contradictions and threats in 21st century” conference proceedings 
2008. Moscow: Russian humanitarian university p.467
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It seems that the meaning and essence of religious and political extremism is 
not only theoretical, but also carries practical value. It reveals the essence of this 
phenomenon, puts forward the task of formulating evidence-based recommendations 
for the study of extremist-ideological religious systems. It is important to see the 
impact of disclosure of research procedures to conscious, psychology and behavioral 
sentiments of believers, the development of complex measures for the state and public 
to combat extremist ideology.

In this context it is appropriate to agree that religious extremism is legally 
considered as a set of illegal acts committed by religious groups or individual 
adherents.

Organizational and structural complexity of extremism manifests itself in 
reactivation of anti-social attitudes, illegal acts, in particular psychological disposition 
of members of extremist organizations.

It is clear that the ideology of extremism always starts with incitement of hatred 
towards the believers who confess other faiths; it is a psychological basis for extremist 
activity.

Such actions are often accompanied by acts of terrorism and other anti-social, 
illegal phenomena. Utilizing religion, extremist organizations in majority of cases 
force citizens to commit criminal offenses. In addition, extremism has broad 
capabilities of penetration into society, thus threatening the security of the state, 
society and individual.

Uzbekistan has track record of successful anti-extremist and anti-terrorist 
activities, as a result maintains social and economic stability, and society has reliable 
protection from malicious ideology, enhances citizens' legal consciousness. An 
integral part of the basic measures to ensure the security and sustainable development 
are scrutinized administrative and law enforcement measures.

Economic stability in Uzbekistan has been achieved at the expense of the social 
orientation of the socio-political and economic transformations. Civil rights and 
freedoms are closely related to the implementation of the principle of tolerant 
coexistence of all world religions, equality before the law of all faiths, therefore 
religion plays an important role in Uzbekistan.

2 Number of researches and developments have been prepared in this regard, the meaning of which is to 
disclosure of the basic characteristics of the extremist activity. For instance, see Y. Antonyan “Extremism and its 
causes” Moscow: Logos, 2010. p. 286 ;I. Ponkin,“Issues of state policy in sphere of countering extremist 
activity.” Moscow: Direct Media, 2014 p. 432
3 There have also been number of researches on this aspect. See E. Soto, “The Other Path: The economic 
response to terrorism”, 2008. Chelyabinsk Society, p. 301; A. Bondarenko and N. Efimov, “Military 
counterintelligence: From the "Smersh" to counter-terrorism operations” 2010. Moscow: Kuchkovopole, p. 399 
p; The meaning of these works lies in the study of the discrete nature of the extremist and terrorist activities, 
refracted through the prism of a logical or illogical organization of the international community in the field of 
global security.
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The country has a flexible mechanism of social protection of the population 
carrying targeted and balanced character. It has achieved macroeconomic stability, 
investment attraction, steady state support of small and medium-sized businesses, 
which generally laid the foundation for the gradual promotion of structural socio
economic transformations. So, one of the results of these reforms is the lack of sharp 
social stratification.

At the same time, vigorous measures have been carried out in the legislative and 
executive branches of the government. National legal framework guarantees freedom 
of religion, respect for the interests of citizens, regardless of their religious affiliation. 
The international legal instruments on freedom of religion have been implemented in 
Uzbekistan. The legislation of the republic guarantees the right of citizens to freely 
profess any religion.

The intercultural dialogue has also been increasing in Uzbekistan, interfaith 
interaction and tolerance has been strengthening. Creation of non-governmental ethno- 
national and cultural centers has been contributing to the formation and consolidation 
of the institutionalization of inter-ethnic relations.

Along with the expansion of inter-confessional relations, significant attention 
has been paid to the principles generally accepted in the world to create equal 
conditions and opportunities for all believers. Certainly, these are connected to the 
efficient use of resources ofnational development ideology, including issues of state 
policy on religion. At the same time, non-interference in internal affairs of religious 
organizations is one of the key principles of the state.

In order to effectively combat terrorism, the government had adopted a package 
of measures aimed at ensuring the fundamental principles of freedom of religion. The 
public council on confessions has been established at the Religious affairs committee 
of OliyMajlis, Parliament of the Republic of Uzbekistan. It includes representatives of 
number of religions. There are no conflicts on religious grounds due to the measures 
taken by the government of Uzbekistan.

Terrorism is the ideology of the "threshold of extremes", which contempt hatred 
towards other forms of religion.4 When we speak of neutralization of recurrence, there 
is a need for appropriate surgical strikes on their sources of funding, the destruction of

4 Terrorism has been on the focus of a lot of books, monographs and other types of publications. They all boil 
down to one idea - terrorism is not just a threat with universal scale in 21st century, but also entails significant 
distortions in the understanding of human society. See V. Vasilenko“Terrorism as a social and political 
phenomena” 2002. Moscow: Publishing House of RAGS p. 218; |State, society and business - against terrorism: 
Materials of International Conference Russia. Antiterrorist Insurance Pool (RATIP) Finansy.- M., 2011.- № 12.- 
pp 51-53, etc.
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organizational and structural components of terrorist activities, including the 
superstructure elements represented by leaders and organizers.5

The affiliation of Islam with terrorism would be an absolute error. In most 
cases, the state supports traditional Islam that breaks the reactionary forces, thus 
undermining the basic components of the so-called "terrorist underground."

In order to achieve this raining of qualified religious personnel, organized 
network of Islamic schools in support of the government. Tashkent Islamic University 
has been opened, religious temples have been built and renovated, and capacity 
building courses for clerics have been organized at the International Centre Imam Al- 
Bukhoriy (Samarkand region.) Eidul -Fitr as well as Eid al-Adha has been declared as 
national holidays, the Koran and Hadith collected al-Bukhoriy and at-Tirmidhi were 
translated into Uzbek and published.

In 2007, by decision of ISESCO Tashkent was nominated to the status of the 
capital of Islamic culture, and series of events were held to strengthen religious 
tolerance and cooperation among religions. In addition believers in Uzbekistan freely 
celebrate all religious holidays, and with the support of the government they make 
pilgrimage to holy places in Saudi Arabia. All religious organizations have the 
editorial and publishing capabilities.

In Uzbekistan, it is believed that the extremist ideology can only be tackled on 
the basis of strong ideological grounds. In this regard, particular attention is paid to the 
humanitarian principles of traditional and tolerant Islam, that is not all that there is in 
the Middle East, as well as in other parts of the world.6 The curricula of educational 
institutions of the country include the study of the history of world religions, 
spirituality and enlightenment.

Self-administration institutions has been playing crucial role in preservation of 
national traditions, creating a healthy atmosphere in the family, religious education, 
spiritual and moral education. An appropriate legal framework has been established to 
suppress of all forms of extremism and terrorism. Uzbek criminal law provides for 
liability for terrorism. National legislation provides frameworks of individuals and 
organizations for the fight against terrorism. Among these organizations are the 
National Security Service, Interior Ministry, State Customs Committee, the Ministry 
of Defense, Ministry of Emergency Situations and others. In addition to the state

5 In this regard, attention can be drawn to following researches M. Lebedev“Intermtional cooperation in the 
fight against terrorism: the role of business”.Journal of World Economy and International relations. 2007 № 3 
pp. 47-53; Vlasov, Poponova D. “Improving measures to combat money laundering and terrorist financing” 
Industrial and commercial law: Comments to the law, Minsk: BelarusianAssociation of legal advisers, 2014.- № 
12.- pp. 52-57.
6 See A. Vasiliev "Listen to At-Tahrir voice: the anniversary of the beginning of the Arab revolutions” Moscow: 
Sovremennik.-2011.- № 12. pp. 14-159
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institutions whole society should be responsible to maintain stability and fight against 
extremism and terrorism.

In accordance with the international agreements, Uzbekistan supports the 
international community's efforts to combat terrorism. It actively participates in 13 UN 
Conventions treaties related to counter-terrorism. Cooperation with the UN Counter
Terrorism Committee, the country has actively participated in its activities and 
contributes to the efforts of the International Coalition.

Uzbekistan attaches great importance to the activities of the SCO to maintain 
regional security, combating international terrorism and other regional security

n
challenges. As a signatory to the Shanghai Convention on Combating Terrorism, 
Separatism and Extremism, Tashkent is convinced that the establishment of a regional 
anti-terrorist structure RATS of SCO is an important component of security in Central 
Asia.SCO develops common approaches of the member states in organizing the fight 
against terrorism, separatism and extremism. The competent authorities carry out joint 
activities in the prevention of international criminals, detection and suppression of 
activity of the organizations and people involved.

From our point of view, there are nostates that don’t care about the rise of 
extremist and terrorist threats, and states now focus on the need to confidence building 
measures in the fight against these challenges.

Thus we can conclude that the responsibility for solving the problems 
associated with extremism and terrorism lies primarily with the state. The study of this 
phenomenon, its manifestations and development of constructive methods of dealing 
with them are the most important task of the state. On the other hand, to solve the 
above mentioned problems the social structure and organization should be 
intermingled, designed to provide direct support to the government through the 
implementation of urgent social problems, "tied" to the communicative and a high 
degree of social organization. The prophylactic and preventive methods that can solve 
urgent social problems, initially neutralizing extremist ideology and terrorism are in 
utmost significance.

One of the most important areas of the fight against extremism and terrorism is 
the need to undermine their social roots. It is, above all, the financing of criminal 
activities. In this case, it seems preferable to formulate a special program or a set of 
measures against the economic makeup of extremism and terrorism.

In our view, marked by the specificity of religious extremist organizations 
expect the development of religious education programs in educational institutions and 
the media in order to provide them with the necessary substantive support. Priority

7 There are many publications on SCO, for instance see S.Onischuk. “Shanghai Cooperation Organization and 
the fight against the "three evils" (extremism, separatism and terrorism) in Central Asia” Moscow: Arms and 
economics, 2011 № 1 pp. 38 -47
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should be given to proactive measures regarding the formation of the consciousness of 
believers on the basis of all religious values together to achieve tolerance in society 
and, above all, to the representatives of other faiths, as well as mutual understanding 
and rejection of destructive behavior.

The fundamental adherence to own conceptual vision of security issues allows 
Uzbekistan to create an atmosphere of interfaith harmony. The countryis ready to 
continue to share its experience, to engage actively with all stakeholders in the anti
extremist and anti-terrorist struggle.

The need for a deep understanding of the indivisibility of security threats in the 
world of common interests in the fight against new challenges and threats should 
become the "normal" behavior of all the nations of the world. The nature of events 
proves that multilateral and bilateral cooperation on the world stage can and should be 
the leading line in strategy, due to the fact that even a very strong state will not be able 
to achieve a successful outcome alone.
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Abstract
We can observe a large number of discussions about the presence of the 

“Islamic State” (IS) in Afghanistan by the media, politicians and researchers. Most of 
them argue about the growing influence and capabilities of this terrorist organisation in 
Afghanistan and its ability in the future to take control over the whole country. The 
purpose of this article is to provide detailed analysis of the stages of group’s 
appearance in the country, its problems, the contemporary situation and future 
prospects of IS in Afghanistan. Some representatives of the “Islamic State” partly 
entrenched in a number of regions in Afghanistan and have significant human, 
ideological and financial opportunities for the further dissemination of their own ideas 
and values in the country. However, currently the expansion of the group in the 
country is limited and is not able to develop large-scale activities.

Keywords
Afghanistan - Islamic State -  ISIS - terrorism -  Taliban -  Pakistan 

Introduction
International relations in the Middle East, Central and Eastern Europe, and 

Central Asia have drastically changed with the advent of a new player, the Islamic 
State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). Initially, the ISIL had focused only on Syria and 
Iraq. Though gained much leverage in the occupied area through mass media, the ISIL 
had to reconsider its ways of operations that can be seen in the fact that the 
organisation had to change the name from the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) to 
the Islamic State of Iraq and Lebanon which turned ultimately into the “Islamic State” 
or IS. The announcement of Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi as the Caliph and successor of the 
prophet Mohammed shows the ambitions of this state in terms of geographic scope 
that want to extend towards the Eurasian and African regions.

Lately, it has become publicly known to all through different politicians, leaders 
and mass media that the ISIS has commenced its activities in Afghanistan. For 
instance, the Afghan President Ghani has underscored that the ISIS is of the biggest
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threat to Afghanistan and to countries of the region1. Similar statement has been 
voiced by the first vice-president of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (IRA), 
A. Dustum. He said that Islamic state is the gravest security threat to the country . US 
President Obama has also said that the reason for further military presence of the USA 
is the fact that ISIS is gradually expanding in the country . Seth G. Jones assumes that 
the involvement of Afghan and Pakistani people into ISIS might increase the conflict 
proneness of the region4.

Considering the importance of Afghanistan in providing peace and security in 
the region, there is a strong need for thorough analysis of the expansion of the Islamic 
state in the country and its supporters that might spring another player in the conflict. 
The emergence of a new player in the internal politics of the country might further 
complicate the stability in the country and will drive new security challenges for the 
whole region.

There can be found very little academic and analytical literature about ISIS and 
its activities in Afghanistan. As the question of IS in the Afghan politics has appeared 
recently, it has not been widely exposed to research community yet. All what is 
available on this are academic articles of the US researchers as well as analytical notes 
and reports of the US, German and Polish research centres.

Thomas F.Lynch III5 says that the USA needs to reconsider its policy towards 
Afghanistan. He assumes that the US military forces should stay in Afghanistan 
considering US strategic interests and growing terrorist threats there. Audrey Kurth 
Cronin6 thinks that US has to improve its deterrence methods against ISIS undoing all 
obsolete forms of antiterrorism fights by rather increasing large scale operations across 
the region. She is certain that successful deterrence against ISIS will spring 
possibilities for much effective policy. However, it should be noted that there is no 
better alternative for the USA than aggressive deterrence in the near future.

1 “Afghan president: 'Terrorists neither recognize boundaries nor require passports',” CNN, March 25, 2015, 
http://edition.cnn.com/2015/03/25/politics/afghanistan-ghani-congress-speech/ (accessed March 7, 2016).
2 “Gen. Dostum says ISIS (Daesh) poses serious threat to Afghanistan,” Khaama Press, March 21, 2015, 
http://www.khaama.com/gen-dostum-says-isis-daesh-poses-serious-threat-to-afghanistan-9947 (accessed March
17, 2016).
3 See “Statement by the President on Afghanistan”, The White House, October 15, 2015, 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/10/15/statement-president-afghanistan (accessed April 1, 
2016).
4 Seth G. Jones. “Expanding the Caliphate,” Foreign Affairs, June 11, 2015,
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/afghanistan/2015-06-11/expanding-caliphate (accessed March 25, 2016).
5 Thomas F. Lynch III, “After ISIS: Fully Reappraising U.S. Policy in Afghanistan,” The Washington Quarterly 
38, no. 2 (Summer 2015): 119-144.
6 Audrey Kurth Cronin, “ISIS Is Not A Terrorist Group. Why Counterterrorism Won't Stop the Latest Jihadist 
Threat,” Foreign Affairs, Vol. 94 Issue 2 (March 2015): 87-98.
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п
Nathaniel Barr and Bridget Moreng7 suppose that the promotion of ISIS in 

Afghanistan is currently facing numerous challenges that are hindering quick and 
massive expansion of the organisation’s values in the country. As an MSIIR expert

о

Pamir Ziyarmal assessed, ISIS is increasingly becoming real power in the country 
which might consequently bear serious security threats to Central Asia, Russia and 
China with others’ endorsement.

The experts of the Institute for the study of war9 published a number of reports 
on Daesh ("al-Dawla al-Islamiya fil Iraq wa al-Sham"), which is getting increasingly 
popular in Afghanistan and its conflicts with talibs that would guarantee the control 
over certain regions of the country.Borhan Osman and Kate Clark10 of the analytical 
structure “Afghanistan Analysts Network” have thoroughly analyzed the messages 
disseminated by mass media on activities of IS that supports in several regions of 
Afghanistan. Their conclusion is that the information about the existence of IS 
member in the country is overestimated.

Researchers of the Polish Institute of International Relations11 claim that ISIS is 
partly threating Central Asia through Afghanistan. They also consider that those who 
joined the Daesh from the region can be in the Afghan territory through which they 
may head to the Middle East.

Sources of IS penetration in Afghanistan
In the second half of 2014 initial news appeared on mass media about the 

supporters of IS in Afghanistan. Following the announcement of Abu Bakr al 
Baghdadi as a caliph in July 2014, the two Afghan preachers of salafi sector living in

7Nathaniel Barr and Bridget Moreng, “The Graveyard of Caliphates,” Foreign Affairs, January 13, 2016, 
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/afghanistan/2016-01-13/graveyard-caliphates (accessed March 20, 
2016).
8 Pamir Ziyarmal, “Yest li IGIL v Afganistane?” [Does ISIS exist in Afghanistan?] MGIMO, April 29, 2015, 
http://www.mgimo.ru/news/experts/document270835.phtml (accessed April 20, 2016).
Pamir Ziyarmal, “Talibistanutprepyatstviemnaputi IGIL v Afganistane” [Talibs will become hindrance on the 
way of ISIS in Afghanistan] MGIMO, February 3, 2015,
http://www.mgimo.ru/news/experts/document267546.phtml (accessed April 21, 2016).
9Hannah Byrne, John Krzyzaniak, Qasim Khan, “The Death of Mullah Omar and the rise of ISIS in 
Afghanistan,” A report of The Institute for the Study o f  War, August 17, 2015, 1-9.
HarleenGambhir, “ISIS in Afghanistan,” A report of The Institute for the study o f  war, December 3, 2015, 1-9. 
Jessica Lewis McFate, Rob Denaburg, Caitlin Forrest, “Afghanistan threat assessment: the Taliban and ISIS,” A 
report of The Institute for the study o f  war, December 10, 2015, 1-8.
10 Borhan Osman, “Messages in Chalk: ‘Islamic State’ haunting Afghanistan?” A report of the Afghanistan 
Analysts Network, November 17, 2014, 1-9.
Borhan Osman, “The Shadows of ‘Islamic State’ in Afghanistan: What threat does it hold?” A report of the
Afghanistan Analysts Network, February 12, 2015, 1-14.
Kate Clark and Borhan Osman, “First wave of IS attacks? Claim and denial over the Jalalabad bombs,” A report 
of the Afghanistan Analysts Network, April 22, 2015, 1-8.
11 Anna Dyner, ArkadiuszLegiec, KacperR^kawek, “Ready to Go? ISIS and Its Presumed Expansion into 
Central Asia,” A report of The Polish Institute o f  International Affairs, June 2015, 1-16.
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Pakistan, Abdul QahirKhorasani and Abdul Rahim Muslimdost, have immediately 
joined IS.

In August and September 2014, the supporters of ISIS have disseminated flyers
12on the IS intention to include Pakistan and Afghanistan into their structure . In 

September 2014, the newspaper Fatkh of the Kunar region of Afghanistan has 
announced that the caliphate is resuscitated. At the end of September 2014, first 
clashes observed between the supporters of IS and talibs of the Ghazni province on 
south Afghanistan. Initially, talibs have indirect opinion about ISIS and its ambitions 
in regard to the territories in the South and Central Asia. It was often mentioned that 
one cannot judge others without evidence or not to trust to each other, and one’s 
opinion cannot prevail that of others.

In January 2015, IS official representative, Al Adnani, announced about the 
expansion of IS activities to Khorasan that geographically contains Afghanistan, 
Pakistan, Central Asia and other neighbouring countries and appointed Hafiz Saeed 
Khan, one of the leaders of Pakistani Taliban, as the governor of the province

13Khorasan .
A number of terrorist groups and their leaders in Afghanistan have started to 

support IS. It deserves an emphasis that among those groups and leaders there are a 
number of members and heads of Taliban movement. For instance, former leader of 
talibs Abdul Rauf Khadem announced himself as a deputy governor of IS’s Khorasan 
province. Following his release from Guantanamo prison in 2007, A. Khadem had 
quickly become one of the distinguished leaders, even the second decision-maker of 
talibs. He actively recruited many supporters from the Helmand province, but got 
killed during NATO drone strike in February 201514.

Furthermore, in January and February 2015 mass media claimed that IS 
supporters appeared also in Farah, Zabul, Sar-i-Pul, Jowzjan, Kunduz, Ghazni, Logar 
and Paktika provinces15. Yet relations of IS with talibs deteriorated and Daesh leader 
Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi called Mohamed Omar as stupid and incompetent militant who

12Dean Nelson, AshfaqYusufzai, “Islamic State claims Pakistan and Afghanistan for its 'caliphate',” The 
Telegraph, September 4, 2014, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/pakistan/11075390/Islamic- 
State-claims-Pakistan-and-Afghanistan-for-its-caliphate.html (accessed January 7, 2016).
13 “Islamic State appoints leaders of ‘Khorasan province,’ issues veiled threat to Afghan Taliban,” The Long 
War Journal, January 27, 2015, http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2015/01/islamic_state_appoin.php 
(accessed January 16, 2016).
14 “Afghanistan drone strike 'kills IS commander Abdul Rauf1,” BBC, February 9, 2015, 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-31290147 (accessed January 17, 2016).
15 “Mapping the emergence of the Islamic State in Afghanistan,” The Long War Journal, March 5, 2015, 
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2015/03/mapping-the-emergence-of-the-islamic-state-in- 
afghanistan.php (accessed January 18, 2016).
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does not deserve spiritual or political trust16. There were news about the new clashes 
between ISIS and the Taliban movement in February 2015 in the provinces of Logar

17and Nangarhar .
First terrorist attack of Daesh was the organized explosion close to the Kabul

Bank in Jalalabad, on 18 April 2015 while the government employees were receiving
18their salaries . As a result, 35 people died while more than 100 got wounded. On the 

same day there was another explosion around the burial places Dolakay Bab and in the 
Bihsud district o f Nangarhar province.

Later there were contracting news in mass media. As a result of the clashes 
between Daesh and talibs, 27 people were dead in the Farah province in May 2015. 
Also, IS members had captured around 10 talibs and beheaded them in the province of 
Nangarhar in June 2015. Meanwhile, the governor of Kunduz, Mohamed Omar Safi 
said that ISIS and talibs will join their forces in this province19.

The important event of IS operations in Afghanistan can be considered the 
announcements of killing the top leaders of the organisation in the country such as 
Hafiz Saeed Khan, Shahidullah Shahid and Gul Zaman, who were killed during the 
drone attacks in February last year. Notwithstanding ISIS’ s deny of Hafiz Saeed 
Khan’ s death, no activity of him was observed in the Afghan territories.

Daesh went through the difficult process in settling in Afghanistan by creating a 
network across the country and simultaneously became a new radical group which is 
able to fight any group in the country that does not support their activities. Constant 
fights against talibs and government forces, the lack of coordination in various spots of 
the country and liquidation of numerous leaders of the organisation can only prove that 
there is a very challenging future for them in Afghanistan.

The reasons of ISIS appearance in Afghanistan
It is important to analyze the factors that had a role in promoting IS in 

Afghanistan.
First, the main reason for the existence of different terrorist groups in the 

country, including Daesh, is the inefficiency of public administration, corrupt

16 “Mullah Omar is a fool and illiterate warlord, al-Baghdadi says,” Khaama Press, January 29, 2015, 
http://www.khaama.com/mullah-omar-is-a-fool-and-illiterate-warlord-al-baghdadi-says-9291 (accessed January
18, 2016).
17 Ibid.
18 Lizzie Dearden, “ISIS in Afghanistan: Group claims responsibility for Jalalabad suicide bombing that killed 
35,” The Independent, April 18, 2015, http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/isis-in- 
afghanistan-group-claims-responsibility-for-jalalabad-suicide-bombing-that-killed-30-10186561.html (accessed 
January 19, 2016).
19 “ISIS Unite with Taliban in Northern Afghan’s Province of Kunduz,” Al-Alam News Network, May 8, 2015, 
http://en.alalam.ir/news/1701365 (accessed January 19, 2016).
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government, constant internal fight for power and the continued economic crisis in the 
country.

The formation of new coalition government at the end of 2014 headed by 
A. Ghani and A Abdullah could not eliminate the negative tendencies in public 
administration. According to the public opinion poll in 2015, only 36% Afghan 
population considers that the country is on the right path of development in
comparison to the poll results of 55% in 2014. The contentment degree of population

20on the government decreased from 75% in 2014 to 57% in 2015 . Economic 
indicators of IRA also demonstrate low numbers. GDP growth in the country went 
down from 14,4% in 2012 to 1,3% in 2014 and to 1,9% in 2015. If rated, GDP size 
dwindled from $20 billion in 2014 to $19 billion in 2015, and per capita from $640 in
2014 to $593 in 201521. Nevertheless, 60% of the government budget is still covered

22by the funding coming from international community . 36% of population still lives 
in poverty. There is an enormous imbalance in foreign trade -  while the export volume 
of the country equals to $810 million, Afghanistan's import makes up $8,8 billion23. As 
an important observation in socio-economic situation in the country is that 20% of

24refugees striving to reach Europe is the Afghans24.
Based on the opinion poll results, 94,6% population considers corruption as a 

problem of the government, meanwhile 76,5 % thereof considers it as the biggest
25hindrance to the development of the country . According to the UN, the volume of 

corruption in Afghanistan in 2012 was $3,9 billion26.
The continued internal political clashes within the coalition government which 

was founded in September 2014 following the political agreements between A. Ghani 
and A Abdulla, is also one of the negative drivers of economic destabilization in the 
country. The current government was formed through long political negotiations and 
with the involvement of the US that was assumed to show unsustainability and 
fragility of the government. Division in the government ended with the new President 
A. Ghani while A. Abdulla became the head of the government (Chief Executive 
Officer). Though it is still expected to reconsider A.Abdulla’ s position, as it is not 
indicated in the constitution of the country.

However, division in the government still exists especially when it comes to 
appointing ministers in the government as all sides want their candidate to be

20The Asia Foundation Survey, 2015.P.15-21, 95.
21 “Afghanistan Development Update,” A  report of The World Bank, October 2015. P.2, 22.
22 Anthony H. Cordesman, “Afghanistan a Year After “Transition” : Losing the War at Every Level,” A  report 
of the Center for Strategic and International Studies, December 22, 2015, 64.
23 “Afghanistan Development Update,” A  report of The World Bank, October 2015. P. 16, 22.
24 “A  million refugees and migrants flee to Europe in 2015,” UNHCR, December 22, 2015. 
http://www.unhcr.org/5679451d6.html (accessed January 21, 2016).
25The Asia Foundation Survey, 2015, 97.
26 “Corruption in Afghanistan: Recent patterns and trends,” UNODC, December 2012, 5.
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appointed. Following the first round of elections in April 2014, in January 2015 
A. Ghani introduced the new government composition to the parliament for approval.

27However 10 out of 18 candidates had not been approved by the Wolesi Jirga . Only in 
July 2015 a new government of Afghanistan had been formed. Nevertheless the 
cabinet of ministers of the country looks unstable and still all members of the 
government continue to be divided as the supporters of either A. Ghani or A. Abdulla.

The clash among government members which caused economic and political 
crisis followed by disagreements on foreign policy (A.Abdulla’ s team criticized A. 
Ghani on the Yemen issue), showing how deep the division in the government of 
Afghanistan. These problems remain unregulated which is making the political 
architecture in Afghanistan very unstable.

Second, the withdrawal of military forces at the end of 2014, unprofessional and 
unprepared Afghan national security forces as well as continued government crisis in 
the country caused a political and security vacuum in the country which consequently 
enabled many insurgent and terrorist groups to actively operate in the country.

Gradual withdrawal o f international military forces from Afghanistan affected
negatively all territories of the country in security terms. If the highest number of

28military forces of international coalition in Afghanistan was 132K in June-July 2011 ,
29their number downgraded to 57K at the beginning of 2014 . As the mission of 

international forces ended in 2014 and new NATO “Resolute support” mission, there
30were only 12,9K international militants in the country30. The mission of NATO 

however is not of military support but focuses on capacity building of Afghan national 
security forces (ANSF). Only the American military contingent of 9800 people 
decided to support ANSF in counter-terrorism operations against Al-Qaeda and ISIS.

The responsibility for security in the Afghan territories was eventually given to 
the national army and police. However, the current situation in the security field in the 
country during 2015 indicates the lack of preparedness, discipline and strong spirit 
within the ANSF.

Only in August-November 2016, there were 6261 security incidents,83%
3 1thereof was arms clashes and explosives . The number of victims among civilians was

27 “Afghanistan parliament rejects most of Ghani's cabinet,” The Express Tribune, January 28, 2015, 
http://tribune.com.pk/story/828997/afghanistan-parliament-rejects-most-of-ghanis-cabinet/ (accessed January 21, 
2016).
28 “International Security Assistance Force (ISAF): Key Facts and Figures,” NATO, July 26, 2011, 
http://www.nato.int/isaf/placemats_archive/2011-07-26-ISAF-Placemat.pdf (accessed January 23, 2016).
29 “International Security Assistance Force (ISAF): Key Facts and Figures,” NATO, January 15, 2014, 
http://www.nato.int/isaf/placemats_archive/2014-01-15-ISAF-Placemat.pdf (accessed January 23, 2016).
30 —Resolute Support Mission (RSM): Key Facts and Figures,” NATO, December 2015, 
http://www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/assets/pdf/pdf_2015_12/20151210_2015-12-rsm-placemat.pdf(accessed 
January 23, 2016).
31 “SIGAR, Quarterly Report to Congress,” January 30, 2017, 86-87.
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3,498 deaths in 201632. Approximately 57.2% of the country’ s 407 districts are under 
Afghan government control or influence as of November 15, 2016, a 6.2% decrease 
from the 63.4% reported last quarter in late August, and a nearly 15% decrease since 
November 201533.

In July 2015, ANSF recruited 324K members which composed the 90% of the 
planned quantity at the end of 201434. In addition to that, in 2014 and 2015 Afghan 
security forces have experienced considerable losses. In 2015, around 7000 members 
of ANSF have died while 12000 have been wounded which is 26% higher than in

352014 . The Kunduz occupation by the Taliban in September 2015 is a clear indicator 
of problems in professionalism and preparation of ANSF. First time in 14 years since 
the inception of operation “Enduring freedom” talibs occupied and kept under control 
this important administrative centre for 15 days. The Kunduz attack was of symbolic 
character as it happened during the first year of the Ghani-Abdulla tandem in the 
government. Despite being of 7000 government soldiers in the city before the attacks, 
the Afghan security forces could not alas resist a small group of terrorists which was 
of only a couple of hundreds. To return the control over the city, the government had 
to mobilize the security forces from other regions and also the remaining US soldiers 
and aviation.

Lately, talibs are focusing mostly on administrative centre of the province 
Helmand in the city of Lashkar Gah. The government forces have lost the control over 
10 of 14 regions of the province and Talibs approached the city Lashkar Gah. It is 
noteworthy that the 215th corps of the Afghan national army accommodated in the 
province. During the discussions on the situation in the province, the commander of 
the Resolute Support Mission and United States Forces General G. Campbell criticized 
the mismanagement of the Afghan officers. He mentioned that the coalition forces are 
constantly training Afghan forces, but due to the lack of discipline among them all 
efforts without any results. The General underlined that the situation is very dangerous 
but he is not able to mobilize and force Afghans to fight. The government forces 
should consciously be eager to clean up the country from terrorists more than others36.

32 “Afghanistan Annual Report on Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict: 2016,” UNAMA, February 2017, 
3.
33 “SIGAR, Quarterly Report to Congress,” January 30, 2017, 89-90.
34“SIGAR, Quarterly Report to Congress,” October 30, 2015, 93.
35 SudarsanRaghavan, “A  year of Taliban gains shows that ‘we haven’t delivered,’ top Afghan official says,” 
The Washington Post, December 27, 2015, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/a-year-of- 
taliban-gains-shows-that-we-havent-delivered-top-afghan-official-says/2015/12/27/172213e8-9cfb-11e5-9ad2- 
568d814bbf3b_story.html (accessed February 15, 2016).
36 SudarsanRaghavan, “A  year of Taliban gains shows that ‘we haven’t delivered,’ top Afghan official says,” 
The Washington Post, December 27, 2015, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/a-year-of- 
taliban-gains-shows-that-we-havent-delivered-top-afghan-official-says/2015/12/27/172213e8-9cfb-11e5-9ad2- 
568d814bbf3b_story.html (accessed February 15, 2016).
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The ongoing political disagreement in the Afghan government structures is 
posing serious challenges and negative impact on the problems also within the ANSF. 
The minister of defence M. Stanikzai had only acting role in this position as his 
candidacy for this post did not get approved by the Parliament during a year. His 
candidacy was the third in row since the tandem of Ghani-Abdulla came to power. The 
previous two candidates had not been supported at the parliament either. Later in May 
2016 A. Ghani appointed M. Stanikzai as Chief o f the National Directorate of Security 
(NDS) and General A. Khan as minister of defense.

In December 2015, the NDS chief R. Nabil asked for resignation. He expressed 
his disagreement on the Afghanistan’s policy to establish close relations with Pakistan. 
R. Nabil criticized President A. Ghani for his visit to Pakistan to participate at the 
summit “The Heart of Asia” . He couldn’t be convinced of the sincerity of Pakistan 
government in jointly addressing the problems with talibs in the country.

Third, from mid 2015, there were serious internal disagreements among the 
Taliban caused by the changing the head of the movement and the intentions on 
peaceful discussion with the government of the country. The withdrawal of 
international military forces in 2014 had a serious impact on the power division in 
Afghanistan. The Taliban resistance accelerated due to the decreased support from 
international coalition forces, increasing political disagreements in the government of 
Ghani and Abdullah, slowdown in economic growth and other negative factors. Talibs 
intend to expand territorially by increasing their dominance in the regions, financial 
support and number of supporters.

In April 2015, the movement announced its spring attacks again ANSF named 
Azm. It was remarkable that talibs published biography of their leader Mulla

37Mohamed Omar as a small book of 5000 words in 5 languages37. The publication 
contained the detailed description of the leader’ s daily activities highlighting also his 
personal and family matters. The aim of this publication was to indicate that the leader 
is alive who has not appeared publicly since 2001.

However in July 2015, the movement confirmed the news disseminated in mass 
media about his death in 2013. Following heated arguments among talibs as the new 
leader mulla Akhtar Mansour had been elected in September. However, one of the top 
leaders of the movement mullaDadulla announced that he would not obey to the new

38leader and would move independently38. He was however killed in one of the battles 
among different Taliban groups in November 2015. Additionally, a number of other

37 “Taliban admit covering up death of Mullah Omar,” BBC, August 31, 2015, 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-34105565 (accessed February 28, 2016).
38 Taimoor Shah and David Jolly, “Leader of Taliban Splinter Group Allied With ISIS Is Killed,” The New York 
Times, December 1, 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/02/world/asia/leader-of-taliban-splinter-group- 
allied-with-isis-is-killed.html?_r=0 (accessed March 7, 2016).
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leaders such as M. Rasul, Kh. Rahmani and A. Razak had also expressed their
39disagreement with the new leader and resisting his governance . In May 2016 mullah 

Akhtar Mansour was killed by a US drone strike while driving through an area of 
Pakistan40. The information about death of the movement’ s second leader during 9 
months has inflicted a serious strike on Taliban.

The Taliban movement does not have a strict hierarchy, which gives full 
flexibility to the fighting leaders in the field. However, it is now observed the 
inefficiency of central governance in the activities of the movement. Local leaders of 
the movement are trying to act independently based on their own needs.

When it comes to the negotiations with the government, talibs have no 
unanimous strategy. Concurrently a number o f leaders hold talks with the government. 
They assume that the cooperation with the government and international coalition 
might give legitimacy to the movement. Meanwhile, a number of the movement 
leaders express anti-government positions in Kabul and the USA. They believe that 
following the withdrawal of international forces from the country gives them leverage 
in fighting against ANSF and therefore consider there is no need for negotiations with 
the government. They intend to fight against government and international forces and 
consequently occupy the power in Afghanistan through military actions. The failure, 
during the negotiations in August 2015 and later in February 2016 in participation with 
of Pakistan, USA and China following the death of the leader Mullah Omar, was 
perhaps grounded also by existing strong internal disagreements on the dialogue with 
the government of Afghanistan.

Fourth, terrorist groups acting in the north and west of the country, that the 
mass media promoting as militants of “Islamic State” , can actually be people from 
tribal zones of Pakistan. They had to leave their bases due to massive anti-terror 
operations of the Pakistan military forces in summer and autumn 2014 and also 
keeping themselves from the drone attacks of USA. They decided to announce 
themselves as supporters of ISIS perhaps just because of its massive PR campaigns 
around the world.

Following the terrorist attacks at the Karachi Airport in June 2014 and the 
school for the kids of the military officers in December 2014, the security forces of the 
government conducted massive anti-terror operations in the federally governed tribal 
area in summer 2014. For the operation Zarb-e-Azb, around 30 thousand military

39Borhan Osman, “Toward Fragmentation? Mapping the post-Omar Taleban,” A  report of the Afghanistan 
Analysts Network, November 24, 2015, 2.
40 Adam Entous and Jessica Donati, “How the U.S. Tracked and Killed the Leader of the Taliban,” The Wall
Street Journal, May 25, 2016. http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-tracked-taliban-leader-before-drone-strike- 
1464109562 (accessed May 29, 2016).
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forces had been mobilized41. At the same time, the USA had resumed drone strikes on 
terrorists first time in the territory of Pakistan in 2014 following summer activities of

42Pakistani forces in the tribal zone .
The Pakistani army announced in October 2014 that more than 1100 militants 

had been eliminated and a number of them are in flight in the Nuristan and Kunar 
provinces of Afghanistan43. The biggest part of them originally came from the Arabic 
countries and Central Asia. Reportedly, around 400 families escaped from Pakistan 
settling in Zabul, Ghazni and Helmand provinces of Afghanistan44.

Meanwhile, following the tribal tensions and the influence of government 
structures on the Afghan refugees, part of them decided to come back to the Afghan 
territories. This will consequently enable the dissemination of radical religious ideas, 
social pressure in the country and easy recruitment of new members by terrorist 
organisations. Until September 2015, more than 137K people moved from Pakistan to 
Afghanistan45.

Fifth, IS’ s success lies in its ideological foundation. Regardless of cultural 
difference, nationality and social status, IS could easily get supporters just due to its 
powerful ideology that brought a lot of success for its promotion. Its ideology is 
supported by many youth of different countries. Thanks to all this, IS is easily 
achieving its objectives in comparison with other terrorist organisations.

Firstly, no organisation controls such a wide territory as does the “Islamic 
State” . According to the former director of US national counterterror centre M. Olsen, 
by Autumn 2014, the organisation controlled the significant part of the Tigris and the 
Euphrates basin -  a Middle East region equaling to the territory of the United 
Kingdom46. By the end of 2015, IS controlled the territories of Syria and Iraq which is

41Farhan Zahid, “The Successes and Failures of Pakistan’s Operation Zarb-e-Azb,” The Jamestown Foundation, 
July 10,
2015.http://www.jamestown.org/programs/tm/single/?tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=44144&cHash=d4281630e5a 
d 104ab6fbc0bd5f3bbf9f#.VqVMRPmLTIU (accessed March 13, 2016).
42“First 2014 U.S. Drone Strikes in Pakistan Kill 10 Militants,” Bloomberg, June 12, 2014, 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-06-12/first-u-s-drone-strikes-in-pakistan-this-year-kill-10- 
militants (accessed March 14, 2016).
43 “Over 1,100 militants killed in Zarb-e-Azb: DG ISPR,” Pakistan Today, October 29, 2014. 
http://www.pakistantoday.com.pk/2014/10/29/national/over-1100-militants-killed-in-zarb-e-azb-dg-ispr/ 
(accessed March 15, 2016).
44 Margherita Stancati, Habib Khan Totakhil, “Militants Driven From Pakistan Flock to Afghan Towns,” The 
Wall Street Journal, January 28, 2015, http://www.wsj.com/articles/militants-driven-from-pakistan-flock-to- 
afghan-towns-1422490098 (accessed March 16, 2016).
45 Frank Jack Daniel, “Coming home to war: Afghan refugees return reluctantly from Pakistan,” Thomson 
Reuters, September 4, 2015. http://www.reuters.com/article/us-afghanistan-refugees-pakistan- 
idUSKCN0R32K420150904 (accessed March 17, 2016).
46“Brookings Institution the Honorable Matthew G. Olsen Director, National Counterterrorism Center,” 
September 3, 2014, 3. http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/Events/2014/09/03-national-counterterrorism-center-
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of 78K km square equaling to that of such countries as Austria, UAE, Czech Republic 
and Serbia.

Secondly, IS, among all, could successfully create statehoods that were official 
territories of Syria and Iraq. These statehoods are managed by “Islamic state” leaders 
through a complex administrative mechanism. Baghdadi and his two deputies, who 
were army generals of Saddam Hussein, are on top of this governing structure. One of 
them is Abu Muslim al-Anbari who leads IS operations in Syria, and the second 
general is Abu Musli al-Turkmeni who is in charge of operations in Iraq. The 
population is governed by 12 administrators who manage the territories in both Syria 
and Iraq. They lead the councils who are in charge of financial, religious and mass- 
media matters.

Thirdly, as per the research done by members of the group, majority of the 
people in the group have joined due to socio-economic difficulties they are facing and 
unbearable management policy of the system in their countries. The ideology of the 
group is easily promoting its values mostly among the marginalized group of young 
people living in Europe, the Middle East and Africa. IS is suggesting them to belong to 
a special group which provides them with different identity of different values and
traditions47.

Fourthly, massive application of various social platforms to attract new 
members and dissemination of promoting video and audio materials through them that 
are not observed within other terrorist organisations. Information dissemination cannot 
be easily blocked on these platforms, not to mention personal websites and printed 
materials o f the group.

In the period from September to December 2014, IS supporters used more than 
46K twitter accounts that published at average 7 news per day. All accounts had 
around 1K followers and during that indicated period they could publish more than 
2,2K tweets48.

The Afghan internet market is dynamically developing. The number of internet 
users is growing. The availability of internet access to many people is causing them to 
be targets of destructive IS radical ideology. The number of internet users in

threat-assessment-ISIS-al-qaeda-iraq-syria-beyond/03-nctc-director-speech.pdf?la=en (accessed March 20, 
2016).
47 Boaz Ganor, “Four Questions on ISIS: A  “Trend” Analysis of the Islamic State,” Perspectives on Terrorism. 
Volume 9, Issue 3 (June 2015): 59-60.
48J.M. Berger and Jonathon Morgan, “The ISIS Twitter Census,” A  report of The Brookings Institution, March 
2015, 9.
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Afghanistan is around 1.9M49. 74%50 of them are active users of social platforms: 
Facebook, Twitter and Google+, as well as a national platform Paywast.

Contemporary state of Daesh in Afghanistan and its perspectives
As there was no talibs’ overwhelming power in the regions of Kunar, 

Nangarhar and Nuristan, and due to their proximity to Pakistan which enables the easy 
flux of militants into the regions, IS’ s powerful presence is seen mostly in these three 
regions. However, representatives of various mass media and of different states and 
international organisations are claiming the presence of IS in the whole territory of the 
country.

According to UN report published in September 2015, IS was represented in 
Afghanistan through 70 militants from Iraq and Syria who were recruiting around 25 
people from 34 provinces of the country. Reportedly, the number of supporters of ISIS 
among talibswas also increasing and 10% o f them admired ISIS’ s activities51. The

52facts show that IS supporters were about2-3K and then decreased to 1K people.
It is however no right to talk about the full “Islamic State” presence in the 

country. The number o f supporters of IS’ s activities is possibly alarmingly growing in 
all regions of the country. Daesh can be more attractive to Afghan radicals as it 
provides with an opportunity to act under new promoted brand.

Active promotion of IS’ s expansion in Afghanistan by various government 
leaders can the output of, and in line with, certain political leaders’ interests. 
Following the withdrawal of international security forces from Afghanistan, Kabul 
might drop from the list o f priorities in terms of financial, military and political 
assistance of international community. In this context, IS’ s expansion in the country 
might be however the reason for resuming international presence in Afghanistan. As 
the news was disseminated about the Daesh’s intervention, the USA and other 
coalition members announced their military presence in the country until the end of 
2016, and also increased financial and military support to the Afghan government.

Conclusion

49 See: Country Comparison: Internet Users, The WorldFactbook. https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the- 
world-factbook/rankorder/2153rank.html (accessed April 10, 2016).
50 Sabra Ayres, “Afghans tap into Twitter and Facebook as youth find their voice,” The Guardian, September 
26, 2013. http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/poverty-matters/2013/sep/26/afghan-twitter- 
facebook-youth (accessed April 12, 2016).
51“ISIS gaining ground in Afghanistan,” Al Arabiya, September 26, 2015,
http://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2015/09/26/ISIS-gaining-ground-in-Afghanistan.html(accessed 
April 14, 2016).
52Zabihullah Ghazi, “US, Afghan Forces Attack IS Stronghold in Eastern Afghanistan,” The Voice o f  America, 
April 10, 2017, http://www.voanews.com/a/us-afghanistan-forces-attack-islamic-state-stronghold-eastern- 
afghanistan/3804518.html (accessed April 15, 2017).
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IS’ s limited interventions in Afghanistan can be explained through the 
following factors:

First, talibs, despite growing internal conflict, are still the main power in the 
country fighting against the government that have significant support from Pashtuns. 
They are totally against IS’ s presence in the country. Reportedly, there can be conflict 
between these two groups. The movement intends to punish those who moved to 
ISIS’ s side. Internal conflict in the organisation requires the new leader
H. Akhundzada to take certain measures in order to have strong governance. The 
measures can be seen in active resistance against government and eliminating Daesh 
supporters within traditional territories of the Taliban.

No indication so far observed of a possible cooperation or union between talibs 
and IS supporters. Daesh could success in Afghanistan as many other terrorist groups 
did such as Al-Qaeda, Islamic movement of Turkistan, Islamic party of East Turkistan 
or others, only in case if its activities were in line with rules established by the Taliban 
movement in the country. However, IS, as an organisation striving to combine and rule 
all radical organisations in the world, cannot possibly agree on Taliban’ s governing 
role in Afghanistan.

Second, as seen, IS’ s focus is now mostly on Syria, Iraq and Sinai island. The 
organisation is striving to deepen its presence in this region. As it firmly founds itself 
in this territory, then it may try to expand its presence to other countries o f the Middle 
East and beyond including Afghanistan. There is no confirmed information so far 
about the alignment o f IS supporters’ activities in Afghanistan with the ones in the 
Middle East.

Third, Daesh is facing numerous challenges hindering its further development 
and expansion. As the number of air attacks by various countries to the oil areas and 
elimination of the organisation’ s leaders is possibly the reason for concentrating on 
current issues of the organisation rather than focusing on new areas and regions to be 
occupied.

All in all, notwithstanding Daesh’s small-scale presence in Afghanistan, we 
cannot deny the possibility of its dynamic expansion in the country. Following the 
death of mullah Omar and mullah Mansour, the leaders of the movement, the internal 
situation within the movement got worsened. Systemic crisis within the government 
structures of Afghanistan, internal problems of the ANSF and further growing 
conflicts among talibs might increase destructive atmosphere among population which 
might encourage them to eventually join IS. Meanwhile, it should be underlined that 
the population is tired of war in the country and no foreign radical organisation 
dominated in Afghanistan ever.
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Increasing geopolitical and geoeconomic resistance between world powers on 
global world order might further increase the competition and escalate conflicting 
situations in many parts of the world. This might certainly impact also on Afghanistan, 
bringing it to further instability, increasing the number of radical organisations in the 
country, such as ISIS, and making it again the epicenter of serious security challenges 
of regional and global scales.
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Abstract
December 1991 events in Namangan had tremendous impact on the decision of 

the Uzbek government to take extra measures in fighting against radical Islamists. On 
December 8th, the president of Uzbekistan Islam Karimov met Islamic clerics in newly 
build Imom Azam mosque of Namangan as his campaign for upcoming elections but a 
group of Islamists had captured the building of the former Communist Party at same 
the night.1 They demanded to use the building as an Islamic Center and implement 
sharia law on society. While speaking about the crisis, the first deputy Chairman of 
the Cabinet of Ministers, Ismoil Jurabekov stated that the situation in Namangan is 
under control. However, newly independent state had already lost absolute power 
over the city and the Islamic groups have successfully mobilized masses not only to 
fill the vacuum of the weak state but also to make collective claim from authorities for 
a change. This paper will focus on Islamist group called Adolat (Justice) which 
emerged in Namangan and existed from 1988 to 1992. Conceptual analysis of this 
Islamist group, demonstrates that Islamists had already established a group combining 
elements of social movement in Ferghana Valley. The movement had not only fought 
against petty crime, corruption but also created sophisticated contention against Uzbek 
government in early independence. With a significant public support Adolat conducted 
meetings, demonstrations and statements for radical change. Socio-political 
environment had direct impact to the grievance of the members of this Islamist group 
and they made commitments to change their society. Utilizing social movement 
theory, I argue that Adolat combined three essential elements in its repertoire: public 
representation, political action and campaigning. Therefore this group should be 
labeled as one of the early social movements in modern history of Central Asia.

Part I: Introduction

1 The article of national newspaper only stated that the president had met with the electorate in Namangan but 
does not mention about the tension. “Намангандаучрашувлар” [Meetings in Namangan] Халксузи No 238 
(Tashkent: December 10, 1991) p. 1
2 “Наманган: обстановканормализуется” [Namangan: situation is stabilizing] Ферганскиезори No 250, 
(Ferghana: December 14, 1991) p. 1
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As a result of the collapse of the Soviet Union, the governments of Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan faced with social, political and 
economic challenges. The role of Islam in the societies of these five former Soviet 
Central Asian states had increased dramatically and consecutive bombings and 
insurgencies during independence resulted in more academic writings on aspects of

о

Islam in this region. Those writings have been concentrated on radicalization of Islam 
and the emergence of radical Islamic organizations such as Hizb ut-Tahrir al Islami 
and Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan. Most of the articles argue that salafist4 ideology 
was imported to Central Asia after the end of the Communist rule and Islamist activity 
was absent in 1990’ s.5 However, ‘homegrown’ Islamic activism and it’ s education 
based stage began in the late 1970s by the youth studying in illegal circles as parallel 
to official Islamic education provided under Spiritual Directorate of the Muslims of 
Central Asia and Kazakhstan (SADUM) and became widespread during perestroika.6 
This education consecutively brought clerics with contradictory viewpoints especially

n

in Ferghana Valley.
Therefore, Uzbekistan has become on the focus of scholars studying Islamism 

in post soviet Central Asia. There are two main reasons for this tendency. The first, 
this is because the land where well-known scholars on Islamic world such as Imom al- 
Bukhari and Ismail Termizi grew up is the most populous and accounts for almost the 
half o f the total population of the region. Among this population, 92 per cent consider

о

themselves Muslims. The second, the government had taken repressive measures 
against radical Islamists. Those measures however took place as a response to the 
events of early 1990’ s when rapid revival of Islam came along with speedy decline of 
state control over the most aspects of daily life and dramatic fall o f the economy. This 
is especially true for Namangan where number of Islamic groups emerged from un
official study circles that existed during the Soviet Union.9

3 See Ahmed Rashid, Jihad: The Rise o f  Militant Islam in Central Asia, (New Haven: Yale University Press,
2002), and Aleksei Malashenko and Martha Brill Olcott (Eds.), Islam napostsovetskom prostranstve: vzglyad 
izvnutri [Islam in Post-Soviet Newly Independent States: The View From Within] (Moscow. Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace, 2001)
4 Together with puritanical Islamic teachings, salafists argue that the “ultimate religious authority is located 
directly in the Quran and the Prophet’s practices and not in commentaries which interpret these sources.” See 
Febe Armanios, “The Islamic Traditions of Wahhabism and Salafiyya” CRS Report for Congress RS21695 
(December 22, 2003)
5ICG Asia Report No 14, “Central Asia: Islamist Mobilization and Regional Security”, (Osh/Brussels 1 March 
2001) p. 3
6 Abdujabar Abduvakhitov, “Islamic Revivalism in Uzbekistan”, in Dale F. Eickelman ed. Russia’s Muslim 
Frontiers: New Directions in Cross cultural analysis. p. 81
7 See Martha Brill Olcott, “Roots of Radical Islam in Central Asia” , Carnegie Papers No 77 (Washington DC: 
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 2007)
8 “Is Radical Islam Inevitable in Central Asia? Priorities for Engagement,” ICG Asia Report No 72 
(Osh/Brussels, 2003) p. 3
9 “Central Asia: Islam and the State,” ICG Asia Report No 59 (Osh/Brussels, 2003) p.4
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Adolat was one of those groups and first emerged in 1988 in Namangan under 
the leadership of Hakimjon Satimov. Originally, Adolat was formed to help protect 
local merchants and traders from local racketeers; the voluntary public order squad as 
drujiniki during Soviet times. In the beginning, members of the group “ consisted 
primarily of young specialists in martial arts.” 10 By 1990, Tahir Yuldashev strongly 
influenced the group, and by 1991 it had transformed itself into Islam Adolati or Islam 
Lashkarlari (fighters). Martha Brill Olcott notes that Umar-khon domulla, the 
representative of Mufti in the city played crucial role in this evolution as well. 
Therefore, the role of Islam in Namangan was a complex with “ several powerful 
personalities, representing different strains in Islam as well as enormous egos and 
personal ambition, vied for control.” Hakimjon Satimov was arrested in 1992 by the
authorities of Uzbekistan.11 Other members merged with Islamic Movement of

12Uzbekistan and continued their activities in neighboring states.
In general, Adolat existed in unique transition period from de-authoritarization 

to re-authoritarization o f Uzbekistan. As Robert Cutler explains this is the period when 
state structures became weak and civil society expands the public sphere and mobilizes

13against officialdom. Prominent scholar, Abdujabbar Abduvakhitov’ s as his 
impressions from his study visit to Ferghana Valley in October 1991 noted that, 
“Namangan and its environs in the Ferghana valley is the most active center of Islamic 
activism.” He observed that the number of believers were growing and there are 
uncertain youth who look to Islam as a solution to their and the country’ s problems. 
Attempts of governmental agencies to ban activities such as religious education, 
publication of Islamic literatures, and propaganda of religious thought as well as the 
construction o f mosques were ineffective. There were tactical cooperation among 
different groups and revivalists could not accept democratic methods of political 
participation due to undeveloped democratic structures at that time. However, 
Abduvakhitov did not find evidence that Islamic activists intend to engage in terrorism 
and he observed no intention to use of violence.14

10 Vitaly Naumkin, “Militant Islam in Central Asia: The Case of the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan”.
Working Paper Series, Berkeley Program in Soviet and Post Soviet Studies (Berkeley: University of California,
2003) p. 12
11ШайхАбдулазизМансур, ‘ ДинийЭкстремизмваФундаментализм: Тарихи, ВаБугунгиХавфи’ 
МахсусКурсиниУрганишБуйичаМетодикТавсиялар (ГофурГ уломномидагиАдабиетвасанъатнашриети 
2000) [Shayh Abdullaziz Mansur, Eds..Methodological Recommendations for the Study o f  Special Course on 
Religious Extremism and Fundamentalism, It ’s History and Current Threat] p. 62
12 See Martha Brill Olcott, “Roots of Radical Islam in Central Asia”, Carnegie Papers No 77 (Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace 2007)
13 For detailed description of the terms see Robert M. Cutler, “De-authoritarization in Uzbekistan?: Analysis 
and Prospects,” in Irina Morozova (ed.), Towards Social Stability and Democratic Governance in Central 
Eurasia: Challenges to Regional Security (Amsterdam: IOS Press, 2005), pp. 120-141
14 Abdujabar Abduvakhitov, “Islamic Revivalism in Uzbekistan” in Dale F. Eickelman ed. Russia’s Muslim 
Frontiers: New Directions in Cross Cultural Analysis (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993) pp. 89-90
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As described by the Abduvakhitov, significant number of population was 
involved in Islamic activism and it was represented by groups including Adolat. The 
paper carries one research question: Whether the Adolat was a social movement 
organization? In order to answer this research question, the paper applies social 
movement theory developed by Charles Tilly. According to him, a social movement is 
complex phenomena and contentious group has to combine three elements: 
campaigning, political action and public representation.15Each of these three elements 
contains certain political elements and this research seeks those elements within 
Central Asian Islamist group.

This study is important for three reasons. The first, Adolat fits neither to 
‘political party criteria’ 16 nor it can be defined as militant Islamist group, which uses 
direct force and violence. At the same time Adolat is not typical non-governmental 
organization, which deals with social development or claims for the rights of its 
members. Despite correlations in strategies and methods, the Adolat cannot be 
categorized as an Islamic NGO which is a “non-profit, grassroots, voluntary societies 
that provide basic goods and services to communities in a manner Islamists deem 
consistent with Islamic values and practices.” For Quintan Wictorowicz, Islamic 
NGOs deal with social struggle at the level o f cultural discourse and values instead of

17directly confronting the authorities or participating in politics. Thus, this study 
attempts to allocate this Islamist group within the spectrum of existing contentious 
politics. The second, incorporation of Islamic activism into social movement theory is 
new field of social sciences and Adolat is least understood phenomenon. Therefore, 
paper contributes to streamline theoretical analysis of Central Asian Islamist issue. The 
last but not the least, the research tests if Islam could become unifying factor in Uzbek 
society when the state institutions lose efficiency and by the creation of vacuum as a
result of the failure of ideology as it happened during the collapse of the Soviet

18Union. Olcott evaluated the results of the emergence of Islamic activism during this 
period and argues the collapse of Soviet institutions, weakness of opposition parties 
and the failure of the Uzbek Communist Party played crucial role but not necessarily 
the strength of Islam.19 Nevertheless, the paper demonstrates how Islamists acted when 
the state structures failed to control daily life in Uzbek city Namangan.

15 Tilly Charles, Social Movements, 1768-2004, (Boulder: Paradigm Publishers LLC, 2004) pp. 6-7
16 Political parties are defined as political organizations that seek to gain power within a government and usually 
use electoral campaigns. For detailed study of criteria in political parties see Robert Michels, Political Parties: A 
Sociological Study o f  the Oligarchical Tendencies o f  Modern Democracy, (New York: Dover Publications 1959)
17 Quintan Wiktorowicz and Suha Taji Farouki, “Islamic NGOs and Muslim Politics: A  Case From Jordan,” 
Third World Quarterly, Vol 21, No 4, 2000 p. 687
18 See Islam Karimov, Uzbekistan on the Threshold o f  the Twenty-First Century (Tashkent: Ozbekiston, 1997) 
pp 38-39 available at http://2004.press-service.uz/eng/knigi_knigi_eng/knigi_eng2.htm
19 Martha Brill Olcott, “Roots of Radical Islam in Central Asia”, Carnegie Papers No 77 (Carnegie Endowment 
for International Peace 2007) p. 18
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The paper is based on the qualitative empirical research. Such an approach is 
suitable for testing social movement theory in practice within one Islamist 
organization. Besides, there are not quantitative data available about this organization 
and previous researches have been based on qualitative analysis. In regard to sources, 
the paper refers to secondary information including books, journal articles, and reports 
of the international organizations. I had not conducted personal interviews or focus 
groups for this paper but relied on other alternative sources where such methods were 
extensively used. As in other researches, the arguments of the research belong only to 
the author and another scholar may come to different conclusions from those reading
materials. I am from Ferghana Valley, an area regarded to be densely populated and

20the ‘original base’ o f radical Muslims in Central Asia. Therefore, I grew up and
studied in an environment that was described as “the educational centre for Central

21Asia’ s fundamentalists.”
Nevertheless, the paper has number of limitations in both theoretical as well as 

in empirical analysis. The first, while considering the theoretical framework it will not 
discuss historical development of social movements. The second, paper finds credible 
tools in explaining developments of Adolat from each of the existing approaches to 
social movement; resource mobilization, framing or political opportunity. The third, 
the paper does not attempt to seek the reasons why social movements take place in one 
or other country. Therefore, it will not discuss the social, political and economical or 
any other strains that might have caused emergence or transformation of the Adolat in 
Uzbekistan. Accordingly, the paper neither justifies nor criticizes the response of the 
Uzbek government towards Adolat. Thus, paper only describes the existing approaches 
to social movements and focuses on the research question. The research does not 
focuses on the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) despite Adolat served as a 
platform for the emergence because the repertoire of IMU perhaps characterize more 
of transnational terrorist organization than social movement that mobilized masses in 
Namangan.

In order to keep logical coherence of the research, the main section o f the paper 
is separated into six parts. The first part is introductory where the purpose, justification 
and methodology of the research have been outlined. The aim of the second part is to 
theoretically frame the research. Therefore, it defines the term of ‘ social movement’ 
and outlines major approaches to social movements. This part also focuses on 
identifying what is and what is not a social movement. The second part concludes with 
justification of selection of social movement theory to for this research. The third part

20 Shinn Akiner, “The Politicisation of Islam in Post-soviet Central Asia” , Religion, State and Society, Volume 
31, Issue 2 June 2003, p. 115
21 Martha Brill Olcott, “Islam and Fundamentalism in Independent Central Asia” , in Yaacov Ro’i (Eds.) Muslim 
Eurasia: Conflicting Legacies, (London: Frank Cass, 1995) p. 33
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applies social movement theory and starts to test if Adolat contains all three elements 
of social movements. This part precisely synthesizes this group and its campaign in 
Namangan. More specifically this part discusses sustainability, organization and 
claims of Adolat towards Uzbek government. The fourth part continues utilization of 
theory in practice and seeks if this Islamist group combined political actions in 
Namangan. Those political actions include but are not limited to creation of purposeful 
associations, public meetings, rallies, demonstrations, public statements as well as 
pamphleteering. The fifth part tests Adolat on the last element of social movements, 
public representation. Therefore, it will carry the question whether members of Adolat 
concert public representation of worthiness, unity, numbers and commitment on part 
of themselves as well as of their constituencies. This part discusses details of the group 
such as sober demeanor, headcounts, costumes and resistance to repression that the 
most social movements contain. The last part concludes by restating major findings of 
the research.

Part II: Theoretical Framework
It is useful to name number of movements before defining the term social 

movement. Those movements include but are not limited to feminist movement, trade 
union movements, fascist movements, environmental movements, peace movements. 
As all these movements differ in forms and the contexts that they have taken place 
there is no single definition for social movement as many terms in social sciences. 
Nick Crossley had closely analyzed four definitions to the term. According to Blumer 
“ social movement can be viewed as collective enterprises seeking to establish a new 
order of life. They have their inception in a condition of unrest, and derive their motive 
power on one hand from dissatisfaction with the current form of life, and on the other 
hand, from wishes and hopes for a new system of living.” Crossley finds this definition 
to be broad and inclusive and brings definition by Eyerman and Jamison, “ social 
movements are... best conceived of as temporary public spaces, as moments of 
collective creation that provide societies with ideas, identities, and even ideals.” 
According to Crossley, this definition narrows the social movements as source of 
creativity and that they create identities, ideas and even ideals. The third definition that 
Crossley discusses is given by Tarrow and in contrast to previous one it focuses on 
durability of social movements. Tarrow writes that “ contention politics occurs when 
ordinary people, often in league with more influential citizens, join forces in 
confrontation with elites, authorities and opponents ... When backed by dense social 
networks and galvanized by culturally resonant, action-oriented symbols, contention 
politics leads to sustained interaction with opponents. The result is the social 
movement.” This definition specifies how movements are collectivized and who are 
confronted. The last definition is by Della Porta and Diani where the protest is in
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central issue within social movements. According to them, “ social movements are 
informal networks, based on shared beliefs and solidarity, which mobilize about
conflict issues, through the frequent use of various forms of protest.” All these four

22definitions do not confront each other but differ in emphasizes.
Despite the number of definitions to the term, Sydney Tarrow argues the base of 

all social movements is “ contentious collective action” and such actions are the main 
tools of those ordinary people against better equipped opponents and therefore differ 
than market relations, lobbying and representative politics.Unlike interest groups and 
parties, movements do not have stable resources including money, organization and 
access to the state. This is very important claim for our case because the HTI ignores 
modern party systems but defines it as party. At this stage it is worth to note Tarrow’s 
puzzle. He argues that it is hard to understand whyin many situations collective action 
takes place with few resources and little permanent power. In early stages collective 
action was common on four general grounds: demanding bread, asserting belief,

23claiming land and mobilization around death.
It is important to note that prominent scholars on theory of social movements 

including Tarrow and Tilly argue that modern social movements emerged in Western 
Europe and North America during the later eighteenth century. According to Tilly, this 
new ‘political phenomenon’ is connected to democracy and democratization processes 
and therefore the role of civil society plays crucial role in building social movement. 
Such movements should be inclusive and contain workers, students, women as well as 
intellectuals. In his work, Tilly has demonstrated interconnectedness of social 
movements and democratization. The environment in Central Asia is a little vague and 
all five states have built institutions to transit market economy and democracy from 
totalitarian system after the collapse of the Soviet Union.

The study of social movements has been developing and numbers of theories 
have emerged in last century. The structural and psychological causes of mass 
mobilization have been early approaches to the study of the subject. Such study 
derived from functionalism and it was based on assumption that system equilibrium is 
natural for societies and there are institutions that keep balance within political system. 
Functionalists believe that collective action take place in disequilibrium, when the 
structural strains produce grievances and erode efficiency of existing institutions. 
Industrialization, modernization as well as economical crisis are the examples for such 
strains. The prominent approach for the study of social movements, resource 
mobilization theory however does not agree with functionalists who argue that the 
individuals who join social movements are irrational or psychologically deprived from

22 Nick Crossley, Making Sense o f  Social Movements, (2002, Buckingham, Open University Press) pp. 3-6
23 See Tarrow Sydney, Power in Movement: Social Movements and Contentious Politics, Second Edition (1998, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press) pp. 2-42
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structural strains. According to supporters of resource mobilization theory, 
“movements are rational, organized manifestation of collective action.” Resource 
mobilization theory argues that there has to be resources and mobilizing ‘ structures’ to 
collectivize individual grievances. The results of the research conducted by Eric 
McGlinchey in August and November 2004 indicate existence of grievance among the 
population of Uzbekistan. He studied focus groups mainly in Ferghana Valley and

24again all respondents from Namangan “had grievances against the government.” The 
social movement theory suggests that grievance of the people is likely to transform 
into social movement in the future.

Another theory of social movement is political opportunity and according to the 
supporters of this theory despite the level o f grievances, resources or mobilizing 
structures, groups are influenced by external factors which limit movements viability, 
and its tactics, actions as well as choices. The last approach in study of social 
movements is called framing. In this theory, the role of ideational factors such as 
social interaction, meaning and culture play significant role in mobilizing individuals. 
According to this theory it is very important how participants conceptualize 
themselves as a collectivity, how potential group members are convinced, and the

25ways of producing, articulating, and disseminating meaning.
In addition, above mentioned theories and existing definitions still lead to 

misunderstandings in studying social movements. Charles Tilly lists three the most 
common confusions and write that some scholars “ extend the term social movement 
loosely to all relevant popular collective action, or at least all relevant popular 
collective action of which they approve.” For instance, he is against to include any 
popular initiative taking in one part of the world into worldwide environmental 
movement. The second, analysts misunderstand “a movement’ s collective action with 
the organizations and networks that support the action, or even consider the 
organizations and networks to constitute the movement.” The last common confusion 
is that there is a tendency of treatment social movements as a single unitary actor. This 
is not the case as there are always realignment in social movements and interaction 
among activists, targets, authorities, allies, enemies and audiences change constantly. 
Despite all these confusions, theories and definitions, social movements are not an 
abstract phenomenon. As it was mentioned earlier, Tilly argues that in order to include 
that type of contentious groups to social movement theory one should clearly observe 
“ full combination of campaigns, social movement performances, and WUNC 
displays.”26

24 Eric M. McGlinchey, “Islamic Leaders in Uzbekistan”, Asia Policy Number 1, (January 2006) p. 132
25 Quintan Wiktorowicz (Ed.), Islamic Activism: A Social Movement Theory Approach, (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 2004) pp. 6-18
26 WUNC stands for Worthiness, Unity, Numbers and Commitment. See Tilly ibid. pp. 6-10
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1. Campaigns of collective claims on target authorities;
2. An array of claim-making performances including special-purpose 

associations, public meetings, media statements, and demonstrations;
3. Public representations of the cause’ s worthiness, unity, numbers, and 

commitment.
The relationship between social movement and democracy is the last but not the 

least point in theoretical framework of this paper. The structure of the paper is based 
on the elements of social movements that Tilly had outlined in his book but one his 
main argument was based on interaction between democracy and social movements. 
His description of democracy promoting social movement and vice versa can easily be 
compared to the dilemma of chicken or egg, which existed first. He argues that despite 
not all social movements have democratic claims they promote democracy and 
political environment has significant impact in creation of social movements.This 
factor is crucial for our research because the states we focusing are regarded to be

27transiting to democracy from authoritarian rule or stagnant nations. Tilly’ s dilemma 
does not clarify the atmosphere where the social movements emerge and leaves more 
questions.28

The topic of this research corresponds to the study field of ‘Islamic activism’, 
which was defined by Quintain Wictorowicz as the mobilization of contention to 
support Muslim causes. The contention represented by Adolat in Central Asia can be 
regarded as part of Islamic activism, which has been rising in other parts of the world 
and especially in the Middle East. The struggle of Islamic movements lie on meaning 
and values and politicized ones seek to create Islamic state. The core of such 
movements is a desire to create a society governed by the shari’a. Prominent groups 
that represent Islamic activism can be both violent as well as non-violent and Hizb ut- 
Tahrir al Islami, Muslim Brotherhood, Taliban, Hamas, al-Qaeda are examples of such 
activism. At the same time there are significant differences between Islamic activist 
groups and Western social movements in regard to networks and associations. One of 
such differences is that while the western social movements are based on formalized 
institutionalization, the Islamic activists prefer informality and use “dense 
associational networks of personal relationships that characterize much of politics,

29economic activity, and culture.” This tendency is perhaps the crucial in conducting 
any research in contention by Islamic groups because informality and personal 
networks are difficult to record and it is hard to trace how certain activities have been

27 See Gregory Gleason, The Central Asian States: Discovering Independence, (Boulder: Westview Press, 1997) 
or Olcott Martha Brill, Central Asia’s Second Chance,(Washington D.C: Carnegie Endowment for International 
Peace, 2005)
28 For detailed analysis of mutual influence of democracy and social movements see Tilly ibid. pp. 136-143
29 Wiktorowicz, ibid. pp. 2-25
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conducted. These are the questions of not who, when, why conducted events but rather 
how these events have taken place and what were the labor distribution among 
organizers of such contention.

Meanwhile, the question of this research might suggest that the paper will be 
inclined towards resource mobilization theory of social movements because it 
emphasizes structure availability. The structure in our case is ‘ social movement 
organizations’ which were defined as “those formal groups explicitly designed to 
promote specific social changes. They are the principal carriers of social movements 
insofar as they mobilize new human and material resources, activating and 
coordinating strategic action throughout ebbs and flows of movement energy. They 
may link various elements of social movements, although their effectiveness in 
coordinating movement activities varies greatly according to patterns of organization

30and participation.” This paper, however, does not give preference to any of above 
mentioned social movement theories and takes into consideration of all major 
arguments emphasized in each theory and supports the arguments of scholars who 
advocate isolation of social movements from abstract phenomena to more specific 
political contention.

It is crucial to note that social movement theory focusing specifically on those 
elements has deficiencies. Despite the attempt of Tilly to move social movements from 
abstract category of contention politics, he has claimed for combination of those three 
elements and consecutive sub-elements but failed to give certain numbers of 
combinations. More specifically, Tilly does not make it clear what specifically the 
social movement has to contain from those elements. On the contrary, he supports the 
argument that the nature, characteristics and elements of social movements to be 
changing. He suggests that social movements vary in forms, personnel, claims and 
they could disappear or mutate into other form of politics. Such uncertainty in theory

3 1perhaps gives more chance of interpretation for scholars in social sciences.
This application of social movement theory to Central Asian Islamist groups is 

not the unique attempt. Emannuel Karagiannis and Clark McCauley had conducted 
significant research on this field and they attempted to describe the circumstances that 
have an impact on the emergence of this Islamist contentious group, Hizb ut-Tahrir al

32Islami (HTI). They have also attempted to demonstrate that social movement theories 
do not explain why HTI remained non-violent. However, their application of the 
theory lacks extensive analysis on repertoires of HTI in Central Asia. The next parts of

30 See Jackie Smith, Charles Chatfield and Ron Pagnucco (Ed.) Transnational Social Movements and Global 
Politics: Solidarity Beyond the State, (1997, New York, Syracuse University Press) pp. 60-61
31 For the summary of the main arguments see Tilly ibid. pp. 12-15
32 Emmanuel Karagiannis and Clark McCauley, “Hizb ut-Tahrir al-Islami: Evaluating the Threat Posed by a 
Radical Islamic Group That Remains Nonviolent”, Terrorism and Political Violence, 18: 2006
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the research further analyze these three elements specifically and they screen Adolat 
for all these three elements one by one.

Part III: Campaigns of Adolat
Adolat had combined all three essential elements of social movement. Its 

campaigns of collective claims on target authorities were clear and I will be 
exclusively focusing on sustainability, organization and its claims in this part. The 
order of thematic analysis of the elements comes from theoretical division of social 
movement elements by Charles Tilly. Therefore, the discussions about the numbers or 
main activities of the group are discussed in later parts without harming the context. In 
order to keep consistency, brief information on the group’ s activities was mentioned in 
the first part of the paper.

The sustainability of social movements heavily relies on budget and the lack of 
records on the budget of Adolat does not necessarily underestimate this research on the 
movement’ s campaign because the resources of the members can be analyzed. In fact, 
people who do not have access to power as well as money use social movements in 
order to assert claims from authorities to change. Alternative versions of contentious 
politics for people who has such means are interest or lobby groups and political 
parties. However, this does not mean that social movements do not have budget and 
until 1992, the sustainability of Adolat was perhaps out of question and this is the one

33of the basic factors that put it in the list o f social movements. The movement steadily 
grew from the establishment in Namangan in 1988 and financially sustained itself. 
According to the prosecutor of Namangan Region, Huseyn Sabirov, they created 
special fund, baytulmol to support its activities and forcefully captured goods that 
belong to state administration and even delivered lands of collective farms to selected 
individuals.34 Abduvakhitov as well notes the prosperity of Islamic activists in 
Namangan during his trip and wrote about Islamic foundation called Sabadi A ’zam. 
This foundation with more than 20,000 members was established in Namangan to 
collected money in order to build new mosques. The number of mosques in the city 
therefore had sky rocketed and each of them had attached schools. In addition, 
Abduvakhitov encountered with the manager of the Gumbaz mosque who had asked

35him to assist in opening an Islamic bank, independent from the state.
The organizational structure and leadership of Adolat as well demonstrates the 

credentials for making collective claim. As it is mentioned above, Adolat was 
established under the leadership of Hakimjon Satimov and in early 1990’ s ‘Islom

33 For the importance of sustainability in social movements see Tarrow ibid. pp. 6-7
34 Абдухошим Мадатов, “Наманганда нима булди? Наманган вилоят прокурори, 3-даражали давлат 
адлия маслахатчиси Хусейн Сабиров билан сухбат” Халк сузи (Tashkent: July 25, 1998) p. 2
35 Abduvakhitov Ibid. p. 88
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Adolati’ was established under the influence of Tahir Yuldashev as well as Umar-khon 
domulla. During the conversation of Abduvakhitov with Hakimjon Satimov in 
December 1991 the latter confirmed having 8,000 young believers under his leadership 
and they are organized into “patrol groups who deal with criminals, punishing them or 
allowing them an opportunity to “return to Islam.” During the period of existence of 
Adolat, the positions o f official and non-official Islamic community have converged. 
This convergence came from official Islamic clerics because they attempted to 
maintain influence. In addition, Abduvakhitov wrote that there was an agreement 
among revivalists in Namangan and other cities of Ferghana Valley together with 
Muhammad Sodiq, Mufti o f SADUM to “ forget their disagreements and join together 
to struggle for power in the republic.”36

The communication between organizational structures of Adolat is crucial 
factor in evaluating this contentious group. The situation in Uzbekistan gave them 
opportunity to act not only underground but as well as open manners in lat 80’ s and

37
early 90’ s. In addition, the members and the leaders of Adolat had met each Saturday 
to attend a debate club organized at Gumbaz mosque under Umar-khon domulla in 
1990’ s. The debates were between radical Hanafi’ s under Umar-khon domulla and 
“Wahhabi” youth.38

The claim of Adolat, implementing Sharia law in Ferghana Valley and 
declaring Uzbekistan as Islamic state came during 1990’ s. Before, the members of 
Adolat aimed to protect inhabitants of Namangan from petty crime and fight against

39corruption. Therefore, Adolat “ originally had no connection with Islamic groups.” 
Political opportunity theory of social movement could be best to explain this tendency 
because the atmosphere in Namangan developed the movement and created 
opportunity for making more radical claims that match Adolat’ s original claim. 
December 19, 1991 meeting with the Uzbek President and collectively claiming for 
establishing Islamic state was perceived to be successful by the leaders of Adolat 
because majority in Uzbekistan confess Islam, “religion that regulates all spheres of 
lives of Muslims.”40 Alexei Malashenko finds noting the involvement of Islam in 
politics and argues that “Islam is the most politicized religions in the world.”41 
Therefore, the claim of Adolat was attached to its ideology, Islam and directed mainly 
towards the Uzbek government. In general, they claim to declare Caliphate in Central 
Asia and install Sharia law in this proposed state. Such claim requests change of the 
paradigm opposed both capitalism and communism.

36 Abduvakhitov ibid. pp. 87-89
37Madatov Ibid.
38Olcott. Ibid. p. 20
39 Abduvakhitov ibid. p. 89
40 Babajanov Ibid. p. 153
41 Ludmila Polonskaya and Alexei Malashenko, Islam in Central Asia, (Reading: Ithaca Press, 1994) p. 120
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These claims lead the Uzbek government to securitize the issue of Islamic 
activism within its borders and have taken extra-ordinary measures in order to keep the 
existing constitutional order. This process of securitization can perhaps be quoted from 
the writings of Martha Brill Olcott when she discussed Central Asian conflicts. In 
1999, Uzbekistan’ s “ Su-24 planes bombed a village in Kyrgyzstan, killing four 
Kyrgyz civilians and injuring 17. Uzbek jets had earlier ‘inadvertently’ bombed Tajik 
territory. Uzbekistan believed that it was entitled to carry out those operations and 
justified its actions by claiming that they were aimed at Islamic terrorists who

42threatened the country’ s security.” As one can easily observe from this case, the 
securitization actor, ‘Uzbek government’ had presented the ‘Islamic terrorist’ as an 
existential threat to referent object, ‘ country’ and therefore had taken extraordinary 
measures by ‘bombings’ o f territories of adjacent Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan. It is 
abnormal for a country to conduct military attacks in neighboring states and doing so 
should be regarded as above politics. This description is worth noting because it 
demonstrates the attitude of the government towards those who claim for 
establishment of Caliphate in Uzbekistan.43

In this part we have analyzed the campaign of Adolat in three dimensions: 
sustainability, organizational structure and claims towards the authorities. 
Theoretically, the Islamist group has fulfilled the basic characteristics of campaigning 
in social movement. The reason for such conclusions is that theory neither precisely 
limits time for sustainability, nor evaluates the organization of social movement and 
there is no limit for the claims. It also does not consider oppressive governments or 
democratic states to be crucial factor in creation of social movements. Therefore, all 
three characteristics within social movement campaign described by Tilly can be 
observed in our case. The first, Adolat conducted its activities in the region for certain 
period of time. The second, despite all uncertainties there was a certain organizational 
body in Adolat, which administered main activities. The third, the movement made 
collective claims and urges for rapid and radical changes that affected situation not 
only in Namangan but also to the region as a whole.

Part IV: Combination of political actions by Adolat
The fulfillment of the first element, campaigns of collective claims on target 

authorities does not grant Adolat a label of ‘ social movement’ . Therefore, this part 
further analyzes if this Islamist group holds the second element, combination of 
political actions, which are common in contentious politics. According to Tilly, these

42 Martha Brill Olcott, ‘Central Asia: Common Legacies and Conflicts’, in Roy Allison and Lena Jonson (ed.), 
Central Asian Security: The New International Context (London: Royal Institute of International Affairs, 2001) 
p. 32
43 For theoretical framework on ‘securitization’ see Barry Buzan, Ole Waever, Jaap de Wilde, Security: A New 
Framework for Analysis (Boulder: Lynne Rienner Publishers Ltd, 1998)
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political actions are “an array of claim-making performances” and include 
demonstrations, creation of purposeful associations, public meetings, solemn 
procession, vigils, rallies, petition drives, statements to and in public media and 
pamphleteering.44

Adolat had successfully used most of these performances and mobilized masses 
in Namangan. The most prominent political action of Adolat was the seizure of the 
regional committee building. As it was noted previously the building was seized on 
December 8th and this building served as election meeting with the president of 
Uzbekistan on December 19th. It seems the president had to make another trip to 
Namangan after his initial trip on December 8th and again meet with religious clerics 
and electorate. In addition to Tahir Yuldashev, Juma Namangani had as well attended 
the event and demonstrated an “unprecedented heckling and threats to Islam 
Karimov.”45 As a result of this collective claim, the Minister of Justice, Malikov 
registered the Islamic Center and Tohir Yuldashev became head of this February 15,
1992.46

Regional committee building of former Communist party was not the only 
building which Islamic radicals occupied. Ismatulloh Abdulloh mentioned about 
museum of literature that originally served as madrasa called Mullo Qirgiz. Adolat 
also had organized demonstrations, public meetings and rallies on the streets of 
Namangan. The prosecutor of Namangan Mr. Juraev in one of those meetings said, “ I 
support you, and agree with your activities” and this lead to more rallies under Islamic 
slogans.47

Most notably, Adolat unlike other radical Islamic groups in Central Asia had 
managed to establish dialogue with governmental structures. Islam Karimov had 
experienced to listen to viewpoints of radical Islamists in the meeting. He even agreed 
to the “ creation of Islamic Republic of Uzbekistan as long as that is what the country’ s 
elected officials called for.” Prior to this meeting, the Islamic clergy managed to 
arrange another meeting with an official Rahimjon Akramov, monitor on religious

48issues of the province. Despite these meetings were not arranged under sole name of 
Adolat, it is obvious that the leaders of the group had played crucial role in conducting 
the meetings.

44 Tilly Ibid. p. 7
45 “Central Asia: Islam and the State,” ICG Asia Report No 59 (Osh/Brussels, 2003) p.4
46ШайхАбдулазизМансур, ‘ДинийЭкстремизмваФундаментализм: Тарихи, ВаБугунгиХавфи’ 
МахсусКурсиниУрганишБуйичаМетодикТавсиялар (ГофурГуломномидагиАдабиетвасанъатнашриети 
2000) [Shayh Abdullaziz Mansur Eds..Methodological Recommendations for the Study o f  Special Course on 
Religious Extremism and Fundamentalism, It ’s History and Current Threat] pp. 60 -  63
47Abdulaziz Mansur Ibid.
48 Olcott Ibid p. 21
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Perhaps the creation o f Islom Adolati meets purposeful association criteria of 
the theory. Islom Adolati under the leadership of Tohir Yuldashev had imposed 
punishment on criminals and racketeers according to Sharia law. It has pinned some of 
the verdicts to the bodies of those who was punished in public places.49

Adolat maintained the second element of social movement and significant 
political actions can be observed from its activities in Namangan. At this point I would 
like to bring an example from Charles Tilly about the militia movement that in the 
United States in 1990’ s because it does as well undertook similar political actions as 
Adolat. In 1996 the number of militia in that movement reached its peak 858. 
Hundreds of small groups with in-effective connections, wore military clothing, played 
war games, spread apocalyptic literature and declared their independence from 
American jurisdiction. They also quit paying taxes and leaders predicted Armageddon 
in 2000. However, by 2003, their number shrank to 143. Tilly argues such groups 
should not be regarded as social movements in spite of combining some elements. 
Tilly’ s argument contradicts his own theory because he did not precisely state the 
number of members that social movement has to possess or the period that social 
movements has to sustain. Adolat has so far met the criteria of social movements and 
successfully combined first two elements.

Part V: Public representation of Adolat
The last element that the paper addresses is the public representation of Adolat. 

Thus, this part considers how the members of Adolat represent the society of 
Namangan. More specifically, this part focuses on discussion of worthiness, unity, 
numbers and commitment (WUNC) within Islamist group.

The combination o f WUNC can be observed in Adolat member’ s public 
representation, but up to certain extend. Their argument of worthiness lies together 
with the religious beliefs of Central Asians, Islam. Majority of regions population 
regard themselves as Muslims and therefore it is very difficult for them to argue 
against Adolat as the later refers to the value which lie on deep culture of the 
population.50 On the centre of values that the Adolat has been using are the Koran, 
Prophet Muhammad and institutions that he had initiated. In addition, the leaders of 
Islamist group have extensively been referring to hadith to support their claims. The 
population of the region kept their religious identity despite the Bolsheviks anti
religious campaigns and further repressions conducted by communist party. At the 
same time, these religious beliefs have gone through seventy years o f sovietization and 
secularization processes. This processes had significant impact on the identities of 
Muslims of the region and the role of religion had significantly changed in lives of

49 Olcott Ibid p. 20
50 For detailed information on the percentages of Muslim population in Central Asia see ICG Asia Report No 72
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Central Asian societies.51 For instance, majority of the total population in Uzbekistan 
regard themselves as Muslims, and more precisely Hannafites version of Sunni

52Islam. Adeeb Khalid pointed out that Islam in Uzbekistan is rather ‘complicated’ 
because of sovietization and secularization processes that had taken place in last

53century. Russel Zanca further argued and wrote that “many Uzbeks naturally want to 
counter the view that they are wayward Muslims who drink, smoke, eat pork and fail 
to pray regularly.”54

Abovementioned arguments on the existence of secular Islam should not 
undermine the public support that Adolat enjoyed. Starting from 1980’ s, there was 
dissatisfaction among religious clerics particularly in Uzbekistan. Some of them were 
demanding reforms. These reformers were concerned about the existing Islam rooted 
in Moturudia55which legitimizes division of state and religion does not ignore the 
possibility of coexistence of Muslim community in non-Muslim state and allows some 
pre-shari’a or non-shari’a traditions. Two students of Hakim Qari, Abduvali Mirzaev 
and Rahmatullah can be included to the list o f those clerics and they had significant 
followers in Ferghana Valley and Tashkent. They faced to Salafi ideology as an 
alternative, the school that is oriented towards establishment of early Islamic way of 
life, fundamentalists.56

Taking into consideration of above mentioned processes, there were number of 
Muslims, including women and notable personalities in Namangan who share the ideas 
of the Adolat and believed in worthiness of creating caliphate in the region. At the 
same time one should bear in mind that not all Muslim community or especially 
Salafists in Namangan supported activities of Adolat. For instance, Rahmatullah 
strived to establish new state in Central Asia with Islamic political, economic and

57
social system before Adolat. He called this state as Musulmanabad.

51 Yaacov Ro’i, “The Secularization of Islam and the USSR’s Muslim Areas” in Yaacov Ro’i (ed.) Muslim 
Eurasia: Conflicting Legacies, (London: Frank Cass, 1995)
52 See Bakhtiar Babadzhanov, “Islam in Uzbekistan: From the Struggle for —Religious Purity” to Political 
Activism”, Boris Rumer (ed.), Central Asia: A Gathering Storm? (New York: M. E. Sharpe Inc, 2002)pp.299-
333
53 See Adeeb Khalid, “A  Secular Islam: Nation, State, and Religion in Uzbekistan”, International Journal o f  
Middle East Studies. 35 (2003) pp. 573-598
54 Zanca, Russell, “Believing in God at Your Own Risk: Religion and Terrorism in Uzbekistan,” Religion, State
& Society, 33(1), 2005 p. 73
55a Maturidi is one who follows Abu Mansur Al Maturidi's theology, Traditional Sunni Islam as practiced since 
the time of the Prophet Muhammad. The Maturidis state that belief (iman) does not increase nor decrease but 
remains static; it is piety (taqwa) which increases and decreases. This theology is popular where the Hanafi 
School of law is followed: Turkey, Afghanistan, Central Asia, Pakistan and India.
56 For more discussion on fundamentalism see Alexei Malashenko, “Islam Versus Communism: The Experience 
of Coexistance” in Dale F. Eickelman, (ed.) Russia’s Muslim Frontiers: New Directions in Cross-Cultural 
Analysis, (Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 1993) pp. 63-79
57 Abdujabar Abduvakhidov, Ibid, p. 82
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The number of Adolat members is was around 8,000. This number is significant 
in a city with around 200.000 thousand during those years. Again, no record is 
available how these members were coordinated but there had to be strong unity among 
those members of Adolat because late 80’ s and early 90’ s was a period when the state 
structures could not provide safety and criminal activities had sky rocketed. While 
recruitment to the group took place, newcomers possibly did not necessarily aim to

58support ideas of the group. They might have pursuit personal and family safety when 
joining Adolat. As it is noted above, this movement was originally emerged as a 
response to social degredation and to fight petty crime, corruption and injustice in 
Namangan.

The last but not the least, the commitment of members is one of the most 
relevant issues to be discussed in this paper. The main question is how committed the 
members were to stand their viewpoints? What makes the members give up their oaths 
that they made before joining the Adolat? In modern days, religious activism had 
reached its peak and some people are committing suicide bombings all around the 
world. For instance, as a result o f religious beliefs some Palestinians joining Hamas 
and risking lives by becoming target for powerful armies of the modern age, Israel and 
the USA.59 In describing radical Islamic groups, audiences, Wiktorowicz argues that 
they “are ‘cultured’ to believe that true believers must engage in (or at least support) 
violence because this kind of activism is a divine order: particular forms of activism 
are proscribed as fulfilling God’ s will.”60 There must have been a tendency of 
radicalization within and the Adolat and the most of the members perhaps found God’ s 
will in their activities.

The nature of the contention in our case is to install Sharia law by changing the 
paradigm. However, by the collapse of the Soviet Union the society was already facing 
changes and weakness of Uzbek government in early independence did not require 
tremendous commitments from the members of Adolat. In addition to pay membership 
fees if any they gave up their time and physical effort to guard neighborhoods. But 
they did not risk the lives of their friends as well as relatives.61 The reason for this is 
that weak government tolerated contention posed against it or had no other alternative 
policy to engage with the members of Adolat until 1992. The population was rather 
supportive and one of the chairmen of mahhalla, neighborhood committee in

58 For more details on the reasons for individuals to join radical Islamic movements see Quintan Wiktotowicz,
Joining the Cause: Al-Muhajiroun and Radical Islam (Rhodes College 2005)
59 Glenn E. Robinson, “Hamas as Social Movement”, in Quintan Wiktorowicz (ed.), Islamic Activism: A Social 
Movement Theory Approach, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004) pp. 112-143
60 Quintan Wictorowicz, Radical Islam Rising: Muslim Extremism in the West, (Oxford: Rowman & Littlefield 
Publishing Group, 2005) p. 29
61 Acacia Shields described contrary attitude of the government in her research see Acacia Shields, “Creating 
Enemies of the State: Religious Persecution in Uzbekistan,” Human Rights Watch Report 2004
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Namangan noted, “we did not know if they were criminals.”62 This part had 
specifically addressed the WUNC displays of Adolat. More specifically it focused on 
understanding of four dimensions of public representation by this Islamist group: 
worthiness, unity, numbers and commitment. The part outlined representations within 
each dimension.

Conclusion
When the Soviet Union collapsed and governmental structures of Uzbekistan 

were extremely weak, Islamists attempted to implement sharia law in Ferghana Valley. 
The seizure of the administrative buildings and call for creating Islamic state in 
Uzbekistan in December 1991 was crucial event in further policies of the government 
to repress Islamists. However, those events were not rapid response of Islamists. This 
research clearly demonstrated that the there was a preparation by islamists to 
undertake such actions and group of religious inhabitants of Namangan established 
Adolat, which served as alternative to state institutions. With certain organizational 
structures, Adolat was responsible for organizing demonstrations, rallies and more 
importantly in served for formulating collective claim from the authorities. Such 
activities credit Adolat as social movement in accordance with the theoretical 
framework of Charles Tilly. Theoretical framing of gave an opportunity to synthesize 
Adolat and study each element of this Islamist group.

This study demonstrated the possible developments of Islamic activism in 
Uzbekistan. It made clear that in the case of loosening state control over certain 
territories, Islam could become unifying factor. When the Soviet rule was still present 
in Uzbekistan, members of Adolat had not claimed for creation of Islamic state but 
served as detachment to fight criminals in Namangan. As soon as Uzbekistan became 
independent from Moscow members of Adolat transformed and united under the 
banner of Islam. Such transformation proves that Islamism will serve as catalyst in 
mobilization of civil society in Uzbekistan.
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MUSLIM WORLD AS PRIORITY IN  SAUDI FOREIGN POLICY

Madina Abdullaeva
Researcher at IR Dept., UWED, Uzbekistan

Saudi Arabia’ s self-identification as an Islamic political state has defined the 
priority role in cooperation with Muslim World. The importance of this fact has 
proven by location ofboth holy sites for the whole Islam - Mecca and Medina.

Since the moment of its foundation, the Kingdom has been seeking to use its 
significant possibilities and resources for the sake of unity among Muslim countries. In 
order to gain the Islamic solidarity, the Kingdom took an active part in the formation 
of Islamic governmental and non-governmental organizations. The international policy 
of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) towards the Islamic countries is being built 
upon the principles of all-Islamic unity and solidarity. In order to implement the unity 
of Muslim countries as well as to protect and advance their interests by the initiative of 
the KSA in 1969 the Organization of the Islamic Conference the headquarters of 
which is located in Jeddah, was established. The Organization of the Islamic 
Conference as an institutional structure takes the second place after the United Nations 
Organization by the number of its member-countries.1 OIC includes 57 Islamic 
Countries and the countries which have mostly Islamic population. OIC member 
countries are spreading from the Middle East up to Latin America, covering 30% of 
UN member-states and more than 20% of world population.

According to the scientists’ point of view, the Islamic world was in a real need 
of such organization, which could unite all Islamic states for close cooperation based 
on united Islamic political platform in order to influence the world events.

After the Second World War some Muslim States have begun to put forward 
the idea of Islamic self-determination and the implementation of its external and 
internal political course basing on this religion. Iran, Pakistan and Libyan Arab 
Jamahiriya4 have been declaring their own vision of an Islamic state. In this respect, 
Saudi Arabia could not take the initiative of creating an Islamic organization based on

1K.Sheryazdanova, D. Smagulova. Integrational Institutes: From the Organization of the Islamic Conference to 
Organization of Islamic Cooperation EEI- #2 (19), 2013 p.84
2 Nafiz Muzzadek Akhmed. Why the Islamic Cooperation Organization is an irreplaceable partner of Western 
diplomacy. Access mode link : http://islam-
today.ru/politika/pochemu_organizaciya_islamskogo_sotrudnichestva_yavlyaetsya_nezamenimym_partnerom_z 
apadnoj_diplomatii/ date of access 20.04.2016
3 1 K.Sheryazdanova, D. Smagulova. Integrational Institutes: From the Organization of the Islamic Conference 
to Organization of Islamic Cooperation EEI- #2 (19), 2013 p.83
4 A.D. Voskresenskiy. East/West.Regional subsystems and regional problems of international relations. The 
tutorial./ Edited/M-Moscow State University of International Relations(University) “Russian Political 
Encyclopedia (ROSSPEN)” - web-site- access mode link http://lib.sale/sovremennoy-politologii- 
problemyi/integratsiya-osnove-religii-organizatsiya-29625.html. Date of access: 20.04.2016
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the idea that the true purpose of the state is to serve Islam. Moreover, after the Arab- 
Israeli war of 1967 and arson of Al-Aqsa mosque in Jerusalem, the King of Saudi 
Arabia has threatened to declare Jihad if Israel does not liberate the Muslim part of 
Jerusalem5. As we believe, in spite of the anti-Israeli content, the foreign policy of the 
KSA within the OIC is not limited to the creation of anti-Israeli bloc among Muslim 
countries, and aimed at financial support of member countries of the organization. This 
is perhaps the most powerful foreign policy instrument of the Kingdom against 
Muslim countries following the ideas of Islamic unity and solidarity.

Within the framework of the organization has been adopted a Joint Action Plan 
for the years of 2016-2025, which includes a joint action of all member-states of the 
organization for 18 points of burning issues such as the settlement o f the Arab-Israeli 
conflict, the fight against counter- terrorism, extremism, radicalization, sectarianist and 
Islamophobia, peace and security, eradication of poverty and support of the sustainable 
development and many other issues.6

Within the framework of the OIC there are a number of centers and 
foundations, with a separate budget located in different member-states of the 
Organization, among which the Islamic solidarity Fund, providing financial assistance 
not only to members of the OIC, but to many Muslim communities in other countries 
located in Jeddah and the Islamic development Bank, mainly under Saudi patronage. 
More than 25% of the shares of IDB belong to the KSA, while Kuwait, UAE, Libya

n

and Turkey, in aggregate, own 50% of the shares. The presence of Saudi capital in the 
institutional entities of the OIC directly points to its leadership in this organization.

As we all know, in the list o f strategic objectives of KSA financial assistance is 
in 4th place, while external security, strengthening of unity with the Arab and Muslim 
world and the ensuring of international stability and peace occupying leading 
positions8. All above-mentioned tasks are interrelated and are being implemented by 
the Saudi government in the complex and long-term way.

Also, one needs to mention that the OIC is not the only mechanism for the 
implementation of Saudi financial aid to Islamic countries, because the Kingdom 
operates unilaterally as well. Back in 1974according to the decree of the King of KSA 
the Saudi Fund for Development was established with the aim of developing 
international cooperation of the Kingdom with other countries. Nowadays, the Fund

5 Ibidem
6The OIC -  2015. Program of action: https://oic2016istanbulsummit.org/.../2016/.../programmeofaction.pdf - 
date of application: 20.04.2016.
7 A.D. Voskresenskiy. East/West.Regional subsystems and regional problems of international relations. The 
tutorial./ Edited/M-Moscow State University of International Relations(University) “Russian Political 
Encyclopedia (ROSSPEN)”- web-site- access mode link http://lib.sale/sovremennoy-politologii- 
problemyi/integratsiya-osnove-religii-organizatsiya-29625.html. Date of access: 20.04.2016
8 Abdisattorov B.
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finances a total number of 3,750 projects in 71 countries, o f which 41are the African 
countries, 25 are Asian, and 5 countries are located in other parts of the world.9

In modern activity of the OIC is often possible to see the traces of Saudi foreign 
policy, although this effect seems to be indirect at first and taking into account the 
interests of all members of the organization.

Muslim religious leaders are sanctioning ideologically the functioning of the 
OIC, increasing its prestige among the broad masses of those who are religious. 
Developed and implemented by the principles of international Islamic solidarity with 
the Islamic religious positions, it gives a theological explanation for mobilizing policy 
support to OIC from the masses of believers in more than 60 countries, what allows to 
present a united front.10

But in spite of all that, the interests of Saudi Arabia are represented more 
powerful in this organization than the interests of other countries11. Leadership in this 
organization gives more soft power than hard, according to some scholars, the leader 
of the OIC could serve as a role model for other members of the organization, and also 
the voice of a leader will act as the voice of the Muslim world before the world 
powers12.

Despite all advantages, one need declare, that there is no united, recognized 
leader in Muslim world nowadays, although such countries as KSA, Iran, Turkey, 
Malaysia, Pakistan are putting forward the positive image of Muslim leader. Those 
countries are limiting only to their own vision of all-Muslims problems and follow 
only their own interests. In this context the interests of Saudi Arabia are to create the 
explanation of the word “ummah” , or “Muslim world” For KSA “ummah” is a strictly

13religious term, which is a part of its foreign policy. The OIC is the perfect place for 
the Kingdom to spread their religious orthodoxy.14 For the Saudis, their foreign policy 
consists of the ummah, which means that the presence of the OIC will be a very

9Saudi fund for Development. Official resource: http://www.saudinf.com/main/l104.htm - date of access: 
20.04.2016
10K.Sheryazdanova, D. Smagulova. Integrational Institutes: From the Organization of the Islamic Conference to 
Organization of Islamic Cooperation EEI- #2 (19), 2013 p.84
11 Kayaoglu T. The Organization of Islamic Cooperation: Politics, Problems, and Potential. Electronic resource: 
https://books.google.co.uz/books?id=WVKsCQAAQBAJ&pg=PT63&lpg=PT63&dq=organisation+of+islamic+ 
cooperation+and+saudi+arabian+foreign+policy&source=bl&ots=rzk7gSHQ83&sig=FMuw7Z4j5G4Opiu2KTq 
pQej1F9U&hl=ru&sa=X&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=organisation%20of%20islamic%20cooperation%20and% 
20saudi%20arabian%20foreign%20policy&f=false -  date of access: 20.04.2016.
12 Kayaoglu T. The Organization of Islamic Cooperation: Politics, Problems, and Potential. Electronic resource: 
https://books.google.co.uz/books?id=WVKsCQAAQBAJ&pg=PT63&lpg=PT63&dq=organisation+of+islamic+ 
cooperation+and+saudi+arabian+foreign+policy&source=bl&ots=rzk7gSHQ83&sig=FMuw7Z4j5G4Opiu2KTq 
pQej1F9U&hl=ru&sa=X&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=organisation%20of%20islamic%20cooperation%20and% 
20saudi%20arabian%20foreign%20policy&f=false -  date of access: 20.04.2016
13Ibidem.
14 Ibid.
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important direction, because this organization today has no analogues in the coverage 
of all parts of the Muslim world.

Saudi Arabia was behind the establishment of the OIC, being the most 
important member of this organization for all time of its existence. The location of the 
bodies of the OIC in Saudi Arabia, budgetary investments of the Kingdom and its 
historical legacy made this country a de facto veto-power of the OIC. Historically, 
KSA has used the OIC to legitimize the Saudi regime in the eyes of the Saudi 
population and the ummah. The Kingdom has always sought to limit the growing 
influence of other States within the OIC. Saudi Arabia was behind the establishment of 
the OIC, being the most important member of this organization for all time of its 
existence. The location of the bodies of the OIC in Saudi Arabia, budgetary 
investments of the Kingdom and its historical legacy made this country a de facto 
veto-power of the OIC15. Historically, KSA has used the OIC to legitimize the Saudi 
regime in the eyes of the Saudi population and the Ummah. The Kingdom has always 
sought to limit the growing influence of other States within the OIC.16

Also, KSA has always tried to keep religion and economy in the focus of the 
OIC, rather than consideration of political and military issues, because religion and 
economy has been determining the leading role of the KSA in the world. Of the 3,000 
decisions and resolutions adopted by the OIC in recent years, only 10% were

17implemented, and most part of the decisions (90%) is not implemented. During all 
the history of existence of the organization and its institutional mechanisms, military 
conflicts between Iran and Iraq, Iraq and Kuwait have not been resolved, has not been 
provided substantial assistance in the resolution of the Algerian-Moroccan, the Sudan-
Egyptian border and territorial conflicts, military-political situation in Afghanistan,

18Iraq, the territorial issues between Iran and the UAE, Iran and Bahrain
The cause of ineffective operation of the organization can be called the very 

different views and positions of leading states and the basic perception of other centers 
of the Muslim world. There is no common position among the member states of the 
OIC, because instead of the ideas of unity and cohesion many members are trying to 
follow their political and economic interests19. From time to time, when Saudi-Iranian 
relations have been experiencing its best periods, Saudi Arabia has tried to use OIC in 
its own interests. For example, in 1987, during Haj, as a result of protests and clashes

15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.
17 V.V. Mozharova. The potential of cooperation of Kazakhstan and other OIC member-states.Web- site. Access 
mode link: http://kisi.kz/ru/categories/ekonomika-i-energetika/posts/potencial-sotrudnichestva-kazahstana-s- 
gosudarstvami-ch. Date of acces: 20.04.2016
18 B. Auelbaev. MODERN PROBLEMS OF ISLAMIC WORLD AND OIC.Web-site. Access mode link: 
http://kisi.kz/ru/categories/geopolitika-i-mezhdunarodnye-otnosheniya/posts/sovremennye-problemy- 
islamskogo-mira-i-oik Date of access: 20.04.2016
19B.Abdissatarov, 73.
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of Saudi and Iran pilgrims, 400 people were killed, mostly Iranians. Then, in 1988, at 
the summit of foreign Ministers of the OIC a resolution, condemning the actions of the
Iranian pilgrims and regarded their actions as violation of the public order, and

21sabotage, was adopted . One must say that this is not the only case of support actions 
from KSA to OIC, regardless of the true causes and clarification the positions of the 
parties. So, during the last summit of the OIC held on April 14-15 2016 in Turkey, the 
final communique condemning the actions of Iran for interfering to the internal affairs 
of its neighbor and support o f terrorist groups was adopted, in connection with
succession of events as a the result of the execution of prominent Shia preacher in

22Saudi Arabia, named Nimr al-Nimr .
Today, if nobody openly challenges the superiority of the KSA, it offers other 

models of an Islamic state same as Pakistan and Iran. It is important to note that Saudi 
primacy in the Islamic world is primarily a religious authority and financial support to 
developing economies. To achieve a dominant role in the Islamic world, the KSA uses 
a variety of methods including the financing of mosques and sending imams to the 
Muslim community, giving scholarships to students of Islamic Sciences in KSA, the 
opening of religious schools (madrasas) and centers that support Islamic studies in all 
universities of the world and other actions. To achieve its global mission, Saudi Arabia 
has opened a network of Islamic institutions such as the World Council o f mosques, 
World Assembly of Muslim Youth, World Muslim League, etc.

It should be noted that before 1990 the role of KSA in OIC has not been 
challenged by anyone, whereas from this period on new centers of Islamic power 
began to assert itself, increasingly acquiring their status in the OIC. For example, 
during the recent summit of the OIC in Turkey (April 14-15 2016) in Turkish press 
there were signals about the new leader of the OIC in the face of Turkey: "We should 
not forget that Turkey is the largest member-state of the OIC, its natural leader and big

23brother ” . For the return of their leading position and prevention of such statements, 
KSA has taken active measures, including giving the position of the Secretary-General 
of the former Minister of KSA Ayadu Madani.

Today, Saudi Arabia uses OIC to legitimize its regime to its citizens and to the 
international community, most part of which is the Muslim world. The Kingdom is

20

20 Kayaoglu T. The Organization of Islamic Cooperation: Politics, Problems, and Potential. Electronic resource: 
https://books.google.co.uz/books?id=WVKsCQAAQBAJ&pg=PT63&lpg=PT63&dq=organisation+of+islamic+ 
cooperation+and+saudi+arabian+foreign+policy&source=bl&ots=rzk7gSHQ83&sig=FMuw7Z4j5G4Opiu2KTq 
pQej1F9U&hl=ru&sa=X&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=organisation%20of%20islamic%20cooperation%20and% 
20saudi%20arabian%20foreign%20policy&f=false -  date of access: 20.04.2016.
21Ibidem.
22 Idiz Semih. Will Islamic world accept Turkey’s leadership? Electronic resource: http://www.al- 
monitor.com/pulse/originals/2016/04/turkey-erdogan-oic-summit-pitch-for-islamic-leadership.html - date of 
access: 20.04.2016
23 Ibidem
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trying to limit participation and the growing influence of other countries claiming to be 
independent Muslim center in the world using their religious and financial benefits. 
The Saudi government is trying to prevent the formation of new Islamic centers, which 
potentially have the opportunity to challenge its leadership and unique position in the 
Islamic and Muslim world.

In the course of the study of priorities for the KSA towards the Muslim world, 
we consider that it is necessary to study the current state of Uzbek-Saudi relations, 
because the Republic o f Uzbekistan is also a part of the Muslim world. Under the term 
"Muslim world" the author understands the country which is home to a big part of 
Muslim population, regardless of the selected state rate and social system.

KSA has officially recognized the Republic of Uzbekistan on 30 December 
1991, and in February 1992, a Memorandum on establishment of diplomatic relations 
was signed, resulting that in November in the city of Jeddah the General Consulate of 
Uzbekistan has been opened, and in 1995, the Embassy in Riyadh. Over the 25th year 
period of the Uzbek-Saudi relations in Riyadh have been organized the visits of 
President Islam Karimov in 1992 and Minister of foreign Affairs A. Kamilov in 1995 
In March 1997, in Tashkent has been held the opening of the Embassy of the KSA.

On the 13t of May 2014 in Riyadh in the framework of participation of the 
delegation of the Republic of Uzbekistan at the 1st session of Economic forum under 
the name "Arab League -  Central Asia and Azerbaijan” has been held a meeting 
between Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Uzbekistan A. Kamilov and

24Foreign Minister of KSA Prince Saud al-Faisal . Also, in May 2015 in Kuwait city in 
the framework of participation of the delegation of the Republic of Uzbekistan in the 
work of the 42nd session of the Council o f Foreign Ministers of the OIC has been held 
a meeting between Foreign Minister of Uzbekistan A. Kamilov and Minister of foreign 
Affairs of KSA Adil bin Ahmed al-Jubeir.25

In the period of 14-18 April 2015 the visit o f the Uzbek delegation in Riyadh 
was headed by the first Deputy Minister of Finance of Uzbekistan in order to to 
participate in debt negotiations with the Saudi Development Fund for the project 
"Housing construction in rural areas".26

In 1997, the Minister o f Higher Education of KSA Khalid al-Anqari as the head 
of the delegation of rectors of universities of KSA has paid a visit to Uzbekistan, and 
two years later in 1999, the Minister of Commerce of KSA, Osama bin Jaafar Faqih,

24The official web-site of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Uzbekistan. Access mode link: : 
http://mfa.uz./ru.cooperation/countries/59/, date of access 04.05.2016
25 Ibidem
26 Ibid.
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has visited our country officially. In April 2012 the visit o f the Saudi delegation 
headed by Minister of state for Foreign Affairs Nizar bin Obaid Madani took place, 
and in May 2013, the visit o f the Saudi delegation headed by Minister of Finance, 
Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Saudi Development Fund Ibrahim al- 
Ansata, has been made, and on 28th of April 2014 The Minister of Foreign Affairs of 
the Republic of Uzbekistan A. Kamilov received Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs 
of KSA Yusuf bin Tarada al-Zaytuna.28

One of the main directions of modern cooperation is the religious tourism of the 
citizens of Uzbekistan in Saudi Arabia, so for the years of 2011-2015 13 thousand of 
pilgrims of Uzbekistan have visited KSA with the intention of performing the rites of

29Hajj and Ummah.
The relations between the KSA and the Republic of Uzbekistan are not 

intensive, comprehensive, since the appeal of the KSA to the Muslim world has an 
exclusively religious purpose through the provision of donor assistance.

Basing on the results of the study, we came to the conclusion that the KSA is 
taking active steps to lead the Muslim world, using its religious and financial 
capabilities. The Kingdom is also trying to prevent the emergence of new centers of 
power in the Muslim world, those which present a possible danger to its existence as 
the only leader of the entire Muslim world. To this end, KSA uses state and 
international structures that have everything in the Muslim world, such as the Saudi 
Development Fund and the Organization of Islamic Cooperation to advance their soft 
power and implement their foreign policy ambitions. The leading role in the OIC 
provides Saudi Arabia with the role of an example for imitation and an exemplary 
model of state and social order for the rest of the Muslim world and the "unified voice 
of the Muslim world" in front of the world's centers of power. Also, the Kingdom 
legitimizes its vision o f Islam to the subjects of the KSA and the world Muslim and 
non-Muslim community through participation in the OIC.

One can assume that in the short term, there will not be unity in the Muslim 
world as it is not in the OIC due to the vast geography of Islam and not modest foreign 
policy ambitions of some Muslim States. Despite the lack of a unified, recognized and 
exemplary center in the Muslim world, KSA has a privileged position over other states 
who seek to challenge the leadership of the KSA in the Muslim world and show their 
way of Muslim development as the most suitable. The so-called "unique" mission of 
the Kingdom is explained by the fact that the CSA sees itself as a "truly Islamic state"

27Al-Anazi Zakhre Mu’tash Dzha’man. Arabic world- the Republic of Uzbekistan: perspectives of mutually 
beneficial cooperation (using the example of Uzbek-Saudi Relations) The dissertation on competition of a 
scientific degree of PhD of Political Sciences. TSIOR T.:2002, p.114
28The official web-site of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Uzbekistan. Access mode link: : 
http://mfa.uz./ru.cooperation/countries/59/, date of access 04.05.2016
29 Ibidem
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the duty of which is the dissemination and preservation of "pure Islam" among Muslim 
and non-Muslim countries of the modern world. In this context, it is proposed to 
strengthen the position of Saudi Arabia in the OIC, and the Islamic (Muslim) world as 
a whole.
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Abstract: State ideology always played an important role in foreign policy. It 
usually determines motives and behavior o f  the state in international arena. The 
period o f  “Cold War” two states i.e. U.S and USSR with the different ideologies 
resisted each other and the world was divided practically into two camps. During this 
period Saudi Arabia helped to U.S.on struggling against communism.

Saudi Arabia was the main sponsor o f  distribution o f  radical Islam because o f  
its ideology. After the events 9/11 U.S really felt consequences o f  Islamic terrorism. 
Therefore, it is very important to analyze the roots o f  contradictions between U.S and 
Saudi Arabia.

Key words: Wahhabism, 9/11, Islamic organizations in U.S, radical Islam, 
counterterrorism, JASTA.

The Ideology of Saudi Arabia
During the Cold War periodboth countries fought against communistic 

ideology. Struggle against spreading communism pulled together two states. With 
disintegration of the Soviet Union, the communistic threat has disappeared. Over the 
time the religious issue became one of the main stumbling blocks between the U.S and 
Saudi Arabia.

Saudi Arabia professes a peculiar form of Islam under the name Wahhabism. It 
is necessary to pay attention to the emergence of Wahhabism and its ideology.

The Wahhabi movement was founded by Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab 
(1703-92), a Sunni theologian who called for a return to austere practices supposedly 
followed by the Salaf, or earliest Muslims, during the 7th century. He regarded 
images, saints, shrines, communal festivals, and secular lifestyles, with music, dance, 
and socializing, as distractions from true piety. Thus he rejected all changes since early 
Islam as bid‘ah, or heretical innovations and idolatry. He composed the “Kitab al- 
Tawhid” or “Book of God’ s Uniqueness,” which became the guiding text for his 
followers.1

Abd al Wahhab convinced Saud that he could profit greatly through religiously 
sanctioned conquest if he abided by Abd al-Wahhab’ s teachings. Saud agreed and the 
two men formed an alliance that would transform the Arabian Peninsula. Secure under

1 Carol E. B. Choksy, Jamsheed K. Choksy . The Saudi Connection: Wahhabism and Global Jihad 
http://www.worldaffairsjournal.org/article/saudi-connection-wahhabism-and-global-jihad
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Saud’ s protection, Abd al-Wahhab soon built a devoted following and people from 
around the region began to seek out the teaching of the famous Sheikh al-Wahhab.

Saud took advantage of his new religious legitimacy and embarked on 
expanding his domain. He followed Abd al-Wahhab’s teaching on tawhid and ruled 
that many of his subjects and those whom he conquered were not true Muslims. Saud 
gave them the opportunity to embrace Islam, but if they refused, he could legitimately 
wage jihad against them. Prisoners had the option of submitting to Islam by 
conversion, agreeing to pay a poll tax, or death.

Therefore, modern Saudi Arabia buildonthe alliance between the Saud family 
and descendants of Sheikh Mohammed Ibn Abdul Wahhab and this pact influencing 
the country’ s domestic and foreign policy.

Emergence of Contradictions between States
The U.S used Islam radicals against the Soviet Union. The Afghan war in 70-80 

years is a brilliant example of it. Everything changed dramatically after the events 
9/11.

Now the main challenge of the U.S in a formulation of the policy for the 
Muslim countries in difference from an era of "cold war" is preserving balance 
between ensuring stability for satisfaction of the geopolitical and economic interests in 
the near future and need of promotion of democratic reforms for a long-term outlook.5

Saudi Arabia was defensive about its role in the rise of global jihad, and a wave 
of popular anti-Saudi sentiment in the United States following the September 11, 2001, 
attacks damaged relations between the countries.6

The U.S recognizes that on behalf of Saudi Arabia they have the good ally, but 
its ideology generated 15 of 19 suicide bombers onboard that ill-fated line aircraft. The 
Wahhabism in the opinion of the USA is a nursery of the intolerant ideology putting 
the western and universal values on doubt. This ideology was shown in the form of 
Salafism in the period of board of the regime of Taliban in Afghanistan; Islamic, 
missionary and charity of Saudi Arabia leads to changes in the environment of

n

institutes of many societies and the countries.
The U.S considers new calls from the point of view of threats and their 

opportunities. So, the state ideology of Saudi Arabia is considered one of the main 
threats of national security of the U.S coming from the Muslim countries. According 
to new strategy, it is featured a role of this state in the Muslim world. Saudi Arabia, by 
various estimates, since 1957 has spent more than 75 billion dollars for expansion of

2 James Wynbrandt, A  Brief History of Saudi Arabia. New York: Checkmark Books, 2004, pp. 116-117.
3 David Commins, The Wahhabi Mission and Saudi Arabia (London, New York: I. B. Tauris, 2006), p. 25.
4 З. Саипов. Турбулентность: Исламский фактор во внешней политике США. Т.2014. p.63
5 U.S.-Saudi Relations - http://www.cfr.org/saudi-arabia/us-saudi-relations/p36524
6 З. Саипов. Турбулентность: Исламский фактор во внешней политике США. Т.2014, p. 130
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Islam of Wahhabi sense on all globe and strengthening of his infrastructure more than 
in 20 countries. In this regard Washington makes before the Saudi government 
demands to reform educational system, to urge the preachers to be more tolerant

о

concerning representatives of other beliefs and sects.
One more reason for concern of some American NGO is strong influence of 

Saudi Arabia on Muslim life in America and abundance of the Saudi publications and 
educational materials in the leading mosques and the Islamic centers of the USA. 
Islam which is preached in Saudi Arabia in his authoritative interpretation, 
propagandizes intolerance concerning representatives of other beliefs in such diverse 
and multi-religious country as the USA. Such fatwas have been widespread via various 
channels of Saudi Arabia on mosques and the Islamic centers of the whole world, and 
played not the last role in radicalization of the growing Muslim youth and new 
immigrants in mother countries of states.9

The Obama administration has largely abandoned criticizing the Saudi regime 
on human rights grounds, but it is important to remember that most Saudis do not 
share U.S. values regarding women’ s and homosexual rights, religious liberty, and 
other basic freedoms that are fundamental to American society.10 Saudi authorities ban 
women from driving cars and deny them other rights, and its government champions 
its interpretation of shariah, or Islamic law, by funding religious schools around the 
world.11Saudi Kingdom still spews out material that is anti-Semitic, sectarian, glorifies
several conflicts in which jihadists play an active role, and otherwise contributes to a

12climate of radicalization.
Nowadays in the USA functioned about ten large and hundreds of the small 

Islamic organizations. Among moderate, pro-government and human rights Islamic 
agencies and centers there are radical and extremist Islamic organizations. Such as 
Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development -  HLF, Palestine Committee in 
America -  PCA, Palestinian Islamic Jihad -  PIJ, Islamic Association for Palestine -  
IAP, International Institute for Islamic Thought -  IIIR. Against many of them are

13started criminal cases. Nobody can guarantee that would be formed similar 
organizations.

7 Bronson R. Rethinking Religion: The Legacy of the Saudi-US Relationship//The Washington Quarterly, 28:4, 
Autumn 2005. -  P.121-137; Blanchard C. Saudi Arabia: Background and u S Relations//CRS Report for 
Congress RL33533, May 22, 2008. -  P.5
8 Saudi Publications on Hate Ideology Invade American Mosques, Centre for Religious Freedom, Freedom 
House, 2005, P.39.
9 D.L.Byman. The U.S.-Saudi Arabia counterterrorism relationship. 24.05.2016. 
https://www.brookings.edu/testimonies/the-u-s-saudi-arabia-counterterrorism-relationship/
10 U.S.-Saudi Relations - http://www.cfr.org/saudi-arabia/us-saudi-relations/p36524
11 D.L.Byman. The U.S.-Saudi Arabia counterterrorism relationship. 24.05.2016. 
https://www.brookings.edu/testimonies/the-u-s-saudi-arabia-counterterrorism-relationship/
12 Ibid. pp. 87-88
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A European Parliament report claimed the Saudis spent $10 billion to promote 
Salafism, the austere and puritanical version of Islam often referred to as 
“Wahhabism” after an important Saudi preacher, through charities like the Muslim 
World League, International Islamic Relief Organization, the al-Haramain Foundation, 
the Medical Emergency Relief Charity, and the World Assembly of Muslim Youth.14

Some of these charities were linked to terrorist groups like Al Qaeda and 
became an important part of the organization, particularly before 9/11. The Muslim 
World League reportedly funded training camps and religious schools in Pakistan and 
Afghanistan, exposing Afghans, Pakistanis, and foreigners to extremist ideologies. Al 
Haramain had a presence in roughly 50 countries and spent tens of millions: most went 
to proselytizing and humanitarian work, but some went to jihadist networks.15

Indeed, 80 percent of the 1,200 mosques operating in the US were constructed 
after 2001, more often than not with Saudi financing. As a result, Wahhabi influence 
over Islamic institutions in the US was considerable by 2003, according to testimony 
before the US Senate. Hundreds of publications, published by the Saudi government 
and its affiliates, and filled with intolerance toward Christians, Jews, and other 
Americans, had been disseminated across the country by 2006, according to a report 
by Freedom House, a Washington-based NGO. That report concluded that “the Saudi 
government propaganda examined reflects a totalitarian ideology o f hatred that can 
incite to violence” . By 2013, 75 percent of North American Islamic centers relied on 
Wahhabi preachers who promote anti-Western ideas in person and online through their 
sermons and through the Saudi-produced literature.16

The decision on a construction of the Islamic cultural center in 2011 near the 
place of the buildings o f the World Trade Center destroyed by terrorist attack created a 
furor, divided society into two camps. For example, the former governor of Alaska 
Sarah Palin, the ex-speaker of Newt Gingrich who was the governor of New York 
Rudolf Giuliani and many others of both batches opposed this decision, having

17demanded to build at first church or a synagogue in Saudi Arabia.
Political dissident Noam Chomsky says it is "the center of radical Islamic 

extremism." Chomsky adds that the U.S. ally is "a source of not only funding for

13 Policy Department, “The Involvement of Salafism/Wahhabism in Support and Supply and Arms to Rebel 
Groups Around the World,” Directorate-General For External Policies of the Union, 2013, p.5.
14 Ahmed Rashid, Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil, and Fundamentalism in Central Asia (Cambridge: Yale 
University Press, 2000), p.130; Bootie Cosgrove-Mather, “Al Qaeda Skimming Charity Money,” CBS News, 
June 7, 2004, http://www.cbsnews.com/news/al-qaeda-skimming-charity-money/; “Protecting Charitable 
Organizations,” Department of Treasury Database, 2002, https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/terrorist- 
illicit-finance/Pagcting-charities_execorder_13224-a.aspx#ahindo; National Commission on Terrorist Attacks 
upon the United States, Monograph on Terrorism Financing (New York: 2004), 
http://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/staff_statements/911_TerrFin_Monograph.pdf.
15Carol E. B. Choksy, Jamsheed K. Choksy . The Saudi Connection: Wahhabism and Global Jihad
http://www.worldaffairsjournal.org/article/saudi-connection-wahhabism-and-global-jihad
16 З. Саипов. Турбулентность: Исламский фактор во внешней политике США. Т.2014, c. 133
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extremist radical Islam and the jihadi outgrowths of it, but also, doctrinally, mosques, 
clerics and so on, schools, you know, madrassas, where you study just Qur’an, is 
spreading all over the huge Sunni areas from Saudi influence. He says that, the United 
States, like Britain before it, has tended to support radical Islamism against secular 
nationalism.18

Counter-Terrorism Issue
U.S and Saudi Arabia are counterterrorism partners. According to D. Byman, 

Saudi Arabia represents a paradox for U.S. counterterrorism. On the one hand, the 
Saudi government is a close partner of the United States on counterterrorism. On the 
other hand, Saudi support for an array of preachers and non-government organizations 
contributes to an overall climate of radicalization, making it far harder to counter 
violent extremism. Both these problems are manifest today as the United States seeks 
to counter the Islamic State and its allies.19

The Kingdom in general was often slow to recognize the threat of terrorism and 
reluctant to cooperate with the United States. After the 1996 Khobar Towers bombing, 
the Saudi government did not share vital information with U.S. intelligence. The 
Interior Minister in the 1990s, Nayef bin Abdelaziz (the father of the current crown
prince) believed Bin Laden’s terrorist reputation was a product of U.S. propaganda,

20and after 9/11 initially blamed the attacks on a “Zionist plot” . Everything was 
changed when Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, its institutions, security personnel, and 
foreigners directly attacked in 2003 by local branch of al-Qaeda

The Islamic State, like Al Qaeda, is also considered a top security threat by the 
Saudi regime. The presence of IS in Saudi Arabia dates back to November 2014. The 
attack on a Hussainiyah, a Shia prayer hall in the village of ad-Dawlah, in the Eastern 
Province sparked a fear among the local Saudi Shia population that they would be the 
target of a new wave of terrorist attacks. That fear was justified days later when al- 
Baghdadi announced the establishment of IS “provinces” in Saudi Arabia - Wilayat 
Najd, Wilayat Hijaz, and Wilayat Bahrain21.

Islamic State threatens the regime’ s legitimacy, claiming that it -  rather than the 
Kingdom -  is the true embodiment of a state under God’ s law. It has called the royal
family “ slaves of the Crusaders and allies of the Jews” and derided them for

2 1

abandoning Muslims around the world.

17 N.Chomsky. Saudi Arabia is the 'Center of Radical Islamic Extremism' Now Spreading Among Sunni 
Muslims. https://www.democracynow.org/2016/5/17/chomsky_saudi_arabia_is_the_center
18 D.L.Byman. The U.S.-Saudi Arabia counterterrorism relationship. 24.05.2016.
https://www.brookings.edu/testimonies/the-u-s-saudi-arabia-counterterrorism-relationship/
20 Bruce Riedel, “The Prince of Counterterrorism,” The Brookings Essay, September 29, 2015, 
https://www.brookings.edu/research/essays/2015/the-prince-of-counterterrorism.
21Niamh McBurney. Gulf States Bolster Security Initiatives to Confront Islamic State Threat. July 22, 2016. 
https://jamestown.org/program/gulf-states-bolster-security-initiatives-to-confront-islamic-state-threat/
22 Christopher M. Blanchard, “Saudi Arabia: Background and U.S. Relations,” Congressional Research Service, 
February 12, 2014, 11-12.
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Dan Byman a senior fellow and director of the Centre for Middle East Policy 
acknowledged the vital importance of Saudi Arabia to the United States in the fighting 
against the Islamic State, Al-Qaeda, and other jihadist group. American officials 
should also continue to diplomatically encourage the Kingdom to suppress extremist
financing and support, including the rhetoric support from some in the religious

22establishment. This is obviously that cooperation will continue.

New Phase of 9/11 Consequences
Problems of events 9/11 between the USA and Saudi Arabia were lifted to new 

level. Though, the government of Saudi Arabia in every possible way denies the 
participation in these of an event, the fact that most of terrorists were from Saudi 
Arabia always will be infinite problem for Saudi Arabia and accused especially by 
American public.

In 2002 from the American government has been made investigation 
concerning participation of Saudi Arabia in events 9/11. The report on investigation of 
terrorist attacks was published in 2002. In the published report, it has been concluded 
that Saudi Arabia hasn't a direct bearing on these events. However, for public 
remained closed the part secret by the president George Bush Jr., amount of 28 pages. 
Data on content of this part from the people who got acquainted with it leaked out into 
the American mass media. According to unconfirmed data, in it was told about 
possible participation of some physical persons and legal entities of Saudi Arabia in 
these terrorist attacks.

The congress has demanded from the government to disclose the remained 28 
pages of the report, the made investigation concerning participation of Saudi Arabia in 
events 9/11. Intelligence agencies of the U.S have declared that it doesn't correspond 
to national interests and safety of the U.S and can negatively affect the relations of two 
countries.

The congress of the U.S initiated the bill (Justice Against Sponsors o f Terrorism 
Act) granting the right to families of the victims of events 9/11 to file a lawsuit (claim) 
Saudi Arabia. Reaction from Saudi Arabia followed without delay. Logically, KSA 
condemned this law.

The bill - JASTA must pass the House of Representatives and earn presidential 
approval. As it stands now, President Barack Obama has said he will veto the bill and 
he did. But recently the Congress of the USA has overcome the veto of B. Obama. He 
has condemned this action. This is not just a bilateral US-Saudi issue, B. Obama 
explained. “This is a matter of how generally the United States can routinely start

23 I.A. Merit. No better alternative: The U.S.-Saudi counterrorism relationship. 3.06.2016.
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2016/06/03/no-better-alternative-the-u-s-saudi-
counterterrorism-relationship/
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suing other governments, and then we are also opening up the United States, to being
23continually sued by individuals in other countries” .

Nevertheless, some Saudis believe the bill reveals the “real political and 
strategic intensions of the American mind” towards the kingdom. For others, Saudi 
Arabia “has nothing to hide” . Either way, Saudi Arabia-US relations will be negatively

24affected if the bill becomes law.
Therefore, the contradictions between states increased gradually. Nevertheless, 

the cooperation between allies will continue because they have common interest, but 
not common values.
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Abstract
The issues in the Middle East directly affect Turkey's interests from security to 

economy. However, during the Cold War, Turkey did not involve directly and 
influentially to the Middle Eastern affairs. The political atmosphere arose after the 
Cold War, especially in the beginning 2000s, gave some opportunity and/or 
encouraged Turkish decision makers to pursue a new policy. Turkey as it develops and 
continues its relations with the West and the rest o f  the World, tried to set a new model 
o f  relations depend on mutual respect, recognition o f  territorial integrity and 
constructing trust building relations with the regional countries in every level. This 
article focuses on Turkish new foreign policy toward the Middle East and reflects the 
perceptions in Syria and Lebanon. From these perceptions, the article claims that 
Turkish new diplomatic initiatives would likely to continue and will be appreciated by 
all sides as long as the search for stability in the region prevails.

Key Words: Turkey's Middle East Policy, Turkish Foreign Policy, Turkish- 
Syrian Relations, Turkey-Lebanese Relations, Perception o f  Turkey in the Middle East

INTRODUCTION
For a long time, Turkey, especially during the Cold War years ignored the East or 

the Middle East due to some conjunctural and/or ideological reasons despite the fact 
that the Middle East and Turkey has historical, physical and cultural bounds. However 
the West and/or Westernization had been basic policy orientation for Turkey in terms 
of security and political considerations. In those years, the security situation stemmed 
from the structure of international system imposed Turkey to take the Western 
consideration in dealing the problems in the Middle East. Post Cold War developments 
gave some opportunity for Turkey and the Middle Eastern countries to reevaluate the 
political consideration and historical misperceptions and develop new types of 
engagements with each other. And still Turkey has strategic, political and economic 
reasons to construct intense relations with the region.

However, as a result of internal and external changes, especially after the collapse 
of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War, Turkish foreign policy has been 
reshaped by new political decision makers. Surely, the political conditions arose after 
2003, gave some opportunity and/or encouraged the political leaders to pursue a new 
policy. In this atmosphere, Turkey tried to set a new model of relations depend on 
mutual understanding, mutual respect, recognition of territorial integrity and
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constructing trust building relations with the regional countries in every level.In this 
article the basic principles of Turkish new foreign policy and the relations with Syria 
and Lebanon as well as the perceptions of new Turkish foreign policy in the Middle 
East will be analyzed.

Background of Turkish Engagement to the Middle East
Turkey has made an unchallengeable impression on the Middle Eastern countries 

as well as on the third parties with her active foreign policies and regional engagement 
in recent years. Turkey gave importance to the relations with Europe symbolized as 
"West" rather than the Middle East symbolized as "East" Even there were historical, 
religious and cultural links remained behind the demise of the Ottomans, the modern 
Turkey preferred not to involve and familiarize itself with the Middle East. On the 
other hand, the states, founded after the withdrawal of the Ottoman Empire from the 
Middle East were not so independent: Syria and Lebanon were under the French 
mandate while Iraq and Iordan were under British. The political structures and 
identities of these states were mainly determined by the mandates and the "other" 
created to construct self consciousness depended heavily on anti-Turkish sentiments.

Although the consequences of the World War II created a new atmosphere 
different from the past; Turkey still did not involve necessarily to the Middle Eastern 
affairs. Even one consequence of the new era for the Middle East was the breaking off 
the relations with the mandatory powers, the bipolar system and the Cold War 
determined the basic structures of the relations. Taking side with the Western bloc, 
Turkey evaluated its security policies through the Soviet expansionism and pursued its 
foreign policy through the perspectives of West. Even the Palestinian issue and the 
Arab-Israeli wars as well as the Iran-Iraq war which lasted eight years, Turkey 
maintained to pursue the policy of non-interference and non-involvement in Middle 
Eastern conflicts. So, in the Cold War era the main attitude that underlined the 
relations is the bipolar system not the self interests. But with the end of the Cold War 
there were systemic and geographical changes that Turkey and regional countries had 
to re-evaluate their positions.

In the early years of the post-Cold War era, still the Cold War discourse has taken 
the minds of the regional countries as hostage and some specific developments drove 
the attention of the region to the security related topics. In other words, Turkey and 
other regional countries had to resume the relations mostly on security basis and this 
prevented to enhance the relations not only in political dimension but also economic 
and cultural bases. For Turkey, the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and the developments 
thereafter is closely linked with the terrorist activities of the separatist PKK and in the 
1990s, Turkey had to give most of its energy on this issue. In this era Turkey preserved 
to continue its traditional reactive policy to the regional developments and did not take
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active steps and made initiatives to change the structure of the game for its own 
interest by employing diplomatic and/or other necessary instruments.

Turkey s  New Activism in the Middle East: Basic Features & Causes
The issues of the Middle East directly affect Turkey’s interests from security to 

economy. The relative costs of traditional policies were so high that in the beginning 
of 2000s Turkey can no longer pursue a non-involvement policy. Regarding the 
Middle East that once known very well, Turkey has the potential to drive the regional 
trends and establish friendly relations among the regional countries in order to solve 
the existing problems while protecting its interests. First of all, it should be noted that 
Turkish foreign policy goals towards the region are mainly strategic and depend on to 
develop mutual trust and mutual respect. In other words, Turkish policy makers are 
focusing on some certain points as maintaining regional stability, protecting national 
unity and territorial integrity, expanding trade relationship, developing friendly and 
peaceful relations built on trust rather than mutual suspicions.

In order to understand new characteristics of Turkish policy, the main principles 
should be analyzed. These principles can be summarized under five headlines.

First, Turkey started to pursue a multi-dimensional diplomacy. In the Cold War 
and early years of the post-Cold War the ideological factors and mutual suspicions 
determined the limits of the engagement. Namely, Turkey pursued a foreign policy 
that serves bloc interests even it was controversial to its own. But with the end of Cold 
War effects, Turkey started to develop diplomacy on mutual and multilateral basis. 
This means not only taking part with one side but developing the diplomatic relations 
with almost all actors. Regarding Lebanon, Turkey established diplomatic contacts 
with all groups notably Shiites and Sunnis that all appreciate Turkish peace efforts and 
welcome the Turkish troops in UNIFIL after the Israeli attacks in 2006-1 On the 
multilateral level, conclusion of a Framework Agreement with the Arab League to 
institutionalize the relations and cooperation through the establishment of a Turkish- 
Arab Cooperation Forum in 2007 and improve the Strategic Dialogue with the Gulf 
Cooperation Council (GCC) into a structured framework in 2008 are both examples of 
the new era2. Thus, multi-dimensional diplomacy enables Turkey to complement the 
issues with each other and bring peaceful approaches to the tough problems.

Second feature of the new active foreign policy is the positive engagement. This 
principle has two aspects. First, with its outstanding military power in the Middle East 
regional balance Turkey, initially uses and insists diplomatic means to solve the

1 Also during a visit to the UNIFIL-Turkish military unit in southern Lebanon, Turkish military staff 
noted that they were very welcomed and received grateful attitudes from all groups including Shiites.
2 Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, http://www.mfa.gov.tr/synopsis-of-the-turkish-for eign- 
policy.en.mfa, (retrieved 09/02/2009).
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problems. But the diplomatic means to find solutions to the issues sometimes 
accompanied with coercion or deterrence. May be the last example o f this attitude was 
in 1998 when Turkey achieved to stop the Syrian support of PKK after amassing 
10,000 additional troops to the border. In the new era, threatening the use of force gave 
its privileged place to the positive engagement. This wouldn't mean that Turkey quit 
its deterrent force. Rather, this would mean a positive attitude taken towards all sides 
even it has a problematic past. According to the second aspect of this kind of policy 
principle, Turkey pursues positive engagement not only with neighboring but all the 
countries wherever the world that is to say even with the geographically and politically 
remote and marginal ones. For example the political and economic relations of Turkey 
with the countries such as Oman, UAE, Qatar, Bahrain and Yemen so developed that 
was never dreamed before. This situation provides Turkey to be kept informed about 
the concerns and worries of the each country even it has a minor role in the regional 
context. Also this enables engaging to the problems with acceptable solutions for each 
part.

Third, Turkey develops sincere and long standing relations. During the Cold War 
years as well as in 1990s the relations fluctuated due to the systemic and political 
factors. But in the new era Turkey establishes communication channels and trust 
building relations to reduce misunderstandings and change current prejudices with all 
partners if there exists. The deep relations are not supposed to construct by only 
official networks but also unofficial means. The high level visits and speeches in the 
press conferences of the Turkish politicians and counterparts indicated that personal 
relations have been facilitating the establishment of good relations and mutual trust. 
Also the relations founded are not limited on governmental level governments. Besides 
Turkey engage to all domestic groups in each country without any discrimination and 
imperialistic or irredentist aims. Even though the democratic structures of the Middle 
Eastern countries make hard the change of the governments, Turkey has developed 
relations with the most of the domestic factions depending on respect.

This can be observed in the changing character of the Turkish foreign diplomatic 
missions in the Middle East. Before, they were used to be seen as ordinary missions 
that execute the regular official foreign relations. But recently the Turkish diplomats 
established so effective network that are keep in touch with almost every group in that 
country. For example through these efforts, Turkish diplomats easily manage the 
evacuation of Turkish citizens from Beirut during the Lebanon crisis in 2008 while 
other foreign diplomats had had some difficulties.

Fourth, Turkey develops an independent foreign policy. Nevertheless, under the 
shadow of Cold War Turkey exaggerated the threat perception and without any

3 Interview with Turkish Ambassador Serdar Kilig, Beirut, 08/26/2008.
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precondition, gave full support to Western foreign policy approaches. Therefore, for a 
long time, Turkey was perceived in the Middle East as a "gendarme of the West" and 
the USA in particular. This perception did not disappeared immediately despite the 
end of the Cold War. But some foreign policy initiatives caused the total removal of 
this perception. In this context the divergence between U.S. and Turkey regarding Iraq 
pinned the new perception towards Turkey.4And of course Turkish reactions towards 
Israel in the light of Gaza war and storming out of the Turkish Prime Minister Tayyip 
Erdo- gan after a heated debate with Israeli President Shimon Peres in the Davos 
Summit in January 2009 burnished this perception. So, acknowledging of the Middle 
Eastern countries that Turkish initiatives are free from American or European interests 
make their approach more positive towards Turkey.

Fifth, Turkey started to evaluate the problems in “win-win strategy” . Deriving 
from game theory the win-win strategy means that both sides would have benefits 
from cooperation. Emphasized many times by the Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan, 
the issues are taken on a win-win basis. In this context the old hostilities as well as the 
new ones tried to be overcome not by power or intimidation but compromise. With 
this strategy in mind, Turkey emphasizes that regional stability is on behalf of 
everyone and with the solution of the problems from bilateral to multilateral including 
the key problems like Palestine issue, the region would benefit whole.

At the same time, soft power of Turkey accompanied and facilitated Turkish new 
stance in the Middle East. In fact, it can be argued that the Turkish dramas and films as 
soft power elements changed the Turkish image and influenced perceptions toward 
Turkey in the Arab Middle East. Before the field research the authors of this paper can 
only make some simple assumptions about the popularity of these series and 
admiration of “Turkish way o f  life” in the region by observing the Arab online media 
and thought that these would facilitate to improve relations.5 Cards and posters of the 
artists of these series are being sold in the streets of the whole Arab cities. Even it's 
difficult to find these ones in Turkish cities, you may see the posters not only in 
Damascus and Beirut but also in Hums, Hama, Tripoli, Saida or Latakia.

Moreover, some other features of new Turkish activism accompanied the 
principles mentioned above. Among these are zero problem with neighbors, 
independent approach to the dependent cases, avoiding from irredentist aims and not 
making discrimination among the countries and groups whether on ideological, ethnic 
or religious basis.

All these features enable Turkey to become the most prominent actor of the

4 Even the rapprochement between Turkey and some Middle Eastern states started before, rejection of Turkish 
Parliament the motion to allow American troops to use Turkish territory on March 1, 2003 was more appreciated 
in the Middle East. In the field research, almost everybody from politicians and academicians to ordinary people 
consider this event as the starting point of Turkish new stance in the Middle Eastern affairs.
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region. It is defined as the “major regional power” or “regional super power” in most 
of the interviews made in the Middle East and there are a lot of articles emphasizing 
Turkey's active regional role as a mediator not only Israeli-Syr- ian case but also in

n

Lebanon crisis, Iraq-Syrian crisis, Iran's nuclear efforts, Hamas-PLO dispute.. .etc. So 
that, especially after the Davos Summit, Mshari Al-Zaydi from the London based 
Asharq al Awsat wrote an article which emphasizes the new Turkish activism in the 
Middle East with the title of “The Return o f  the Ottoman Empire”. In his article Al- 
Zaydi wrote “Turkey is now turning towards its Ottoman past after neglecting it for so 
long; ... to establish an effective presence for the Turkish state that suits its historical, 
political and economic significance in the region." Stephen Larrabee a Turkey 
specialist from the Rand Corporation quoted “ .a significant shift in the country's 
foreign policy has gone largely unnoticed: After decades of passivity, Turkey is now 
emerging as an mportant diplomatic 5 6 7 8actor in the Middle East." in Foreign Affairs 
and named the new Turkish activism as "Rediscovering the Middle East".9

New Turkish activism in the Middle East is not a spontaneous and independent 
action from the facts. In other words, there are domestic, regional and global factors 
lying behind this new policy. Dealing with the domestic ones, some argue that the new 
Middle East engagement stems solely from the policies of (ustice and Development 
Party (AK Party -Adalet ve Kalkinma Partisi) which has a conservative background.10 
Thus with the AK Party coming into power it can be said that the religious sensitivity 
of the people increased. Turkish people became more engaged in the Middle Eastern 
politics especially the Palestine issue. However it’ s believed that this is not the only 
case. Because even more conservative governments like Refah (Welfare) Party came 
in to power before, there wasn’t any engagement like this. However it can be argued 
that political stability created a much more distinctive era for foreign policy. For 
instance, while there were more than ten governments changed during the 1990s, the 
ruling AK Party elected first in 2002 is still in power and this stability enable the 
continuity in foreign policy as well as in economic policies.11

5 For example see Asharq al Awsat, “Turkish Drama Series Gain Popularity in Arab World", http:// 
www.asharq-e.com/news.asp?section=7&id=12568, (retrieved 04/27/2006); Rana Mouss- aoui, 'Subversive' 
Turkish TV Series Takes Arab World by Storm", http://www.france24.com/ en/20080825-subversive-turkish-tv- 
series-takes-arab-world-storm, (retrieved 09/14/2008); Lebanon Daily Star," Turkish Soaps Revive Arab Interest 
in the Capital of the Ottomans "http://
www.dailystar.com.lb/artide.asp?edition_id=10&categ_id=4&artide_id=105477,(retrieved08/22/2009).
6 Observations in Lebanon and Syria in Summer 2008 and 2009.
7 For example see Simon Tisdall, “Turkey's Decisive Role", The Guardian,January 19, 2009.
8 See Mshari Al-Zaydi, “The Return of the Ottoman Empire", Asharq Alawsat, 02/05/2009, http:// 
www. aawsat. com/english/news.asp? section=2&id=15618, (retrieved 02/08/2009).
9 Stephen Larrabee, "Turkey Rediscovers the Middle East", Foreign Affairs, July/August 2007.
10 Interview with Anat Lapidot-Firilla, Jerusalem-Israel, 06/10/2009; Ofra Bengio, Tel Aviv-Israel, 06/11/2009.
11 For the changing nature of Turkish governments see http://www.tbmm.gov.tr/hukumetler /hu- kumetler.htm, 
(retrieved 07/15/2009).
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In this context strategic and geopolitical changes caused this Turkish posture 
towards the Middle East as well. As mentioned above with the re-discovering the 
possible negative consequences of the new strategic landscape, the regional actors 
especially Turkey, Syria, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Iran, and also Iraq realized that 
cooperation through bilateral and multilateral channels would serve best on behalf of 
their interests. For Turkey, especially the instability stemming from Iraq is vital. 
Because the chaos broke out after the American invasion of Iraq would cause 
dissolution and in this case the delicate regional balance would break down. Even 
some sort of stability assured in Iraq, the ambiguity about the consequences of the 
power struggles still prevails.

Consequently, the change in the official and unofficial perceptions of the region 
facilitated the Turkish engagement. During the interviews, most of the intellectuals 
and decision makers "unofficially" quoted their disturbance towards American policies 
and they also made a deliberate distinction with these policies and the Turkish 
stance.1In this sense, the divergence of the policies of Washington and Ankara not 
only helped the transformation of perceptions towards Turkey but also created an 
independent room to maneuver for Turkey in the Middle East. This assumption is 
more meaningful when you consider that the regional issues would be solved by the 
initiatives and willsof the region first just because regional powers may regard the 
sensitivities of each actor more. The critical situation of some regional countries also 
positively affected the Turkish activism in the region. The possible negative conse
quences of Iraq plus the isolation and problematic relations of Syria and Iran with the 
U.S. caused these countries to be more open to regional cooperation. Thereby, Turkey 
did not have to endeavor to gain support of these countries for regional and bilateral 
cooperation.

Moreover, the economic factors inspired Turkish new engagement to the Middle 
East. Even though Turkey had economic relations with some neighboring countries 
especially with Syria, Iraq and Iran, these were largely characterized through the 
border trade and could not be compared with the share of Turkey's other trade

13partners. But in the new era the needs for Turkish economic growth stimulated to 
search new markets and it's seen that there were nearly nothing invested in the Middle 
East market. So, the rapid growth in Turkish economy brought the new investments in 
the Middle East and the trade volume with the region so increased that never can be 
compared with the past. The improving economic relations and the political ones 
sometimes reciprocally accompanied and facilitated the engagement and encouraged

12 Especially Syrian, Palestinian, Iranian and Lebanese intellectuals share this view while some of the Egyptian 
and Jordanians and none of the Israelis do.
13 This can be truely understood when the data in the Turkish Undersecretary of Foreign Trade examined. See. 
http://www.dtm.gov.tr, (retrieved 07/15/2009).
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each other.

Conclusion
As long as the underlying causes of new Turkish activism in the Middle East, 

especially the search for stability prevails, Turkish new diplomatic initiatives would 
likely continue. The characteristic o f Turkish engagement which differs itself from the 
others is certainly its nature. In other words, it's obviously different from the 
engagements of Iran or other regional powers. Thus, Turkish activism is constructed 
on the desire for regional stability and never aimed to change regional balance by 
using military power. However there are some worries of regional decision makers and 
analysts about the new Turkish activism. Some made their hesitations about the 
imperial desires of Turkey by calling the new policy as neo-Ottomanism.

Nevertheless it must be stated that the character of Turkish activism has not 
imperialistic desires. The basic motive behind this policy can be explained with: “...if 
there were something happening in the world that affected Turkey, then Turkey had a 
right to speak out and would always exercise this right.”36 Exercising this right of 
course needs a strong infrastructure which Turkey likely to acquire. For instance if the 
elections for the non-permanent Security Council membership regarded, Middle 
Eastern countries supported Turkey’ s membership.

Dealing on the reflections of Turkish activism, it’ s observed that Turkish new 
stance is mostly supported in the cases of Syria and Lebanon. In the regional context, 
this support would be higher in the streets than the government bureaucracies however 
the decision makers of Syria and Lebanon are welcoming and supporting this activism. 
During the interviews, it’ s observed that neither side confront to the activism, instead 
they are waiting for additional steps in order to solve their individual problems.

As a consequence Turkey’s new stance in the Middle East is welcomed and likely 
to improve as long as the strategic landscape is not changed or Turkey doesn’t retreat 
itself from the process.
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